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Following Plate XII.  The Santa Marta Mountains region. 
TI-III: AMPJ-IICIANS AND IIBPTILES O F  TI-IE SIERRA NEVADA 
DE SANTA MARTA, COLOMBIA 
BY ALEXANDER G. R T ~ T T I V ~ N  
(\Vitli a descriptioa of the region by i\4. A. Cai-riker, Jr.) 
The exploratioils of the Uiliversity of Michigan in the Santa Marta 
region have had as the principal object the study of the distribution of 
several groups of ailiiiials abuildaiit in the tropics. I t  is believed that 
geography should be emphasized by museums, that the most reliable results 
at the present time are to be obtained by the study of the distribution of 
particular groups by persons acquainted with these groups systematically, 
and that certaiii l~roblems call best be studied in particular regions. 
The groups which have received principal attention ill the study of 
the Santa Marta region are the Formicidae, An~pl~ibia, nd Reptilia. Cotl- 
siderable worlc has been done oil the Crustacea, and rather extensive col- 
lections have beell inade in other groups, but the ants, amphibians, and 
reptiles are the groups studied in sufficient detail to permit of the drawing 
of general concl~isioi~s upon the distribution. This paper contains descrip- 
tions of the field work and the region studied and a discussion of the 
distribution of the ainplsibians and reptiles. 
Tlle specific problems in the distribution of the reptile-amphibian fauna 
of the Sailta Marta Mountains region which were to be investigated were 
two: to determine more exactly the nature and place of the changes in the 
fauna which evidently take place in western Venezuela or eastern Colombia, 
and to obtain illore data on the responses of these groups to  changes in 
altitude. I t  is probably well lcnown to herpetologists that a number of 
reptiles and amphibians found in northern Venezuela do not occur in west- 
ern Colonlbia and that a number of northern Colombian species do not 
occur in Veilczuela, but there has been no evidence of the nature and 
extent of the changes in the faunas nor data by which the place could be 
inort accurately fixed. Besides beii~g in the general region of the above- 
mentioned faunal change, the Santa Marta Mouctains seemed to offer 
exceptional opportunities for studies in the altitudinal distribution of rep- 
tiles and amphibians. The abrupt rise from sea level to heights perennially 
covered with snow and the tropical location of the region proinised a 
considerable fauna and sharply delineated distributions. 
'The first expedition was sent to the region in 1913. The party, con- 
sisting of A. S. Pearse, 3'. M. Gaige, and the writer, spent eight weeks, 
from July first, on the west end of the range. During this tllllc collectillg 
was done from the coast at Santa Marta to the bench at 8,300 feet (the 
Cerro Queinado) on Sail Lorenzo, the territory covered beillg a strip 
through the villages and haciendas of Sailta Marta, Bolivar (1 jl, La Tigi-er,z 
(11), Miilca (111), Agua Uulce (I\T), and Cincinnati (Ir),  and on the 
lowlands at L a  Gaira, Ciellega, and Fundacion. Subsequent to this time 
M. A. Carrilter, Jr. inade collections which supplemented the serles obtainetl 
a t  the west end of the range and provided inforllla~ioll 011 the fauna of the 
north side of the range froill Don Diego to snow-litle. In  1920 the writer 
with Mr. Gaige again visited the range, ant1 during June obtained ad- 
ditional illformatioil on the fauna of the forested area 011 Sail Lorciizo, 
exploring the great valleys on the east side of Sail Lorenzo and the head- 
waters of the Rio Cordova. In July ancl August Mi-. Carriliei-, h'lr. Gaige, 
and the writer went to IXiohacha by boat, and, secui-iilg illules froill the 
Indians, worlied entirely around the range by way of Arroya de Arenas, 
Fonseca, San Juan de Cesar, Valle de Upar, Valencia, and Fui idacic~.  
arriving a t  Santa Marta on August 13. The localities at which collecting 
was done are given in Mr. Carriker's account which follows. 
I n  the field an attempt was made to obtain data on habits, ecological 
distribution, and exact limits of ranges, in the belief that the most detailed 
geographic and ecological data are needed in the iilter~~retatiotl of relation- 
ships and distributions. Anyone acquainted with the secretive habits of 
the amphibians and reptiles, and giving coilsicleratio~l to the size of the 
region, the diversity of conditions, and the iiun~bei- of species comprising 
the fauna, will understand the difficulties of the task. No one can appre- 
ciate better than the writer the incompleteness of the results. The nature 
of the field worli in itself limited the areas and the forms that could be 
studied in detail. However, it has seemed that the publication of the results 
is justified in several ways : The reptile-aml~libiai fauna was practically 
unlinown; therc is a distinct possibility that the natural conditions will be 
greatly changed in the near future; and certain conclusions, bearing on 
tlie general problenls which were attacked, ai-c possihlc froin the data. 
Acl~nowledg~nc~zts: I t  is with great pleasure, but with considerable 
difficulty, that the writer attempts to acltnowledge the assistance received 
during tlie progress of this study. Thc expeditioils were inade possible by 
Dr. Bryant Walker, who has so consistently supported several of the activi- 
ties of the Museum. In the field the assistance and hospitality of Mr. and 
Mrs. Orlando I,. Flye, Mi-. and Mrs. M. A. Carrilier, Jr., Mr. Robert Sar- 
gent, and Mr. William Flye contributed so largely to the success of the 
work that it is not exaggerating to say that to tl~ein belongs in considerable 
part the credit for the results obtained. The indebtediless of the members 
of the University of Michigan expeditions to these persons cannot be satis- 
factorily expressed, but it sho~ild be pointed out that such knowledge as 
we have of the fauna of the Sierra Ncvada de Santa Marta is in no sinall 
part due to the assistance and advice which Mr. Flye has so freely and 
1 Thcse ilumhers arc  usrd on the map to indicate the location of thc haciendas. 
hindly given to collectors, and to the careful field worlt of Mr. Carrilter. 
'I'he writer also wishes to express his indebtedness to his companioils in 
the field, 14. A. Carrilter, F. i\I. Gaige, and A. S. Pearse. Their loyalty 
and indefatigable efforts to advance the work on the reptiles and amphibians, 
although principally interested in other groups, made it possible to obtain 
a large amo~ult of data that otherwise would not have been secured, and 
coiltributed to the pleasure of the field worlt. 
The writer is under obligatio~ls to Mr. Samuel FIenshaw 2nd Dr. 
Thon~as Bai-bour for the loan of inatel-ial in the RiIuseum of Comparative 
Zoology, and to Dr. Henry Mi. Fowler and the authorities of the Academy 
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for  the opportunity of examining the 
specilllens obtained by Mr. J. A. G. Rehn and 'Mr. Morgan Hebai-d in 1921. 
1-Ie has also had considerable assistance from Dr. Thoinas Barbour, Dr. 
George Boulenger, and Miss Joan Procter in the identification of specimens, 
and from Dr. Leoilhard Stejneger in the settling of probleil1s in nomeilclature. 
The writer congratulates himself on being able to publish a description 
of the region by Mr. Carrilcer. Certainly no one is more familiar with the 
area, and no one who has visited it is better fitted to describe t l ~ e  conditions 
froill the biological standpoint. The writer has been able to spend much 
time in the field with Mr. Carrilter, and fully agrees with the interpretations 
of the coi~ditions given in his account. 
(MTi't11 coilliuents on the zoological worlt which has been done there and a 
list of localities) 
, , 1 he preparation of this paper was suggested by Dr. Ruthven at the 
time of 11is second expedition to this region in the suillnler of 1920. H e  
argued that the information the writer possessed as the result of personal 
observations over an extended period should be published as an aid to 
future workers as well as to  those who have already made extensive bio- 
logical studies here. I t  is due to his enthusiasm and encouragenlent tl~a't I
was iilduced to undei-tale the work, and it was with bis help that the out- 
liilc of the paper here presented was prepared. 
The writer first arrived in Santa Marta in 1909, and with the exceptioil 
of about two years spent in various parts of the interior of Coloinbia, has 
beell inore or less a constant resident in the region, living in the lowlands 
near Santa Marta and in the mountains within a radius of twenty-five 
miles of that city when not engaged in malting trips to other parts of the 
Nevada. (See map following Plate XII.) 
As one approaches Santa Marta from the sea (Pl. I, fig. I )  the beauti- 
ful snowcapped peaks (see frontispiece) forming the apex of the range 
are visible for many miles and present an almost irresistible attractioil to 
any lover of the wild and unkllown spots of the earth, but especially to the 
naturalist, callnot but be fascinated by the prospect of collectillg in 
this great, isolated, aliliost ui~ltnown ~nouiltaiii mass. The region received 
the attelltioil of some of the earliest naturalist-explorers who visited 
Colombia, and maiiy species of anilllals and plants were described from 
the meagre collectiotls made here, but the fauna and flora are still largely 
unknown. To the biologist the iiitei-estiilg features of the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta are that it is a lofty iilountaiii mass, rising abruptly from 
sea-level and entirely separated fi-0111 any other ~liountain range or system, 
that it has ulldoubtedly iiever been coililected with tlie nearest illountain 
range-the eastern Andes of Columbia,-and the diversity in co~lditions. 
The diversity in ecological conditions is  roba ably exceeded in few areas of 
tlie same size, as the range rises fro111 the sea and fro111 lowlands which arc 
arid wastes, or covered with semi-arid woodland or dense humid forests; 
there are scores of iniles of mouiltain slopes covered in places by a dense 
tropical forest, in others by semi-arid woodland, and in still others by great 
savannas or bare, rock-strewn slopes; and the upper regions constitute a 
vast solitude of pa7,alzos, extending from the timber-line up to the eternal 
snows. 
I n  animal and plant life the region is very rich, and these ale appar- 
ently a large number of endemic species. Of all of the groups represented, 
only the mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians have received particular 
attention, and even in these groups there is still much to be discovered. 
The greater part of the region at all altitudes is a vast wilderness, unknown 
and uninhabited, and the number of biological and archaeological problems 
is legion. 
I n  this paper I will attempt to give, as nearly as possible, tlie infor- 
mati011 on the physical and biological conditions T have accumulated during 
the past nine years. Since the published data are meagre, this information 
should be useful to those who shall be able to continue the exploration and 
study of this remarkable region and its exceedingly rich flora and fauna, 
and to those who have already done some work in the range, but who do 
not have a comprehensive idea of the region as a whole and the relations 
which the different parts bear to each other and to the adjoining areas. I t  
sliould also assist in preventing useless duplication of work and aid future 
woi-lters to select untouched fields. 
I t  should be poigted out here that biological work in the Santa Marta 
range should be done at once if it is to be done at all. There is now begin- 
ning a colonization of the mountains which may, in a few years, wipe out 
the great forest areas and make such changes in the natural conditions that 
it will be most difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at a correct knowledge 
of the original composition and distribution of the flora and fauna. There 
are two colonization schemes on foot now in Germany, with the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta as their objective, while great interest has been 
aroused in the region throughout Colombia, and a large amount of land has 
been taken up during the past two years. A new road has been opened, 
beginning at Fundacion, the present terminus of the Santa Marta Railway, 
and extending into the ~nountains a distance of 25 to 30 l<ilometei-s and to 
a n  altitude of about 6,000 feet. Other roads are being projected by the 
Goveri~ment and by private interests, and with these once opened it is a 
foregone coilclusioil that all the forested country within reach of thein will 
soon be reduced to pasture land and cultivated fields. Already the greater 
poiJtion of the lluinid forest, occupying the lowlands on the west side, 
between Cieilega and Fundacihn, has disappeared, and to get at undisturbed 
conditions representing this l~abitat it is now necessary to go to the great 
forests of the Ai-iguani, about thirty iniles south of Fundacion. 
The Field W o r k  o f  the LV~iter:  I begail collecting birds in the Santa 
Marta district in 1911, arriving at the city of Santa Marta late in May. 
The iirst work was done at the hacie~zda Cincinnati (formerly lti~own as 
Valparaiso). 'I'liis is the largest coffee plantation in the region and lies on 
the northwest slopes of Mt. Sail Lorenzo, between 3,000 and 5,000 feet. I t  
is surrounded by forest extending downward to the foothills and upward 
to  the crest of the mountain, whicli attains an elevation of 8,300 feet at  the 
~vestcrn end. More or less continuous work was done at Cincinnati and 
on Sail Loi-enzo during June and July, and in August, lower down, between 
hlainatoco and Cincinnati, at  La Tigrera and Minca, and Agua Dulce. No 
  no re collectiiig \vas done until March of the following year, when an 
attempt was inacle to reach the Sierra Nevada proper by way of the ridge 
connectiiig it with Sail Lorenzo. Three weeks were occupied in this attempt, 
~vliich was finally given up as impracticable, after an elevation of about 
8.000 feet was reached on the main ridge leading to the pa'ramos. There 
was no trail of any sort, nothing but unbroken forest, and trail had to be 
cut wit11 machetks. After reaching an altitude of about 8,000 feet progress 
was cl~ecl<ed by an iinpenetrable mass of brush and huge bromelias from 
four to ten feet in height. Water was very difficult to secure and birds 
extremely scarce, so that, after a couple of days of heart-breaking work 
in an atteinpt to pass this barrier, the trip was abandoned and the' party 
returned to Cincinnati. After this failure to reach the Nevada, work was 
continued at Cincinnati and around Mamatoco until the end of April, when 
I returned to the States for a much needed vacation, having beell in the 
field constantly for nearly three years. 
My return to Sailta Marta was made in September of 1912, accoin- 
patlied by Mrs. Carrilter. Soine interinittent collectiilg was done in the 
vicinity of Cinciilnati during the remainder of 1912 and the early part 
of 1913. 
In April, 1913, accompanied by Mrs. Carriker, who had now acquired 
some skill in the preparation of specimens, I again began intensive work 
which continued allnost uninterruptedly during the remainder of 1913. The 
first locality worlied was the valley of the Tamocal Creek, between Maina- 
toco and La Tigrera. Later the vicinity of Mainatoco and Santa Marta 
was examined, and several trips were made to Gaira and to the beach 
beyond. I n  May a trip was made to the hacienda Las Vegas, situated at 
an  elevation of from three to five thousand feet above sea level on the 
~~ort l icast  lopes of the Horqueta, near one of the sources of the Rio i\/len- 
daguaca. TWO weeks were spent here ancl very thoi-ough work was done. 
Birds were not abundant, however, and the ground was broke11 and thr 
forest difficult to penetrate. The veilonlous silalce known as "Fer-de-lance" 
was entirely too coi~ln~oiz to be agreeable and several narrow escapes spoiled 
the pleasure of collecting. 
After returning froill L,as Vegas, camp was established at Mitlca for 
two weeks, and the slopes between 1,500 and 2,500 feet were thorougl~ly 
worked, but the heavy rains interfered with collecting. 
From July 6,  to flugust 3, work was done at C~ncinnati, on Sail Loi-enzo 
and near Mainatoco, during which time inally new forms were added to the 
list and many loose ends of the problems of local distribution were caught up. 
On August 6, a trip was made to Futldacioil in company with Dr. A. 
G. Ruthven and Mi-. F. M. Gaige, of the University of Michigan, and Dr. 
A. s. Pearse, of the Ui~iversity of Wisconsin. Two weeks were spent here 
with spleilclid results. The region proved to be a most interesti~lg ant1 feltile 
field for all melllbers of the party, and inany forins new to the general 
region were taken. 
After the return fro111 Fundacioll soine tinle was spent looking fo r  
particular forins in the vicinity of Mamatoco, Eonda, and Gaira, after 
which a trip was made on September 26, to Cienega Grande. The party 
embarked froill Pueblo TJiejo (near Cienega) in a big "Bongo" or  dug-out 
canoe, with a sillaller canoe in tow for shootiilg purposes. The first st011 
was made at Playa Caiinai~, near the i~orthwestei-11 corner of the Ciencga, 
where camp was inade on a narrow strip of sand beach separating the 
Cienega from the sea. All water was brought from near pueblo Viejo, 
~ i v e r .  where it had been carried in canoes fro111 the mouth of the Aracataca I" 
Life here was a constant torture by day and by tligllt because of the hordes 
of moscluitoes and sand-flies, wliicl~ not even a solid illuslin caiiopy would 
keep out. Our only relief was when there was a brisk breeze froin the 
sea, but it was not the season for the sea breeze, ant1 it came but se1d0111. 
Needless to say, all possible haste was made to escape froill such an unde- 
sirable locality, aud after five clays we broke canlp and fled to the open 
Cienega in our big canoe, hoping to get at least one good night's sleep. We  
did sleep, but so sounclly that it was not until inoriling that we discovered 
that we had beell raided during the night by vainpire bats, and tllc \vhole - 
party was covered with blood-stains from the many bites of these 1)ats. I t  
may seem uilreasotlable to the uninitiated that we could have been tllu.: 
bitten and not: be disturbed in our sleep, but the fact is that there is no pain 
produced at the tiine of the bite, 1101- indeed for some hours afterward. 1 
had ample proof of this while collecting vampires in an old tunnel in 
Venezuela. I caugl~t the bats in an insect net and then seized thein care- 
fully by the nape of the neck and t l~rust  them into cyanide bottles 'I'lieir 
sltin is very loose around the neck and several times they succeeded in 
wriggling about and nipping my fingers. On  such occasions I never kne\v 
I had been bitten until I saw the blood flowing from the wout~d. 
After a bath and breakfast we put up our sail ailtl headed for Ti-ojac 
de Cstaca, a fisl~ing village built on piles over the water at the mouth of 
the Aracataca River. We  secured quarters in a coinparatively new house 
and il~ade ourselves fairly con~fortable, although the odor of drying fish 
was very disagreeable for several days until we becaille somcwl~at ac- 
customed to it. I t  was a pretty sight to see the little fleet of fisli~ny canoe5 
sail away at dawn in search of the great schools of Lisa. When luck was 
good the canoes would return Between three and four o'clock, loaded to 
the gunwales, and t l~en  there was pandeinoniuin let loose in the village. 
Singing, shouting, whistling, and laughing, while everyone big enough to 
wield a knife joined in the task of cleaning them for drying, this operation 
usually consuming half of the night. \Vhen the catch was veiy great the 
entire night was spent in festivities. 
Practically all shooting in this vicinity was done froin a canoe along 
the shores of the lagoon 01- up the sti-eanls entering into it, for at this sea- 
son of the year the shores of the Cienega are inundated for a long distance 
inland. IIerons, terns, ant1 ducks were abundant, while the forests were 
teenling with parrots and monkeys. Occasioilally a Jlanatee was seen at 
t l ~ e  inout11 of the river, but none weie secured. October 3 to 14, Lvas spent 
here and many aquatic forills were secured. Little 01- no work was done 
between the return froin Cienega Grande and our departure for the Sierra 
Nevada in January of the follo~ving year. 
On January 10, with Alli-S. ~ar;il<er and one Colombian assistant, I 
left Santa Marta for the north coast, going by land, with paclc mules. as 
far as Don Diego. The trail was a trail in name only and was aliuost 
impassable. 'I'hree and a half days were constui~~ed in reaching Don Diego. 
The trail passes through Rilaillatoco and Eonda, and thence along the road 
to Don Anlo for a sholt tlistance, when it turns off to the left and crosses 
over into the valley of the Jordan, l>assing through Calabaso and Cacagua- 
lito, thence down t l ~ e  Jordan to the Rio Piedras, then down the Rio Piedras 
to the sea. From here the open beach is followed to Don Diego, except 
~vl~ei-e detours inland are necessai y to cross the rivers Alendaguaca, Gua- 
chaca, and Buritaca. 
\Ve arrived at Don Diego a t  dusk, after thirteen hours in the saddle; 
tired, hungry, and covei-ed with bites of black flies, said-flies, n~osquitoes, 
and \\rood ticks, the latter being still attacl~ed in inyi-iads to our persons. 
A hurried nib-down with kerosene renloved the ticks, after which a delight- 
ful sea bath somewhat restored our flagging spirits, and a good supper pro- 
vided by our genial host, hlon. Garbier, coil~pleted the restorat~on. 
The whole northeast coast and the hills up to 3,000 feet c r  illore con- 
tain more insect pests than any place I lcno\v of in Colombia, excepting 
sonie portions of the Atrato basin, and Don Diego proved no e~ception to 
tlle general condition. The attacks of flies and mosquitoes can be checlted 
to a certain extent by the use of "dopes" or nets, but there seems to be no 
effective relief from the ticks, which canilot be entirely avoided and are, 
in many places, a serious drawback to the best field woik. 
Don Diego is a French plantation which at the time of our visit \vas 
largely abandoned, and is now entirely so. It is in thc heart of the heavy, 
11umid forest which reaches to the very beach all along the northeast coast 
east of the Rio Piedras. A month was spent here, not because we wis1ie:l 
to stay, but because we could not get away, since the trip to Dibulla was 
to be made by sea in a large dug-out canoe, aiid the canoe was not forth- 
coming. To  secure the canoe it was necessary to inalte the trip to Dibulla, 
which I did, accoinpaiiied by our assistant, and riding the two mules, while 
341-s. Carriker remained in Don Diego. After two days of strenuot~s 
cndeavoi- and the promise of a11 exorbitant sum, a canoe and crew of five 
111~11 were sec~ued. We eiubai-lied in the evening, with a fresh northcast 
wind astern, and reached our destination early nest morning. Then fol- 
lowed a half day of frenzied packing aiid at 4 P. Nl. we eiilbarlted ant1 
attempted to put to sea. There is no harbor of any sort at Don Diego, 
niercly an ope11 beach, and in passing the second line of bi-ealiel-s we wele 
nearly swan~l~ed and werc foi-cctl to return to shore, with much of our 
outfit \vet and damaged by the salt water. The next afternoon we n~adc  
another attempt which was inore successful, and we reached the open sea 
with only a slight wetting in the outcr line of breakers. Thirty-six hours 
wcre spent in getting to Dibulla, bucking the wind and strong current. We 
arrived at da~lrin, nearly exhausted from the craillped position in the canoe 
and lacli of proper food. 
No 1)ack animals were available in Dibulla, and it became necessary to 
sent1 to l'ueblo Viejo for them. In  the meantime we spent ten days very 
profitably in collecting around the Izaciazdn La Victoria (near Dibulla), 
where we had been nlost hospitably received. No collecting had ever beell 
done here and niuch interesting material was secured. Our baggage was 
talicn to Pueblo Viejo on oxen, while we rode our own saddle animals. 
Onring to the slowness of the ovcn we were coinpclled to spend a night on 
the soatl. I-eacliing Pueblo Viejo at about 2 P. M the second day. We  
pitched catnp on the banks of the Rio Ancha, about half a mile from the 
village, thus escaping. the too pei-sistent visitors, including pigs and dogs, 
of the town. IIV. W. Brown had done considerable collecting at this place, 
but nevertheless much new material was secured and many new records 
made. Pueblo Viejo is only about 2,000 feet above sea level, surrounded 
bv bi-olten country, which has for the most part been cleared and has now 
reverted to scrub 01- savanna. Our old friends, the wood ticlts, which were 
so numerous both at Don Diego and Dibulla, were much in evidence there 
and caused no end of annoyance. After returning from a morning's shoot- 
ing it was almost always necessary to strip completely, sponge off with 
lterosene, and then bathe in the river to remove both ticks and kerosene, 
while the clothing went into a can of boiling water. Froin this base the 
valley and heights of Chirua were worked, as well as the valley of the Rio 
Ancha above for a long distance, and also the Macotama Valley as far  up 
as  Santa Cruz. 
We secured oxen from the Indians of San hliguel for the transpor- 
tation of our equipment to that village, a special trip having been nlade there 
for that purpose. W e  arrived at San (Miguel late in the evening, spending 
the night in the "guest house" of the village, and crossing the river the next 
morning to the plateau opposite where a camp site had been prepared in 
advance. The whole of the Macotama Valley, from where the road enters 
it below Santa Cruz up to the parawos, is largely deforested, the mountain 
slopes being largely unbrolten savanna, except in the ravines, the only forest 
left being along the crest of the ridges and on the upper slopes. As a rule, 
what woodlalld was left was invariably on steep north exposure, land unsuit- 
able for cultivation by the Indians. 
We spent five weelts ill camp at Sail Miguel, using that as a base for 
all work from there (5,500 feet) up to the snow line. Ail unfortnnate, 
tl~ough unavoidable illisuildcrstandiilg with the old chief, brought about 
by our failure to present him with a large jug of rum, was the cause of our 
not being able to secure oxen for moving our cainp to higher altitudes. H c  
even forbade us to shoot on the paramos, but we paid no attention to him, 
131-oinptly going LIP the valley the next day to ro,ooo feet, without hindi-ance. 
Virgin forest was found at San Miguel only at long distances f~-on1 
cainp, which made it necessary to spend many nights in the field in order 
to get the morning shooting, sleeping sometimes in the forest 011 the g ro~~ i ld  
and other times in deserted Indian huts. No guides could be secured from 
the Indians, so that we were seduced to "followii~g our noses" until we 
found what we wanted. The first time I went up to Lalce hlacotaina I 
started at 5 A. M. on muleback, riding up to 9,om feet, where the mule 
was left and the journey continued on foot. At  noon the lalce was reached 
(15,ooo fcet), where luilch was eaten, after which I returned to camp, 
reaching it at  7 P. M. with a good bag of birds, but well tired out. Lake 
Macotaina certainly rivals many of the Alpine lakes in beauty and grandeur 
of scenery. I n  shape like a half horseshoe, it is about three-quarters of a 
inile long and from 300 to 400 yards in width, and is allnost surrounded 
by beetling crags and cliffs of nearly nalced rock rising to a height of about 
1,400 feet above the sui-face of the lake. Down on one side, less pi-ecipi- 
tous than the rest, dashes a little stream of watcr froin the melting snows 
above. The colors of the lalce are exceedingly beautiful. Along the grassy 
shores the water is pale green, gradhblly becoming darker green, then 
inel-ging into b111e-green, light blue, and finally into the deepest ultraniarine, 
showing that thc lalce iuust be of profound depth. 
Later, when we all went up to the snow. we left camp very early, 
taking the two mules, Mrs. Carrilcer mounted on one and a pack on the 
other. We  again left the aniinals at 9,000 feet, dividing the pack between 
the hunter and myself. Wc  reached the lake at 4 P. M., ready to drop 
from fatigue, for the packs contained food for three days, blankets, guns, 
ami~~unition for three days' shooting, canlera and aneroid. Cainp was 
made on the lake shore under the lee of a gigantic boulder. We  secured a 
good supply of fire-wood, ate supper, and turned in, to pass a wretchedly 
cold and miserable night, with the temperature down to 2 6 O  F. Next morn- 
ing, after a hasty breakfast, we started by moonlight at 4 A. RB. to  climb+ 
the cliff along the course of the little stream, which seeined to be the only 
feasible mode of ascent to the heights above. The top was reached after 
;III hour of hard climbing, and ai~othei- lake, a small and shallow one, was 
discovered there, lrom which stretched a comparatively gentle sloljc up to 
the snows. Respiration now beca~ne more and inore difficult, and halts 
inore frequent and lollgel-. Our native helper succumbed to moulltaill sick- 
ness and was of little use until the following day, after we had descended 
below 12,000 feet. At last the sno\v was reached and its glittering slopes 
ascended for soine distance, to an altitude of approxi~na te l~  17,500 feet. 
To  our ]<eel1 disappointment, we now discovered that further advance along 
this route was impossible, for here begail a knife-edge ridge of jagged rock 
which extended nearly a mile to the slopes of the main snow peali, the pas- 
sage of which appeared an utter impossibility. To  approach the heights 
above froin ally other direction ineant a descent of at least 2,000 feet into 
another valley opening out toward the north, in which lay another fairly 
large lalce. From this valley an uninterrupted slope leads up  to the highest 
point of the Nevada. Such a detour meant at least another day, or even 
two, and we had insufficient food to make the attempt. IVe turned baclc 
and s ~ ~ e n t  the rest of the day shooting in the valley below snow-line, where 
birds of several species were fairly colnmon, one of which was the striltingly 
haildson~e hun~tning-bird O,vypoyolz cya~zolaaw~a, which feeds largely on 
the flowers of the "Frailejon," and which is peculiar to the Sierras of Santa 
Marta. In  the little streain above the upper lake we discovered numerous 
intlividuals of a fine new amphibian, later described by Dr. Ruthven as 
A (trlopzjs carfikeri. On the shores of Lalte Macotama was taken a single 
specin~e~i of our beautiful North An~ericail warbler, Geothlypis t ~ i c l ~ n s ,  the 
first recortl for South America. 
After another disagreeable ilight on the shores of Lalte Macotama, 
we started bacli to San Miguel, collecting along the way, and reached camp 
without inishap late that evening. I afterwards made another trip to the 
lalce with illy l~unter,  sleeping the first night a short distance below the 
lalte, where we had a inore con~iortablc camp, and on the second night in 
an Intliai~ I I L I ~  at  II,OOO feet. 011  this trip the paramos between 11,ooo and 
15,000 feet wei-e thoroughly worked and much valuable material collected. 
I ,ater in April, af ter  a few sho\vei-s had warned us that the rains were 
near, we hi-olte camp, sent to  Pueblo Viejo for oxen (the chief still being 
disgi-tmtled), and started for the coast, where we arrived in four days. 
From Dibulla we proceeded by canoe to Riohacha, reaching there in one 
night's travel. A week was spent at Riohacha in stret~uous collecting. The 
intense tlry heat of the sandy wastes and low scrub around the town were 
very trying, after having descended so rapidly from the cold temperature 
of the high ;iltitudes, and we found it impossible to stay out after 9:30 
A. hl .  I:ortunately, the thorny scrub surrounding the town was fairly 
swarming with birds, so that with three hours' shooting enough inaterial 
was secured between the two of us to keep all hands busy the remainder of 
the day in prepal-ing it. 
A few more days of collecting would have been desirable, but a schooner 
was leaving for  Sailta Marta, and since transportation between these places 
is very uncertain we could not afford to let the opportunity go by. We 
embarl<ed in the cvening, and at dawn of the secol~d day reached Santa 
Marta, after a calm and uileventful voyage, just four months fro111 the day 
we had started. Altogether it was a most successful trip, althougl~ many 
difficulties and delays were experienced which might easily have been 
avoided had it been possible for us to secure in advance even the most 
~llcagi-e iilformatioi~ about the region we intended to visit. While the Indians 
were extrcinely shy and distrustful of us, they were honest and inoffensive, 
never illolesting us in any way or coining near our camp during our absence. 
l ifter the trip to the high altitudes soine tiine was spent in revisiting 
certain localities on the west entl of the range to supplei~lent collectioi~s. 
liviclei~tly the next work to be (lone was a reconnaisance of the east and south 
sides of the range, and in 1920 the opportunity prescntetl itself. In  July 
and August Dr. Ruthven, I?. AI. Gaige, and I went to Riohacha froin Santa 
hilarta in a sinall schooner. 
]\re worked at Riohncha fo r  ten days, ailcl then, with illules secured 
11-om the India~ls, nlade a trill entirely around the Nevada, by way of Fon- 
.scca, San Juan de Cesar, Valle de Upai-, Fundacion, and Cienega. The 
trip was most successful as a reconnaisance, and even more than this, as 
tlctailed worlc was done on the rel~tiles and amphibians, and at the same 
time sufficient data was sec~ired to clear up nun~ei-ous questions on the 
nature of the vegetation of thc southern slopes and contiguous lowlands 
and the distribution and origin of the fauila of that side. 
I t  will be clear froill this accouilt that whilc much has been accom- 
plished both by previous worlzers and ourselves, tllere still renlains a vast 
amo~ult of detailed work to be done. 'I'o be worth while, collecting must 
be carefully done, for the diversity of conditions and the differences in 
;tltitude \~ritliin short distances render collections with general data ;11most 
valuclcss. 
Prr.i~iozrs Binlogical I~zvcs t rga t io~ ts :  The late Mr. 13. EI. Snlith arrived 
in Snnta Marta in Rilay, 1898, with his wife ;~nd two other assistants. They 
tuacle their first headquarters at I:onda, where they remainctl for a consid- 
erable period, worltiiig the surrounding country for long distances. Ails. 
Snlitll lliinself did no collecting of birds 01- mammals, and probably secured 
hut few reptiles and amphibians, confining his efforts to botanical and ento- 
inological work, in which he was, I understaild, most proficient. All verte- 
brates collected were taken by native hunters employed by I~iin, so that as 
a consequence we have a vast collection of skins labelled "Bonda" wl~ich 
in nlany instances caille froill places far reinoved fro111 that village, both 
in actual distance and especially in altitude. Bonda lies in t l ~ e  valley of 
the Rio h/lai~zanai-es, at  about 200 feet above sea level, but near the foot- 
hills of the I-Iorclueta hlo~mtain, so that a collector starting out from Bonda 
might easily reach an altitude of 3,000 feet or inore in a day's shooting. 
For  this reason it is iinpossible to use much of Mr. Smith's data for plot- 
ting altitudinal distribution of species. This is especially true of Ilis worlc 
done at Bonda, although it holds good also for inany spccimen~ labellctl 
"Vall~araiso" and "El Libano." The Valparaiso of Smith is today the 
lzacienda Cincinnati, and El  Libano is the mountaiii ridge lying between 
Cincinnati and the adjoining coffee estate of La Victoria, whicli descends 
from the Cerro Quemado of San Loi-enzo. There is no doubt that Mi-. 
Smith took every precaution to  label his specimens correctly, but \vlieil 
native hunters are employed it is not possible for a person who is uiifanliliar 
with the local topography to tell from a hunter's description just where 
each specimen was secured. Also, the hunters themselves do not always 
remember and are very apt to give fictitious localities for specinleiis when 
they have forgotten the true one. In those days the importaiice of altitude 
in deteri~~ining the distribution of species was not appreciated and most 
collectors paid little attention to it, so that they might be working on the 
slope of a mountain, with l~eadcluai-ters at 4,000 feet, and make collectioils 
froill 2,000 to 6,000 feet or more, and give all specimens the locality of the 
base of operations. 
Mr. 'Smith later spent sonle time at Don Diego, wl~erc Xli-s. Sinlth was 
very ill, and while a great amount of material was collected there much of 
it was lost, and no detailed 1-epoit mas ever ~nade  on the remainder by ally 
institution. Mr. Smith's work in the Santa Marta region was confined to 
the following roughly outlined sections : The valley of the Rio Manzanares 
from Man~atoco upwards, covering the lower slopes of the I-Iorqueta and 
extencliilg northwai-cl over the Matagii-o Valley and the ii~ediail part of the 
valley of the Jordan, at Cacagualito and Calabaso; the northwest slopes of 
Sail I,orenzo, between 2,000 and 7,000 feet, between Minca and the upper 
slol~es of the Cerro Quemado; the vicinity of the town of Ciencga (some- 
tiines called San Juan de Cordoba) and southward as far as the Rio Ori- 
hueca, and lastly a t  Don Diego. 
I t  is a pity that his specimens could not have 6een inore carefully 
labelled as to altitude, because a great quantity of slzins were made which 
~vould now be of inestimable value in plotting the local distribution of 
species in the regions above enumerated. I-Ie deserves, nevertheless, great 
credit for what he did accoinplish, as does Mrs. Smith, because she super- 
intended all the bird and marnilla1 work and did much of the taxidermy 
herself. They worked in the region at a most difficult time, as it was during 
the late revolution, which caused them no end of annoyance. Also, the 
country around Santa Marta was much more of a wilderness then than 
now, with aliliost no roads or trails and very few settlements in thc 
mountains. 
Mr. W. W. Brown arrived at Santa Marta shortly before Mr. Smith. 
and almost at once made his headquarters at Bonda, staying with Mi-. 
Orlando I,. Iilye, who was in charge of the electric power plant at Ronda. 
All the material collected by Mr. Brown in the vicinity of Eonda and Santa 
Marta was labelled "Santa Marta," and is, as a consequence, worse than 
useless for plotting distribution, since it is actually misleading in illany cases. 
After working at Bonda he went to the Sierra Nevada, where I have little 
knowledge of his work except what was given me by two men living in 
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Pueblo Viejo, who had been employed by hill1 as hunters during all his 
activities on the north slopes of the Sierras. Contrary to Mr. Brown's 
statements that he himself collected all of his specimens, I have unquestion- 
able first-hand inforination that both in Fonda and in the Sierras, at  least 
at Pueblo Viejo, Sail Miguel, and the paraHzos, he did little or no shooting, 
ein~loying native hunters for that purpose, while he prepared the specimens. 
As in the case of Smith's data, I would hesitate to use any distributional 
records based solely 011 73rown's collectiol~s, unless supported by other data. 
Mr. Drown worked both sides of the Sierras, at Pueblo Viejo (tl~en 
San Antonio), Chirua, Saiita Cr~lz, San Miguel, and Macotaina on the 
north slopes, and San Sebastian, Pueblo Viejo, and El Mammon on the 
south slopes, as well as the intervening paramhos of Macotama, Chiruqua, 
and Chincl~icua. Notwithstanding the fact that he passed through Dibulla 
and Riohacha and traversed tke road from the latter place to Valle de 
Upar, no collecting was done in any of these regions, so that the first defi- 
nite inforillation secured concerning their bird fauna was by the writer at 
13ibulla and Riohacha in 1914 and along the road froin Riohacha to Valle 
de Upar and thence around to Fundacion in 1920, when attached to the 
University of Michigan expedition. 
I t  is to be understood that I have no reason for malting these comments 
upon the woi-lc of Brown and Smith other than the desire that our knowl- 
edge of the fauna of the region should be free from the confusion caused 
by inexact records. 
Geogvaphical Sitz~atioll: The geographical boundaries used for the 
region discussed in this paper (cf. map) are as follows: On the north and 
northwest the Carribean Sea; on the nortl~east and east t l ~ e  Goajira Penin- 
sula, or, more exactly speaking, the Rio Rancheria (called Calanc6la on its 
lower reaches), up to where it turns abruptly northwest to enter t l ~ e  Sierras; 
froin this point on the Rio Rancheria on a straight line to San Juan de 
Cesar, on the Rio Cesar; thence down the Rio Cesar to where it divides 
into two channels (Caiio Corredor and Cafio Matanza) ; from this point 
in a inore 01- less straight line to Alto de las Minas, passing through Cam- 
perucho, and thence to Ariguani; from there the trail to Fundacion, the 
tcrnlinus of the railway from Santa Marta; and from Fundacion a line to 
the south end of the Cienega Grande and thence across to Playa Caiinan 
and the sea. The line running across from the Rio Cesar to Cienega 
Grande is a purely arbitrary one, since it does not designate the boundaiy 
of any ltnown habitat. I-Iowever, the upper Rio Cesar and Rio Rancheria 
represent an actual faunal and physiographical boundary between the 
Sierra Nevada and the eastern Andes, and I have used no records from 
localities 011 the slopes or foothills of the eastern Andes, such as Villanueva 
and Manuare (included by Simmons). The lower Rio Rancheria is also 
an arbitrary boundary line, since it traverses the arid Goajira Peninsula 
and cuts through a distinct faunal area which is well represented around 
Riohacha. Thus we have in the mountain mass an absolutely isolated area 
containing its own distinctive habitats and faunal characteristics, into which 
enter but two outsitle influei~ces, that of the RIagdale~la basin oil the south- 
west and that of the ccntral plateau of Venezuela through the Chajira 
I'eilitlsula on tllc east. 
The great i~~ountain mass 1<ilown as tlie Siei-1-a Nevada de Santa AIai-ta 
is, roughly speakiilg, ill the foi-111 of a ti-illedi-011, with the Sail Loreilzo and 
I-Iorqueta peaks and outlying ridges forining ,the ilorthwest edge; the end 
of the long spur ridge which disappears ill the big bend of the liio Ran- 
cheria, the northeast edge; and the great southwesteril buttress between the 
liio Ariguaili and Guatipuri, which ends at Alta de las Minas, forming tlic 
southwcsteril edge. The vertex of the trihedroii, massive cellti-a1 peaks, 
covered with perpetual snow and rising to an altitude of not less than 
18,000 feet (yrobably more), lies some~vhat nearer to tlie northwestern edge, 
'I'l~e base of the north face of the trihedi-oil is about go iniles long, that of 
the southeastern face about 120 miles, and that of the wester11 face about 
90 111iles. 
I t  will be noted that the Santa ~NIarta Mouiltaii~s have a re~i~arliably 
small base for the heights attained. There is an allmost coml~lete absence 
of foothills between the points forming the three angles of the ti-ihedron, 
the mountaii~s rising rapidly and in inany cases very abruptly froin the sur- 
rouildiilg plain, which is for the most part but a few huildred feet, or  less, 
' 
above sea level. Consequently, there are no broad valleys anywhere on 
the lower slopes of the mountains, and the numerous rivers rush down 
fro111 the high altitudes to the plains below, carrying vast cluailtities of silt 
whicl~ is dmnped into the Rio Magdalena, the Cieilega Grande, and the 
Caribbean Sea. I t  is only in the Cieilega Grande that an adequate idea 
inay be obtaii~ed of the imilleilse amount of inaterial which has beell car- 
ried down by these streams. In this great lagoon the detritus has estended 
the shorc linc for long distances and filled up what was evidently once a 
deep arin of the sea, until today it is but a shallow lagoon with illangrove 
swamps encroaching ~tpoil it froill all sides. No less than seven large 1-ivcl-s 
drain tlic north slopcs. On the south side are four rnagilificeilt streams, 
all having thcii- source in the snow, wllile oil the west side are six of nearly 
eclual size. 'I'he largest streailis are the Kanchcria, Liadillo, Guatipuri, Rri- 
guani, and k'iu~d;icioil. 'J'he existing maps of this 1-cgioil are very inaccu- 
rate in many respects, particularly in the plottiilg of the rivers. They con- 
vey an 'erroneo~ts iinpi-ession of the illouiltaiii ridges separating the various 
drainage b'asins, the long, bold ridge 1-uilning east into the great bend of 
the Rio liancheria being poorly indicated, as well as the one, even higher- 
and wider, whicl~ ends at Alto de las h2inas, foi-ining the southwest apex 
of ,the ti-iai~gle. 
r l 1 lie ino~uliain valleys are narrow and \7-shaped, with little or  no flood 
plain until the plains are reached, wl~ei-e they burst out into the surrountling 
lowlailds and del~osit great iuasses of boulders and gravel ill parallel ridges 
resembling lateral glacial i-iloraiiles. The slopes of the mountail1 valleys are, 
for the gi-cater j~art, steep, and in Inany instances precipitous, especially on 
the south sides of the ridges, which would suggest a tipping up of the 
strata in soille rcmote geologic time. The ridges ai-e for the illost part nxr- 
row, even linife-edged, the crests often being but a narrow wall of rock, in 
l-'laces but a few feet in width along the crest. As the higher altitudes are 
approached, and one emerges above the "cloud zone," \vhei-e tlie precipita- 
tion is less, tlie ridges becorue broader and niore rotullded, with reiliains of 
plateaus and gentle slopes. l'he valleys are broatler and sliallo~ver, and on 
the vast para?~zos surroundiilg ,the snow peaks are to be found great uadu- 
lating tracts of open moorland, broad valleys, aiid gentle slopes, with many 
small, picturesque lakes. 
These i i ~ o u i ~ t a i i ~  lalies were possibly caused by glacial action in the 
remote past, and illany of them have been nearly filled with silt from above 
in comparatively recent times, but at the present day 110 true glaciers exist 
in the Sierras, to my personal I<nowledge, ~uilless some very small ice illasses 
are  included under the tcrm. 1 doubt whether any very large glaciers ever 
existed in the Sierra Nevada de Sruilta h,lai-ta, since I have been able to 
identify no moraines. I suspect the cause of this absence of glaciers to be 
the complete isolation of the range ant1 the lack of great buttressing foot- 
hills and inountains such as abotuiid in the Andes. The rapid and uiiopposed 
ascent of tlie superheated ail. froin the lo\vlands and its direct action on 
tlie snow masses above cause a much higher temperature ant1 higher silow- 
line .than would otherwise be tlie case at  these altitudes. 
The topography of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta might be con- 
sidered to iilclicate that the range is young, but this does not iiecessarily 
follow. Traces o i  volcaiiic action are wantii~g and the exposed strata show 
clearly that the range has been thrust up. The exposed rock is largely 
granite and in the greater part of the region the subsoil is a peculiar decom- 
posed granite, abounding in fine particles of mica. While clay deposits are 
present in many districts, they are decidedly less common than tlie decom- 
posed granite. I have seen limestone in only one.sl7nall district, on the road 
between Foilseca and Sail Juan de Cesar, where the road sltirts the base of 
the foothills. This liiliestoiie area is but a fcw i~liles in Icngth (east and 
west), altl~ough it nlay extend far out into the valley. 
The narrow linife-edged ridges in many places seein to be the result 
o f  great vertical masses of hard rock which resist el-osioi~ along tlie tops 
of tlie divides and maintain the steep slopes. Ridges composed almost 
entirely of great tliasses of boulders and solid rock are very common. 111 
addition to the resistance of the rocks and soil to erosion, it  must be i-emem- 
bered ,that the east, north. :u~ld \vest slol~es of these i l~ou~ltains froin the 
lowlands to tlie timber linc ase clothed with a dense forest growth, and that 
on the south slopcs, i\~hile the forest growth is largely absent and the topog- 
raphy is nearly the same as on the other slopes, the ridges are inclined to 
he broader and more 1-ountled. The conditions thus seem to favor the per- 
sistence of a yot~thful topogmphp. 
Cliulzate: Tlie seasoils ;use Inore or less the saiiie on the different slopes 
and the contiguous lowlantls, although the htuiliidity and the temperature 
vary greatly on the different esposures, due principally to the trade winds. 
The surrouncliilg lowlands possess the usual tl-opical heat of these latitudes, 
tei~ipei-ed on the nortli coast by tlie tradc winds and sea breezes, but are 
very hot on the west and south sides during most of the year. Ascending 
tlie mountains, thc temperature gradually lowers. Getween 4,000 and 5,000 
feet is an ideal climate, having a niitiinlum temperature of about Go0 F. 
and a niaxiinum of 80°, where an open tireplace is a great coiiifort at  times 
and woolen clothing almost a necessity, especially during the rainy season 
froill 5,000 feet upwards. When 8,000 feet is reached the iniiiii~iuili drops 
to an average of about 54", and it is always chilly in the shade, while in 
the open the direct sun's rays are blisteringly hot around midday. At 9,000 
feet, 01- a little above, the mercury drops to 46' I?. The above teiiipcratures 
are talcen from Sail Lorenzo, and are froin 4O to 5' higher than at corre- 
spoilcling elevations on tlie western slopes of the main Sierras. Tlle frost 
line varies with tlie season and the exposure, b t ~ t  is probably somewhere 
near 11,000 feet. Tlie lowest average limit of snow is soniewlierc near 
16,ooo feet, rising oil the southern exposures during the d r j ~  season to 
17,000 or  even 17,500 feet, and droppii~g down to 15,000 in the sheltered 
valleys of the north slope. There are times during the tlry season wlien 
Iieavy falls of snow occur as low as 13,000 feet, but this snow nevcr lasts 
more than from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, usually falling duriiig the 
night and iiielting during the following day. On the north slopes of tlie 
iiiountaiiis there is a far  greater humidity and lower temperatures than on 
otlier slopes a t  corresponding elevations. Tlie climate at I'ueblo Viejo 
(2,000 feet) approximates that of 4,000 feet on San Lorenzo a i d  tlie west 
slopes, while that of San Miguel (5,500 feet) corresponds closely with that 
of tlie Cerro Quemado cle San Lorenzo, wliicli has an elevation of 8,000 
feet. These differences in coiiditioils on the north slopes apparently excrt 
a powerful influence oil plant and aniliial life on that side, causing a cor- 
responding descent in altitudiiial distribution. At Don Diego tlie heavy 
mountain forest cxtends down to t l ~ e  very edge of tlie narrow coastal plain, 
and tlie upper foothills fauna descends with it, literally squeezing out tlie 
lower foothills forms froni this region or  forcing them to niiiiglc \vitli those 
of the coastal plain fauna below. 
There are two distinct arid well-marltcd seasons, the rainy and tlle diy, 
tlie former covering the months of April to November, iiicl~sive, over the 
greater part of the mountains froni 3,000 feet upward. Below 3,000 feet 
tlie seasoils of rain are retarded or  extended by local conditioils. On the 
iiorthcrn side, froill tlie Rio Frio around to the Rio Piedras, the rains do 
not begin before May or  June, and usually are over by the end of Octoher, 
while 011 the north side, from t l ~ e  Rio Piedras to beyond Dibulla, they begin 
as early as March, and often continue as late as the end of December. Even 
duriiig tlie dry season the north exposttre of the Sierras is 1-efresl~ed hy 
almost daily fog banks, caused by the condeiisation of the moisture carried 
by the trade winds, wlien they conic in contact with the cool vegetation of 
the iiiouiitain slopes. The great southern exposure of the Sierras receives 
a mucli smaller aniount of moisture than any of the otlier portions, which 
is divided into two periods, at least in tlie lowlands and foothills, iiiuch 
rcsembliiig the seasons of tlie interior of Colombia. Tlie spring rains fall 
in April and May, while the greater part of Julie, July, and August are 
nearly without rain, the heavy rains coming in Septeiliber and October. 
The cause of the scarcity of 'rail1 on tlie soutli side is, a t  first glance, hard 
to explain, but after a careful study of the topography and prevailing winds 
had been iiiatle a plausible expla~iation was arrived at. The prevailing 
winds are the nortlieast trades, which sweep in, inoisture laden, from the 
Caribbean. 'l'he south slopes of the Sierras are, to a great extent, sheltered 
froin these winds by the long slxm 1-itlge forming the southcast apex of tlie 
trihedroii. rl.lie trade winds are low-flying, not extending, as a rule, to 
more than a thousand feet, or less, above the earth's surface, unless tliey 
meet with some obstacle which deflects tliem upward. The nortlieast spur 
ridge of the Nevatla foriiis this obstacle, and its northern slope, covered 
with :L dense forest of iilassive trees, receives the first impact of tlie winds, 
coiidenses tlie greater portiotl of Llie moisture carried by theiii, and rlien 
deflects theiii upward and over it to the south slopes of the mountains, but 
not until tliey have lost tlie greater part of their moisture, and little or  none 
is left to be condensed into rainfall tliere. Farther to the soutli the winds 
s\vcep into the valley of the Rlo Kanchei-la unopposed, ant1 thence througll 
to the Rio Ccsar Valley, tlie height of land betweeti having no effect on 
thei~i, aiid llaving been thoroughly heated as they traversed the long stretcli 
of arid wastes coniposing the Goajira Peninsula, they are drying winds. 
These strong northeast ~viiids sweep through the great valley between tlie 
Sierra Nevatla and the eastern Andes, drive back tlie gentle, moisture-laden 
land breezes froill the Magdaletia Valley and prevent their entrance froiii 
the soutliwest beyond a certain point. To the north of the southwest angle 
of the Sierra Nevada tlie moisture-laden winds from the Magdalena reach 
the west slopes of tlie Sierras unopposed and discharge their moisture there, 
giving ail ab~undaiit I-ainfall tluring the rainy season on this side aiid its con- 
tiguous lowlands. 
V e g e t n i i o ~ ~  of flzc Plains: 'l'he vegetation of the region under discus- 
sion is divei-sified. 13eginiiing with tlie lowlands, we have, on the north side 
of the n~ountains, extending from tlie mouth of the Rio Piedras to a point 
beyond Dibulla, a heavy growth of forest, consisting of large, tall trees and 
very little tangled undergrowth, which extends alivost to tlie sea beach. 
This may be strictly termed a hulllid tropical forest, but it is not jungle-like 
in its characteristics. Beyond Dibulla the forest gradually changes, merging 
Grst into the "dry forest," such as is prevalent around Santa Marta, aiid 
then to low, thorny scrub and cacti, pi-iclcly pear, etc. ( 1  I )  A small, 
slender fan palm is abundant froill Dibulla to Riohacha and as far south 
as Cai-bacoas, growing n~os t  conimonly in the open parts of the scrub on 
low spots which are flooded duriilg the sliort rainy period. This palm was 
not observed in any other section. Near the mouth the banks of the Rio 
Rancliei-ia are clothed ~vi th mangroves, while higher up, above the influence 
of the tide, the same class of trees and shrubs are found which are found 
in similar situations around Sa~ita  Marta. 
Followiiig the trail fro111 Riohacha southward to Fonseca, the vegeta- 
tion is similar to that arotuld Riohaclla until the Rio Caillaroiles is rcachcd 
at Rai-bacoas, and where the foothills begin. The flood-plain of the river 
here is very wide in places and heavily timbered with massive trees, inter- 
n~ingled with dense undergrowth, while the low hills are covered wit11 the 
semi-arid type of low woodland, aboundillg in shrubbery and small trees, 
the whole region showiilg the effect of a very low l~umidity. After leaving 
Rarbacoas the trail soon begins to wind up into the foothills of the great 
northeast spur-range. Tlle forest beco~nes heavier and heavier, with less 
and less undergrowth, until at an elevation of pel-haps 3,000 feet the forest 
is con~posed entirely of tall, 111assive trees, with little or no undergrowtli. 
This forest undoubtedly exteilcls westward unbrolccil ovcl- tlie wliole north- 
ern flank of the Sierras. The trail crosses the range at an elevation of 
approxiinately 5,000 feet, then desceilds to the Rio Rancheria above Fon- 
seca. The heavy forest of the north slopes extends uilbrokctl up to the 
crest of the divide and slightly over it, but tlicre is an almost instantaneous 
change after crossing the crest; the dense forest of large trees gives way to 
an open wodlaild of small trees and tangled underbrush, even the species 
changing almost entirely. 
Descending the slope, the woodland becomes sparser, acacia-like forins 
and cacti soon appear, and there are tracts of open savanna. 1,ower ill the 
a 1011 foothills and upper parts of the valley we have again tlie saine veget t' 
as along the trail between Riohacha and Barbacoas. The flood-plain of 
the Rio Rancheria is heavily forested, like that of the Cainarones at Bar- 
bacoas, except in the vicinity of Fonseca, where it has been deforested. 
However, as elsewhere noted, these forests of the river flood plains derive 
their inoisturc more froin the subsoil rather tllan fi-0111 the rainfall. From 
Fonseca to San Jrran de Cesar the trail is close to the base of the foothills 
over a cactus- and acacia-covered plain, and tlie height of land separating 
the basins of the Rio Rancheria and the Rio Cesar is so inconsiderable that 
it is scarcely iloticeable as one crosses it. There is but one sniall stream 
descending from the foothills betweell Fonseca and San Juan, and this was 
dry when we ci-ossctl it. The adjacent foothills arc either sparsely clothed 
with low scrub or grass, or are bare and rocky slopes. 
From Sail Juan de Cesar to Valle de Upar the vegetation is practically 
the same, except for the forests of the Badilla River flood-plain, which is 
very broad and well wooded. The acacia-like shrubs and trees and cacti 
abound everywhere else, with some slight approach to savannas ill places, 
especially near Badilla and above the flood-plain of the Rio Guatipuri. The 
flood-plain of the Guatipuri is very extensive as one approaches Valle de 
TJpar, with many canals and irrigation ditches, but on the south side of the 
rivcl- t l ~ e  land is higlier and thc arid woodland is largely in evidence. This 
same condition continues southward (at least along the trail) fo r  about five 
miles, except that cacti and acacias are less abuiidant and otl~ei- species of 
trees and shrubs begin to appear, and then the dry woodland changes grad- 
ually into a fairly heavy flood-plain forest which exteilds southwestward. 
with but few breaks, to a point some ten miles south of Valencia de Jesus. 
This is, in greater part, a magnificent lowland forest, coiisisting of many 
largc spreading trees, ii~termingled with sn~aller trees and coilsiderable 
uildei-growth. However, it is not properly a humid forest, since the types 
of trees are those of the drier woodland, developed to a more luxuriant 
degree, rather that1 those of the true humid forest, leadiilg one to believe 
that the moisture, on whicli depends its luxuriant growth, is drawn froin 
the subsoil rather than from the surface water of the rains. There is no 
doubt, however, that the rainfall is greater south .of Valle de Upar t11a11 to 
the north of it, and these valley forests evidently extend uilbroketl down 
to the Rio Cesar and thence to the Magdalena River, because the bird fauna 
present here is strictly 8iIagdalena11 and very difierent fro111 that to the 
north of Valle de Upar. This forest (along the trail) ends very abruptly 
at a small creek, the character of the soil changing equally abruptly, which 
leads me to believe that the presence or  absence of luxuriant forest may 
be dependent to a considerable degree on the character of the soil, or, more 
strictly speaking, the subsoil, which I have found to be usually an extremely 
hard, impervious formatioil wherever savannas are found in the lowlands. 
'This association of savanna and hard subsoil does not, however, hold good 
011 mountain slopes. The savannas of the Macotonla Valley and elsewhere, 
- I  am led to believe, are the results of deforestation and repeated, systematic 
burning on the part of the inhabitants, rather than to ally lack of humidity 
or nature of the soil. 
As mentioned above, the flood-plain forest at  Valeilcia ends abruptly to 
the west, changiilg to scattered clumps of low trees and tangled shrubbery, 
i~lteriningled with areas of savani~a. (1'1. VIII, fig. I.) The savanna is 
not typical, however, as certain easily recogilized a i d  characteristic species 
of grasses and shrubs are absent. 'l'he whole plain froill here 011 to Cain- 
perucho is very flat, trees a i d  shrubs become less frequent and the tract of 
savanila larger and larger, until the woodland is coilfilled to the iinillediate 
banl<s of the little streains which descend at rather frequent intervals from 
the ilearby foothills. As Cainperuclio is approached the country becomes 
slightly rolliilg and hilly, for not far beyond here the trail crosses the last 
reinnailt of the great southwest spur-ridge. Here in this hilly country the 
savannas present a truly typical aspect, true savanna grasses and shrul~s 
being present. 
Soon after leaving Tialle de Upar the trail again apl~roaches the very 
iuargin of the foothills which rise abruptly from the level plain, a peculiar 
characteristic noted from the time we left Fonseca. Froln here 011 to Cam- 
perucho the trail is never far from the foot of the hills which present the 
same barren aspect all the way across from Fonseca. Higher up savannas 
abound, but froin about; 3,000 feet down little or no grass is present, except 
for  scattered areas, while the narrow valleys and ravines and lower slopes 
of the valleys are slightly wooded. 
Soon after entering the savanna district, south of Valencia, numerous 
large palms begail to appear, becoming more and more llumerous until we 
were traveling through a veritable forest of giant palms growing out of 
clean, ope11 savannah. This saine palm, locally known as "Coroso," is 
abundant over the whole western lowlands as far as Santa Rfarta, growing 
up to an elevation of ahout 1,000 feet, but never ~zaturally in open savannah. 
In  fact, the seeds will not germinate except in damp, shaded places, such 
as in the shade of the forest. Since these palms are so abutidant over prac- 
tically all of tlie savanna areas between Valcncia and Camperucho, it leads 
one to believe, together with other facts, that these savannas are not natural, 
but also the result of deforestation and burning, partly intentional and partly 
accidental, of a drier, moJe ope11 class of woodlaild, which, growing over 
a very hard, iinpervious subsoil, would not readily reproduce itself after 
having once beell destroyed. The argument that the palm would have See11 
destroyed by sucli fires is erroneous, because this palm was seen in many 
instances burlied around the base so deeply that not half of the original 
voluiue of the truiik was left, yet the trees were still luxuriailt and strollg 
and bcaring as large seed clusters as the unburned individuals. 
AEtcr crossing the savanna-clad hills of Alto de las Minas, we dropped 
tlown abruptly illto ailother and distinct 1-cgioil of forcst. 111 so~lle places 
it was damp and dense, but for the most part it was rather light and open, 
with much tailglcd undergrowth. The couiitry is more ~nidulatiiig, the soil 
inore gravelly and less fertile, coiiditions which continue from Alto cle las 
Minas to the Fuildacio~l River, except in the small valleys and 011 the great ' 
flood-plain of the I<io Ariguaiii. The forests of thc Ariguaizi are truly 
n~agnificeiit, consisting of gigantic trees and a sparse undergrowth; they 
are dense and gloomy, even at mid-day. Typical huniid forest types of 
birds prevail, aiid one is reminded 01 the forests of the Sini~, lower Atrato, 
and eastern Paila~lla a i d  Costa Rica. Giant creepers and liailas and the 
peculiar parasitic fig tree abound, althougli epiphytes are not particularly 
abtuldant. The footliills, froni Alto de las Minas northward, are also clad 
with a forest which extends unbroken upward. Froin the Fuiidacioil River 
to a point sliglltly north of Rio Frio the lowlands were originally clothed 
with luxuriant hulllid forest, but this has bcen nearly all cleared away 
between the lower cdge of the footliills and the swanips which extend back 
fro111 the Cienega Grande for many miles, while vast banana plantations 
and pastures have talcell its place. The original forest hcre was in many 
parts very similar to that of tlie Ariguani, but not so heavy, I imagine, and 
with more undergrowth and wild plantains. Just beyond the Rio Frio there 
is again a very abrupt cliange from fertile banana far~lls to desolate salt 
plains covered with a sca~lty growth of acacia scrub and cacti, with a great 
deal of a peculiar salt-bush, comnion at Riollaca and between Ilonjaca and 
Gaira, near the sea beach. Soon after crossiiig tlie Rio Cordoba the s ane  
class of dry, thoriiy, scrubby woodland appears which was so common 
around Riohacl~a and between Valle de Upar and Fonseca. This coliclition 
contiilues on to Sailta Marta (1'1. I, fig.2) and arouiid to the Rio l'iedras, 
but estc~ldiilg liei-c to a coilsidcrable extei~t up ovcr tlie lower footh~lls to 
nearly 1,000 feet in illally places and much more in otheis, especially on 
the ridges. The valleys oE the streanis are well woodcd, however, and the 
acacias are lcss abui~dant .than on the east aiid south sides of the Siei-ra~. 
'The shores of the Cienega Grande are all low and swampy and flooded for 
a long distaiicc inland during the pci-iod of high \later 011 the AT-lytlrrlenn 
River, while the outer fringe of vegetation is largely colllposecl of man- 
groves. I t  is a paradise for water fowl, while many sliore birds are prcsent 
on the sandy stlip between the lagooil aild the sca and on the open xvast~s 
around the town of Cienega. 
Foofhill  P7egetatiojz: The vegetation of the foothills presents few 
abrupt changes, excepting those on the south side, which have already beell 
described. The hills on the nortll side, from Rio Piedl-as to f a r  beyoild 
(northeast) Carbacoas, and those on the west side from Alto de las Minas 
to  the Rio Cordoba, are heavily forested, mucl~ more heavily, liowevei-, on 
the iloi-111 side 'tllan oil the west, where the forests of ridges between tbe 
valleys have a tendellcy toward the "dry forest" of the foothills around 
Santa Marta. ( 1  I 1 .  I.) This foothill forest is con~posecl of 
medium-sized trees, with much tangled undei-growth (except 011 thc north 
iide), and contains illally decid~otls trees, which reinaiii bare during tllc dry 
season and thus give the t~iidei-growth a c11;~nce for inore e~teiisive 
development. 
On the ~vl~ole,  the foothill forest is most uninteresting. I t  contains 
vcry fe\\- ep~phptcs, vel y few lichens, and almost no moss, the only redeem- 
ing feature being tlie many beautiful ferns in the damper, more shaded 
parts. It is choked wit11 vines, brush, and bamboo grass, is difficult to pene- 
trate, and contains very few characteristic species of birds, mammals, or 
reptiles. This coilclition extends upward froi i~ 1,500 to 2,500 feet on the 
northwest and western sides, the higher elevation correspouditlg to the . 
narrow ridges and the lower to tlie valleys. At these altitudes a gradual 
change takes place aild the footl~ill woodland merges illto the mountain 
forest. On the north slope this change is less apparent, the mountain 
forest, by reason of the greater humidity, extending down over the foot- 
hills for the most part practically to the edge of the costal plain, but the 
foothill area is, nevertheless, largely devoid of nlossei and lichens and epi- 
phytcs, -which no\vhere appear abundantly until the lower edge of the "cloud 
zone" I,S reached. 
Adoz~ntain F o ~ e s t :  At about 2,000 feet a marked change is noticed in 
tlic character of the forest. Deciduous trees disappear almost entirely, ferns 
becoiue very al~undant on north aiicl west slopes, and a few bi-oiueliads and 
orchid-likc plat~ts appear lligh up in the tops of the trees. The trees become 
gradually taller, more slender, and set closer together. Certain distinctive 
lowlaild and foothill types disappear altogether, to be replaced by others. 
At about 3,000 feet a slel~dcr, graceful palm k11ow11 as Maque~lque, puts 111 
its appearance, and the underbrush changes froill wiry brush and haillboo 
grass to a lo~v, broad-leaved palill and to inore succuleiit types of shrubbery. 
Lichens are now ab~i~ldant  on inany species of trees, while broiueliads are 
more cornillon and lower down. From 3,000 feet up to 6,000 feet there is 
little change in the vegetatioil, merely in the diminishing or disappearailce 
of some species and the increase or  appearance of others, but the types 
renlain about the saine. Between 4,000 and 6,000 feet the trees seeill to 
attain their inaxin~uin development, and truly magnificent forest areas are 
present at these altitudes under favorable soil and slope conditions. Tlle 
n4acl11enque 11aIii1, so coillilioil lower down, disappears at 5,000 feet, but the. 
low, bi-oad-leavecl species, "Cola Gallo," becomes more abundant, so that 
in many places it forms allnost the only uildei-growth present. On the 
ilortheast slopes of the Sierras, also on Sail Lorenzo and the Cloi-clueta, thcse 
is a most unusual devclopi~~ei~t o l  tree moss in the cloud zone. Between 
6,000 ant1 8,000, 01- even 9,000 feet, these slopes are drenched wit11 rail1 or 
clo~td mist almost daily, and as a coilsequence this illoss attains such a 
growth as to cholce out illost of the smaller epiphytic growth, only the 
hardier Broillelias being able to withstaild it. Not only the trulzks of t l ~ c  
trees are solidly carpeted with it, but the branches and even sleilder twigs 
are coinpletely enveloped with close-set fila~nents froill one to three inches 
long. (1'1. 11 ; 1'1. 111, fig. I ; 1'1. IV, Pl. V.) 
A magtlihcent palm, resembling the Royal Palm, is also abundant on 
the north slopes between 4,500 and 6,000 feet, appeariilg often in large 
groves, the great plume-like tops towering above the other forest growth. 
Above 6,000 feet the size of the forest trees gradually diminishes, except 
in sheltered valleys. 13romeliads and orchids become more abundant in 
individuals and species and now grow low down on the trunks of the trees 
as well as on the branches. Four very distinct species of bromclias \Irere 
noted on Sail Lorenzo between 5,000 and 8,000 feet. At  7,000 feet the- 
type of forest growth changes rapidly, giving way to trees of a hardier 
character, illany with small, close-set leaves of dark, glossy green. They 
. are not so tall, more branching, a i d  less synlinetrical in shape. Different 
types of undergrowth also appear. Eanlboo grass and bamboo cane 1)ecome 
the doiminant undet-growth in maily places, often coinpletely cholting out 
every other variety of smaller growth. Such tracts of bamboo grass and 
cane are nearly impenetrable, except by the hardest ltind of cutting with a 
machGt6, and they contain little in the way of animal life. At about 7,000 
to 7,500 feet and upward as far at least as 9,000 feet, 011 all open or  exposed 
ridges, especially those which have been burnt, a peculiar large I~romeliatl 
with great 1-ecuinbeilt stalks grows along the ground. ( I .  L 1 . ~  These 
plants l~arboi- illally species of aiuphibiails and insects and hold a consider- 
able amount of water in their ci-o\vns, even throug-11 the tlry seasoll. Coarse 
brake ferns of several species are abundant, especially where lire has l~assetl, 
extending from 4,000 to 8,000 feet 01- more. Countless species of sni;~llci- 
fei-11s abound at all altitudes, froin r,5c'o feet to tiinber-line, from the most 
tlclicate of inaiclenh;li~-s to tlie great tree ferns. There are also 1)rescnt on 
Snn T,orenzo, fro111 7,000 feet upward, great numhei-s of an esceedingly tall 
aild slender palm, known locally as the "wax palm," and appai-ently very 
siinilar to, or itlentical with, the palins which are so ab~ui~dant in the central 
Andes in the vicinity of Quiildio Pass. I have no recollection 01- note of tlie 
presence of these palnis in the Sierra Nevada proper. Froill 7,009 feet up 
to timber-line there is little change in the types of vegetation, certain sl)ecies 
of trees and shrubs disappear, to be replaced by others of similar type. The. 
trees, however, become lower and inore branching, and on exposed ridges 
are gnarled and twisted, while nearly all are smothered in masses of luaily 
curious forms of epiphytes, mosses, and lichens. At timber-line the cliang-e 
fro111 low forest to open inoorland is soilletimes very abrupt, though as a 
I-ule gradual, the trees becomillg siualler and smaller and gradually giving 
way to shrubbery and bushes itltermixed with coarse grasses. 
J ' a ~ n t ~ t o  Yegstatiovt . 'I'he immeilse para~~zos  or moor-like tracts of land 
exteiidiiig froill timber-line to the perpetual silow present nlany curious 
types of plants. Naturally the prevailing vegetation is grass, of many spe- 
cies, but numerous varieties of bushes and shrubs are present, as well as  
niany lcillds of annual flowering plants of considerable beauty and bright 
colors. The nlost peculiar and characteristic form of the fiarnwzo is the 
great mullein-like plant l<nown as "Frailejon," of ~vhich tlierc sccms to be 
but one species in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, three very different 
varieties being found in the Sierra Nevada de Chita, in the eastern Andes. 
The leaves as well as the stallc are thicli and woolly. In favorable spots it 
attains to a coilsidesable size, but I never found it more than five to six 
feet higl~ in the Santa Mai-ta h~Iouiitains. In  the eastern Andes it is often 
seen growing fro111 fifteen to eighteen feet in height, with the trunI<s from 
eight to ten iilches ill diameter. 'I'he flower buds are ellclosed in a mass of 
silky wool, of a pale greenish ycllow, or  golden yellow, very beautiful just 
as they begin to open, of large size and in clusters of four to eight. Ilum- 
ming-birds feed allnost exclusively oil these flowers in season, esl~ecially 
Oxypogon, while the seeds furnish the bullc of the food for the many spar- 
rows of the paraf14o. 
hfozi~ztai~z Savannas:  Great tracts of savanila are puesent on the south- 
ern slopes of the Nevada and otl the north slope in the Macotama and Rio 
-4ncha valleys, also to a lesser extent in the Palo~nina, all inore or less 
above 2,000 feet. The cause of these savannas has been a debated questioil 
and has not, 1 believe, been satisfactorily explained ill illany cases. I t  is 
a practical certaiilty that wl~cre such savannas occur above 2,000 feet and 
arc in a zone belonging to, or suri-ounded by, a forest belt, such as those of 
.the 1101-th slope, they are due to deforestation and persistent burning. The 
fact that in 1-egioils of extensive savannas the rainfall and consequent 
anlouiit of humidity is less is an effect of, rather thau a cause for, the pres- 
ence of the savannas, because the absence of foi-est gi-owth always lessens 
ille amount of at~nospheric condensation. 
Colombia is a country which has beell populated in certain sectioils for 
inany years, and the valley south of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is 
one of the oldest of these, it having been settled early in the sixteenth cen- 
tul-y. The town of Valle de Upar was founded before the colorlization of 
North Alnerica began. Deforestation and systen~atic burning, covering a 
period of fi-0111 one to four centuries, must inevitably destroy large areas 
of forest, while the natural flora to follow in such cases would be the hardy 
grasses which coiistitute the vegetation of the present savannas. SeveraI 
instances tending to prove this theory have come under my personal obser- 
vation, covering a period of but nine years, so that if obvious results can 
be obtained in that short time, what might not take place in a period cover- 
ing several centuries. Not only have the so~itllern slopes of tltc Sierl-n 
Ncvacla been settled by tlie Spaniards and their descenda~its for nearly four 
hundred years, but they found there upon their arrival a large populatioil 
of Indians, living largely by agriculture, the reinnatits of ~vliicli still exist 
011 those southern slopes and in the three valleys of the north slope which 
today sho\v large areas of savanna. I t  is an absolute certainty that the 
savanilas on the izorth and west slopes have been caused entirely by defores- 
tation aiitl burning doile by the lndiatls. 1 am also incliiicd to believe that 
the southern slopes of tlie Sierras were a t  some tinlc forested to a much 
greater extent than at  the present day and that their present barren con- 
dition has been brought about largely by deforestation ant1 burning. [\ 
mountain savanna when once started, and I)urned over every year at the c~itl  
of the dry season, will spread very rapidly, for with each 1)uriiitlg thc sur- 
r o ~ i l d i i ~ g  ~ o o d l a i ~ c l  is liillecl for distances varying with the character o i  the 
untlerbrush and the steepness of the slope, the fire often running up a steep 
slol>c through the forest for  miles before dyiiig out. The Colombiails as 
well as tlie Indians invariably burii over the savai~nas every year, just before 
the spring rains, to I-cmove the hard, woody grass stems and to stin~ulate 
the gro\vth of tender fresh grass for  their livestock. I t  is probable that the 
origiilal forest growtli of the southern slopes was not dense o\?iing to the 
lesser amot~nt of ~jrecipitation there, brought about by natural topographical 
conditioiii, as c.l ie\~I~ere exl~laiilcd, and for this 1-casoii was the inore readily 
destroyeel by fire. Once destroyed, its replaceilient was ail impossibility, 
owing 110t only to repcated burnings but to diilliilishing rainfall, due to the 
absence of woodland. Probably the most sti-lkiiig confirmation of  the 
recent formation of savannas a t  the loot of the southcrii slopes, is the fact 
that there is an cntil~e absence of any reptilian o r  amphibiai~ f a ~ ~ i l a  peculiar 
to  natural savanna, a11 tlie forms taken on these savannas being the same as 
those present in the surroundi~lg and adjacent forest or scrub. 
G r i l r ~ n l  C k a r n c t n ,  o f  f l ir I : a ~ ~ ~ z t r s ,  M a i l ~ n z n l i a ~ t  a91d Azrin~z: Taken as  
a whole, thc fauna, especially the bird fauna, nf the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa n/lai-ta, 1s not all abunda~it  one, as represented either by species or 
individuals, wlleii compared with that ot  lllaily parts of the Colombian 
Aides.  Tlie great group of fruit-eating tailagers, so abuiidant in all three 
ranges of the Aildes, is conspicuously absent here, but three species of 
Taiiagra being found fro111 sea-level to timber-line. L~uthra~~l ) i s  and Co111p- 
soconla are entirely absent, ~vliile Poecilotl~raupis and Raiiiphocelus ai-e 
represented by but a single species each. The other great fi-uit-eating 
groups, the parrots, toucans and trogons, are also poorly represented from . 
the foothills upwards. Parrots are abundant in the lowlands of the west 
and parts of the south side. In  the mouiitaiiis ps-opes but four species of 
parrots, t ~ v o  o l  trogons ant1 tlirec of toucans ai-e found, which is a mere 
bagatelle as compared with the Andes, especially the parrots. This uiidoubt- 
cdly shows that the forest growth, which is very different froill that even 
of the eastern Andes, offers little in the way of fruits and berries. 011  the 
other hand, iiisectivorous foi-ins are i i~ore  abundant, especially the Denclro- 
colaptidx and Forniicariidx. Hummii~gbirds are also poorly rel~reseiited 
evei-ywhere, and present in sn~al l  nuinhers, with the exception of n few 
very hardy, wide-raiigiizg forms of the lowlands. However, above 4,ooa 
feet there are not more than about a dozen species of Trochilidx, a very 
poor showing as compared with either range of the Andes. Monkeys are 
rarely scen above 2,000 feet, and very ullcommonly above the costal plain. 
I n  Veiiezuela I have taken Mycetes up to 7,000 feet, where it was appar- 
ently not rare, accordiiig to local report. 
Ainoi~g the n~ammals, the wild pigs and agoutis are the most abundant, 
ranging from sea-level to at least 8,000 feet. Tapirs arc fairly coiliinoi~ 
above 3,000 feet. Deer al-e iiowhere common, except the large species fouiid 
in the delta regioii of the Magdaleiia, which in reality hardly belongs to the 
region under discussioi~. Rodents and squirrels seein to  be abundant nearly 
everywhere up to at least 6,000 feet, as well as marsupials and foxes; the 
latter, however, are not, as a rule, seen above 2,500 feet, although I saw a 
pair at Vista Nieve at 5,000 feet. 
A description of tlie amphibian-reptile fauna is given by Dr. Ruthveil. 
Concl~lsion: The great inaccessibility, solitude and isolation of the 
Sierra Nevada de Sailta Marta have been the chief causes of the fragmen- 
tary nature of the biological work done there, and until better lllealis 
of travel and communicatioii have been opened up there are numerous large 
areas which will remain unexplored and unltnown. A few regions, such as 
Mount Sat1 Lorenzol atid the I-Iorqueta, which are easy of access, have been 
ii1tensively worked along several lilies, and certain accessible portions of 
the lowlatids may easily be studied, especially the banana district. How- 
ever, the bulk of the segion, both lowlands and highlands, is accessible for 
ilzteilsive bi~logical study only by means of well-equipped expeditions with 
considerable time and money at their disposal. Such expeditions could, 
lzowever, be easily organized and carried out by the combined efforts of 
several large and well-equipped scientific institutions, each one furnishi~ig 
one or two experts in certain branches of biology, and bearing its corre- 
spoiidiilg quota of the expenses. Such expeditions, under capable leader- 
ship, and composed of men accustoined to worlc in the tropics or other wild 
and utiinhabited regions, could obtain important results, and there would 
be no duplication of field work, with coil~ecluent loss of tinle and money. 
There is probably iio other portion of the American tropics which today 
offers such a pronlisiizg field for iizteiisive biological study as the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta. The work already done has becn cntirely too 
fragmentary and widely separated to lead to inally definite general conclu- 
sions, especially cunceriling such broad problems as faunal origin and rela- 
tions. Too 111tlclz illere reconilaissance and too little illteiisive study of life 
history and distribution have been done. In the pi-cselit slietch (for with 
our present kt~owledge it can be classed as notliiiig more than a sketch) 
there has been little attempt to arrive at many definite conclusions. An 
attempt has beell made to set clowi~ the facts as ltizow~l to tlie author, with 
the hope that they may stimulate further woi-lc in this most interesting field 
and serve as a basis for intensive study. 
L i s /  of /,occrli/ics IZeferrcd to by Slnzolzs, BPOZWIL, Smith, L'ar~ikcl; U I Z L ~  tll c 
Uni.zrcr=zity o f  il4iclzigan E,rpeditions. 
A l to  d~n ins Miizas. Point on the trail between Valencia de J e ~ a s  and 
Pundacion, where it crosses the lower extremity of tlie great southwest 
spur ridge of tlze Sierra Nevada. Probably not illore than 600 feet above 
s'ea-level, ant1 three days' journey froin Fuildacion. 
A~igzha~zi .  A cattle I-at~ch of considel-able extent ~vliich has beell opened 
~ 1 )  on the Rio Arigua~ii at  the point where the Valle de Upar trail crosses 
it. I t  is in the heart of the great lowland forest, about thirty iliiles south 
of Pundacion, and at iio great distance fro111 the lower edge of the foothills. 
A q u a  Dztlcc. Pla~ltatioii on Sa11 l,orcnzo, altitude about 3,000 feet. 
A ~ r o y o  tic r1~c110.s. 11 cattle ranch and regular stopping place for pac!i 
trains and travellers journeying bet~veen Riohacha and ~onseca .  I t  is a 
long, hard day's iuarcli froill Riohacha, and the first point at which good 
water and forage call be obtained. I t  lies at the edge of the flood-glain of 
the li io Catnaroiies (called Bai-bacoas here) and is probably about 500 feet 
above sea-level. Outside of the flood-plain forest the vegetation consists 
of low woodland of the dry forest type, acacias and cacti being coi~spicuous. 
Batlillo. Once a flourishiilg little town, but now a iiiiserable collectiotl 
oE huts, situated on the ti-ail betmeell Foilscca aiid Sail Juan de CesAr, and 
Tiear the Radillo River. To the southwest of tlie tow11 lies the heavy wood- 
land of the I-ivei- flood-plain, while to the 1101-tli the vegetation cotlsists of 
dry acaci:~-like scrub atid cacti, interspel-sed with patches of open savanna- 
like arcas. The foothills arc but a few iniles distant. 
Barbucoas. A tiny hamlet at the crossing of the Rio Bai-bacoas, about 
tv-o niilcs south of An-oyo de Arenas. 
Bolivar. iZ sinall farim and lowlailcl station of the Santa Marta Coffee 
Coll i l~a~~y,  fro111 1v11ich pacli inulcs start for the hacicndn Cincinnati. I t  is 
:~l)out fivc and a half iniles from Santa Marta, a inile and a half fro111 
hlamatoco, and about 100 feet above sea-level. The prevailiiig vegetation, 
outside of the ii-rigatcd areas, consists of low, semi-arid woodland, acacias 
and cacti. The nearby Jainonac6 Crccli Valley is rather heavily wooded and 
of~ci-s good collectiiig ground. 
C'acagllalh'to. A sillall fai-111, iloxv abaiidoned, at which Mr. Smith col- 
lected. I t  lies on the trail bet\vecn Bollda and the north coast, by way of 
the Qucbrada Jordail and the Rio Piedras. It is between 800 and 1,000 
feet above sea-level, on the ridge separating the valley of the Matajiro and 
Joi-dan, and lies in the foot-hills section of tile semi-arid coast belt. 
C'amperz~clzo. A small settletnetit of scattered l~ouses oil the trail 
l)etn.ceii Valeilcia dc Jesus atid Alto de las Minas, a hard day's jouriiey 
froin ITalencia. I t  is in a rolling, hilly region, on a reilinallt of the same 
ridge as Alto de las Minas, and not more than 400 to 500 feet ahove sea- 
level. I t  is largely a region of savannas and scattered clumps of scrubby 
~roodlancl. 
Ccr.l.os d c  Caracas. A broad, well-defined mountain range of the Sierra 
Nevada proper, beginning just below Sail Miguel, at  t l ~ e  Rio Macotama. 
at ail altitude of about 5,000 feet, and rising abruptly to about 8,000 feet, 
thc11 gradually to about 13,oco feet, where it ends ill a jumble of jagged, 
ilaked pinnacles of rock, wliich form a barrier to further ascent to the 
siiow-capped pealts above. The whole of the eastern end and southeastern 
flaillc has been denuded of forest, but the northwest side is steeper and for- 
ested to the crest. 
Clzinchiczia, Ynllcy o f .  A locality given by Simons as having ail a!ti- 
tude of 6,500 feet, and situated on the south slopes of the Nevada a short 
distance below Sail Sebastian. 
C'lzi~zchiczia, Pass  o f .  Pass at head of valley of sanle name, having an 
altitude of r 1,000 feet. 1,ocality used by Simons. 
Clairlia. The name of a large valley and the sinall stream which drains 
it. Situxted on the northeast slopes of the Nevada, at an altitude of fro111 
2,000 to 5,000 feet, and empties into the Kio Ancha at Pueblo Viejo. The 
valley is nearly enclosed by illountaiils rising on the south side to about 
5,000 feet, Itnown as the Eleights of Cliiri~a. The valley is sparsely inllab- 
itecl by lndians, and nearly the whole of the lower portion has been de- 
forested in years gone by, and is now covered either with grass, low scrub, 
or cultivations o l  the Indians. 
Clzirliai Heighlts of .  The nlountain ridge lying on the soutli~vestern side 
or thc valley of Chirita, with ail elevation of about 5,000 ieet. 
Clzi+ziqltn, Paramo dc.  The inlmense paraulzo lying on the crest of the 
Nevada to the south of the upper Macotama River and to the east of the 
stlow ~ea l i s ,  with an altitude of froin 11,000 t o  15,000 feet. This is doubt- 
less the pa~a14zo de "Curigua" of Sievers. The ilanle Chirilqua was used 
1ly 1:i-own, and I followed 14s i~omei~clatui-e without taking the precaution 
to verify it, so that I do not know wl~icll name is the correct one. Lake 
Macotama, nlentioned elsewhei-e in this report, lies at the northwest end of 
this parnilto, at 15,000 feet elevation. This paf*evlzo may be reached either 
from Pueblo Viejo on the north slope or from San JosC on the south slope. 
I t  is easier of approach fro111 the north side, wl~ere a good Indian trail leads 
li-0111 I'ueblo Viejo over to the Macotanla River, the~ice up that stream 
tl~rough Saiita Cruz, San Miguel, 'l'aq~iina, Macotama, aild on up to the 
pa fTa~!o .  This trail is passable foi- oxen or a good mule, and the p a ~ a m o  
nlay be reached from Pueblo Viejo in two days. 
Cie~zega (formerly ltnown also as San Juan de Cortfoba). A city of 
between 15,ooo and 20,000 iill~abitants, twenty liiiles by rail froin Santa 
Marta, and situated on the sea coast, just at  the northeasteril corizer of 
Cieneca Grande, the great hracltish lake lying between the Sierra Nevada 
and the Magdalena River. 
Ci9~ciizizati. A large coffee plantation lying on the western slopes of 
Mount San Lorenzo, between 3,000 and 5,500 feet. This plantation was 
kno>~ln as Valparaiso at the time Smith and Brown collected here. I t  is a 
fine collecting field, and has been visited by all naturalists who have collie 
t o  Saiita Marta. The plaiitatioi~ is about nineteen miles fronl Santa Marla, 
and is reached by the road leading out through Mamatoco, Tigrera aiid 
Minca. 
C'onclza. A sinall bay southeast of Santa Marta, also tllc short creel; 
and valley einptyiiig into it. There is a sniall stock fariii there belonging 
to a resident of Saiita Marta. I t  is the first indentation of the coast beyond 
Taghga ,  aiid the sccoiid froin Santa Marta Bay. 
Copki. A stopping place for  travellers and pack trains 011 the trail 
between Ai-iguaiii and Camperucho, about fifteen iniles south of Xi-iguani. 
I t  is in the heavy lowland forest. 
Corazones. A little liainlet Ileal- Valle de Upar, between that town and 
Radilla, and not f a r  from the Rio Guatipuri. I t  lies just between the Guati- 
puri flood-~laiii forest and the dry scrub of the open country. 
Dibzdla. A squalid village on the coast about half-way betwecii Sailta 
Marta and Riohaclia, and about three miles east of the point where the trail 
leaves the coast for the Sierra Nevada, by way of Pueblo Viejo and Sail 
Miguel. 
Donawa. A sinall farm, now nearly abandoned, lying on the divide 
between the head of the Matagiro Valley and the Rio Piedras, at ail eleva- 
tion of about 1,500 feet. I t  is on the trail between 13oiida aiid the planta- 
tion Las Vegas. I t  is just between the "dry forest" area of the Santa Marta 
coast belt and the humid forest of the north slopes of the Sierras, tlie valley 
of the Itio Piedras being largely in tlie latter zone. 
Don Diego. An old plantation (now practically abandoned) belonging 
to a Frenclz company, aiid situated on the iiorth coast at  the mouth of the 
Don Diego River, one of the largest r.ivers draining the north slopes. There 
is a trail leading to it froin Saiita Marta, goiiig out by way of Mamatoco, 
Ronda, Calabaso, Jordan, thence down the Rio Piedras to the coast, and 
then following the beach. This trail is al~nost impassable through disuse 
aiid lack of repair. The place is i i~uch more easily reached by sea froiii 
Saiita Marta. The region around Don Diego is heavily forested, has a 
heavy rainfall aiid is very rich in animal life. 
Donjaca. A flag station and pa,ssiiig point for trains on the Santa 
Marta Railway between Gaira aiid Cienega. I t  is on the coast, and lies in 
the semi-arid coast belt of scrub and cacti. 
El Libano. A name used by Mr. Sinith for a l~oiilt 011 the nortliwest 
slope of Sail Lorenzo with an altitude given by him of 6,000 feet. I t  is in 
thc upper part of what is now ltnown as the plantation of Ida Irictoria, 
\vhicli adjoii~s Ciiiciiiiiati on the east. Coiiditioils are practically the same 
as around Cinciiniati. 
81 Lovc~tzo (see Sail Loreiizo). 
El Mamn16n. A locality at which Mr. Brown collected in the Sierra 
Nevada, and given by Dr. Allen as having at1 altitude of 8,000 feet. It is 
on tlie south slopes of the Sierras, a shcrt distance above Sali Sellastiall. 
Fonseca. A sinall town on the Rio Rancheria a few miles below the 
point where it breaks out of the foothills into the valley lying between the 
Sierra Nevada and the eastern Andes. I do not think it can be more than 
500 feet above sea-level. Except for the heavy woodland of the Rio Ran- 
cheria flood-plain, the surrouilding country supports a vegetation very sim- 
ilar to that encountered all along the trail between Riohacha and Arroya de 
Arenas, viz., low open scrub of acacia-like trees and cacti. I t  lies on the 
main trail between Riohacha and Valle de Upar. 
Fz~ndncidn. A large cattle ranch and travellers' station on the trail 
between Cainperucho and Alto de las Minas, on the Rio Garupal. The pre- 
vailing vegetation in the iinn~ediate vicinity is savanna and scattered cluinps 
of low, tangled woodland, largely of the "dry forest" type. 
Fz~ndaci61~. A sinall village at the southern terminus of the Santa 
Marta Railway. The name I?undacibn really applies only to that portion 
of the town lying on the north side of thc Rio Fundaci611, which has been 
built up since the railway reached that point. The part of the town on the 
soutl~ side of the river is the old settlemelit existing before the arrival of 
the railway and was called Bueila Vista. This name is still used by the 
inhabitailts of the region to the south, but as a rule the name Fundaci6n is 
now used everywhere for the town as a whole. The country to the south 
and west of the town is bi-olcen and hilly, with a more open forest in which 
inany types of trees belonging to the "dry forest" are present. To the west 
and north the forest has been 1ai-gely cleared away, but was originally of 
the heavy, humid type, siniilar to the Magdalena basin and the Ariguani. 
Ga'irn. A sinall village on the Santa Marta Railway about eight miles 
from Santa Marta and not far from the sea. With the exception of the 
land under irrigation and the narrow valley of the Rio Gaira, the whole 
region is very arid, with an abundance of thorny scrub and giant cacti. 
Guallabol or Gzcayabol. A locality given by Simons, and which I can- 
not locate definitely. I t  is given as having an elevation of 3,000 feet, and 
must be soi~~ewhere on the south slopes of the Sierras, since there is no 
such place on either the north, northwest or west sides. 
Jordan. A locality used by Smith. It is situated on a small stream of 
the same name, which empties into the Rio Piedras, and lies between the 
Matagiro Valley and the hills along the coast east of Santa Marta. The 
head of the valley is in the semi-arid coast belt, while the lower portion is 
hcavily forested like the valley of the Rio Pedras, being really in the trans- 
ition zone between the semi-arid and the humid of the north coast. I t  is 
1-eached by the trail out from Bonda, which leads to the coast at the mouth 
of the Rio Piedras and thence to Don Diego and Dibulla. 
L a  Co?zcepcion. A locality used only by Brown, and given as having 
an altitnde of 3,000 feet. I t  is always eiven in connection with localities 
on the north slope, and from the species listed as taken there I would judge 
that it was on the top of the mountain ridge whicli the trail crosses in going 
fro111 Pueblo Viejo to Sail Miguel. 
Lns Flows.  A small farin and lowland station belonging to the hacienda 
1;ista Kieve. It  lies on the cart road bet~veen Slamatoco and Ida Tigrera, 
about a mile from the village of Ma~natoco and five rniles from Santa Marta. 
Lns  Nzlbcs. ?, cotiee plantation on the northwest slopes of the moun- 
tain 1;nown as La Horqueta, adjoini~lg San Lorenzo on the north. 'I'he 
mountain has an elevation of about 7,000 feet, while the dwelling house of 
the plantation is at  about 5,000 feet. I t  is reached by the road running out 
fro111 Mamatoco through Ilasinga. The local conditions are about the same 
as aroutld the l~ncieizda Cincinnati. hlr. Smith did some collecting here. 
I.as Pnz~ns.  A si11all hanllet and travellers' station on the trail bet\veen 
Alto de las Minas and CopCi, on the Fundaci6n-Valle de Upar road. I t  is 
at  the point where the heavy lowland forest begins, after dropping down 
fro111 the highlands of Alto de las NIinas. 
Las  Tagzias. A point lying on the south slope of San Lorenzo 
hIountain at an altitude of about 5,000 feet, at the head of the Valparaiso 
Valley. The stream is a tributary of the Rio Cordoba, which empties into 
the sea near Cienega. It  is a heavily forested, humid region, and has been 
visited only by the writer and the University of Michigan expeditions. 
Lns Vcgas .  ~4 cotiee plantation situated on the northeast slopes of a 
long spur ridge of the Ilorqueta Mountain, near the headwaters of the 
west branch of the Rio IIendaguaca. I t  lies between 3,000 and 5,000 feet 
in a region of heavy humid forest peculiar to the north slopes of the Sierras. 
A locality at  which only the writer has collected. 
Lollla Larga. Name of a small region of scattered stilall farnis and 
travellers' stations on the trail between Riohacha and Fonseca, and situated 
about fifteen miles south of Arroya de Arenas. I t  lies in the foothills of 
the great northeast spur range of the Sierras and is heavily forested except 
where clearings have been made. The altitude is probably about 2,500 to 
3,000 feet. I'isited by the University of Michigan Expedition in 1920. 
Mnro fn~ i in  At presenl hut a tiny Indian village, but formerly the tribal 
centre of the \vhole Arahuaco population of the north side of the Sierras. 
I t  is still the place of residence of the chief "medicil~e man" or "doctor," 
as the Indians call him. It  lies in the valley of the Rio Macotama about ten 
nliles above Sail Miguel. The village itself does not lzave an altitude of 
"8,000 feet" as given by Gangs, but the ~nountains rise on either side of 
the valley to a height of from 11,000 to 12,mo feet. The elexratio11 of the 
village itself is about 7,000 feet. There is no forest left in the valley here, 
except a tract 011 the east side, which has been largely cut over by t l ~ e  Indians. 
A few trees and scattered shrubbery reniain along the river itself alld in 
the ravines. The village lies on a shelf on the right-hand side of the river, 
ascending, and the mountain 011 that side is clothed only in grass as f a r  as 
the eye can reach, with rarely a clunlp of low bushes. Visited by Mr. Browll 
and the author. 
Macotn?ilo, Parni~zo dt.. I have applied this name to the pa3+au~eo 011 
top of the range to' the east of the village of Macotama, and which extends 
sou th \~ard  to join the baclcbone of the Sierras at  the Chirhclua Pass. I am 
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c,uite positive that this is also designated by Mr. Brown as the para~no de 
P4acotanla. This pwanzo does not attain an elevation of more than 12,000 
feet and has less shrubbery than the ChirGqua paranbo. 
illa~ucatoco. A sillall village four iniles east of Santa Marta, on the 
lVIanzanares River and on the road to Bonda and Masinga. I t  is less than 
!ifty feet above sea-level, with hills to the north and east, and with flat land 
io  the south and west, much of which is under irrigation. I t  is in the semi- 
arid coast bell. 
M a ~ a a n a ~ e s .  A sinall farill and travellers' station on the trail between 
Valencia de Jesus and Campeyucho, about six n~iles froin Valencia. I t  lies 
in the heavy forest belt of the Rio Cesir (described elsewhere in this paper) 
and is rich in aniinal life of all kinds. The University of Michigan Expe- 
dition spent several days here. 
Ma8rocaso. One of Mr. Simons' localities, at  an altitude of 2,000 feet, 
near the Rio Rancheria, on the south slopes of the Sierras. (According to 
Dr. Allen.) 
Masinga or Masi~zga Vieja. A small hamlet about ten miles from Santa 
Alarta in an easterly direction. I t  is on the Manzanares River about two 
iniles above Bonda, and presents the sanle conditions as at that place. M r  
Sinit11 collected extensively here. 
Minca (misspelled Miilea by Salvin and Godinan). An old, abandoned 
sugar plantatioil in the foothills at 2,000 feet elevation, and about fourteen 
illiles from Santa Marta on the road to the hacieltda Cincinnati at  the point 
\.ihei-e it crosses the Rio Gaira, but not near the head of that river, as stated 
hy Dr. Allen. I t  is more or less in the transition zone between the "dry 
:orest" of the lower foothills and the mouiltain forest, but more inclined 
to the latter. Many small clearings have been made in this vicinity during 
the past three years. Collections were made here by Simons, Smith, both 
expeditioi~s from the University of Michigan, and by the writer. 
Xamnjo. A locality nlentioned by Mr. Smith, and situated on the Rio 
Piedras just below its junction with the Rio Jordan. Altitude about 500 feet. 
O~zaca. A coffee plantation near Las Nubes, but lower down on the 
mountain slope and inore to  the north. Altitude given as 2,500 feet. Mr. 
jmitli collected here, but the writer has never visited it. I t  is reached by 
the trail leading out througl~ Masinga. 
Palo~~zi~za. An Indian village on the north slopes of the Sierras, on 
the river of the sanle name, and at a11 altitude of 5,000 feet (as given by 
Mr. Brown). There is a sillall hamlet on the coast at the mouth of this 
river which must not be confused with the Indian village a t  which Mr. 
13rown collected: I did not visit this locality, but according to all authentic 
reports which I have been able to gather it has been but slightly deforested, 
there being but a sinall area of savanna here. 
Paramo (see Cl1iri1qua and Macotama). A word here as to just what 
is ineant by a paramo ixay not be out of place. I t  is that portion of the 
high mountain ranges of the tropics which lies between tin~ber-line and the 
snow-line or the crest of the range, as the case may be, with a minimum 
altitude of more or less than ~o,ooo feet, but varying considerably in different 
regions. In  the eastern and central Andes of Colombia there exists a heavy 
"temperate zone" forest which extends up as high as 12,000 feet in many 
places, but this forest is absent in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, 
where paravlzo conditions begin at about IO,OCO feet. The lower parts of 
the pamwzo contain more or less of an abundance of small gnarled trees and 
shrubs intermingled with bushes and coarse grass, the greater the quantity 
of moisture present the more abundant the shrubbery. As the altitude 
increases the gnarled trees disappear, the shrubs become illore stunted, the 
bushes lower and tougher, while the grasses increase. Certain species of 
hardy little bushes persist to the very snow-line, as well as the "Freilejon." 
Pzteblo Viejo. A village whose inhabitants are entirely Colombians, 
situated on the north slopes of the Sierras at an altitude of 2,000 feet, on 
the Rio Ancha, several miles above its confluence with the Rio Macotama. 
I t  is nearly a two days' journey with pack animals from Dibulla over a trail 
not of the best. I t  is just at  the edge of the "Indian country," few or no 
Indians living below this point. 
Pueblo Yiejo. Another village on the south slopes of the Sierras, not 
far from San Sebastian, with an altitude of 8,000 feet (as given by Dr. 
Allen). This locality must not be confused with the preceding, since con- 
ditions between the two are entirely different. The country around the 
present village is largely savanna. 
Pueblo Viejo. There is a third village lcnowi~ as Pueblo Viejo which 
should be mentioned here, although it does not appear in scientific literature, 
but it might be confused with the two preceding localities by future collectors. 
I t  lies on the narrow spit of land separating Cienega Grande from the sea, 
a short distance to  the west of the town of Cienega, and at the point where 
the Cienega Grande empties into the sea. 
Punto Caiman or Playa Caimafz. A point on the coast of Salainanca 
at the northwest corner of Cienega Grande. The coast of Salaillanca is the 
narrow strip of sand which separates Cienega Grande from the sea, and is 
nowhere more than two or three miles wide. I t  is covered in many parts 
with shrubbery and small trees, while the Cienega shore is thickly popu- 
lated with mangrove, with only an occasioi~al open beach. Water birds are 
abundant, also several small land birds. The most abundant animals here 
are the omnipresent mosquito and sand-fly, which make life a misery at all 
hours of the day and night. Visited once by the writer, who trusts that 
the visit will never have to be repeated. 
Quebra Co~zclza (contraction for Quebrada Concha). .The sinall creelc 
draining the Concha Valley and emptying into Concha Bay. 
Qzteb~a Mo jada (Quebrada Mojada, spelled by D1r. Allen "Mojaba"). 
A sinall creelc flowing into the Manzanares River about midway between 
Man~atoco and Bonda, and dry most of the year. Rlentioned by Smith. 
Ri'ohacha.. A town of about 5,000 inhabitants on the north coast about 
iiiliety iiiilcs froiii Saiita Marta to the east, and the nietropolis of the Goajira 
I'eniiisula. I t  lies about a inile to the west of the Rio Rancheria (or Calan- 
cSla, as it is called here), which river is tlie dividing line between the 
Departalneiito de Magdalena ai7d tlie Territory of the Goajira. I t  is reached 
only by sea froin Santa Marta, the trail by lalid being inipossible of coii- 
.-idci-ation. 'l'lie sole ineans of transit are sinall schooners, which leave 
much to be desired in the way of accommodations, aiid to persons who are 
poor sailors illis trip is a veritable ton~lent in the windy season. The vege- 
tation of the sui-rounding country is a low, thorny scrub, coiitainiiig inany 
acacia-like foriils and an abundance of cacti of various species. I t  is exceed- 
ingly dry for the greater part of the year aiid the heat is terrific. However, 
iron1 the standpoint of thc naturalist it is an exceedingly interesting region, 
intro(luciiig as it does a fauna quite distinct froin that of any other part of 
the region ullder discussion. 
Smz A~z to~z io .  This is tlie old Indian village, now non-existent, which 
lay about three iuiles to tlic south of the present village of Pueblo Viejo 
(il1c first mentioiled in this list). I t  was destroyed by the government sol- 
diers in the late Coloinbiail revolutioii because soinc of tlic Iiidiails had 
11ken persuaded to talie up arins with the revolutionists. Its iiil~ahitants 
were scattci-ed ainoi~g the Iiiclian hamlets higher up in the Sierras. 
San . T I / ~ I L  dr  CPSQI'. One of the iilost flo~rishiiig towns of the valley, 
lying to t l ~ c  south of the Sierra Nevada aiid situated on the river of the 
sarue llaiiie (Kio Cesjr).  I t  is about a half day's journey to the southwest 
oE Foiiscca and ill tlie sanie arid belt of thorny scrub as the latter place. 
Proin here thc road braiiches, one branch passing by way of Villanueva and 
the other by way of Badilla, but unitiilg again at Valle de Upar. 
Safz F ~ a ~ ~ c i s c o .  A sinall Indian hamlet in the valley of the Rio Aiicha 
about six iiiiles above Pueblo Viejo (on the north slope of the Sierras). 
'The mountain slopes 011 botli sides of the valley arc hare of forest, especially 
on tlie I-ight-hand side (asceildiilg), whcrc the slopes are very precipitous 
and rocky. On tllc left-hand side the higher slopes are still wooded for a 
considel-able distance. Visited by Mr. Brown and tlie writer. 
,Tan Josk. An Itidiai1 village on tlie soutli slope of the Sierras, on the 
trail between Atancluez and the C1iirficlua Pass. According to Simons, the 
only collector who has visited it, it has an altitude of 5,000 feet. 
Salz Lorr~z-o .  huge, isolated mountain peak lying to the northwest 
of the inain Sierra Nevada, but connected with it by a ridge having a mill- 
imuiu elevation of about 5,000 feet. The whole niouiitaiii down to the foot- 
hills is deilsely forested, except where it has been cleared for purposes of 
c~~ltivation. l'his forest is heavier and more humid on the east and soutli 
~10pci. Thc crest of the iiiouiitaiii is in tlie foriu of a sharp ridge running 
11eai-ly east and west for a length of six to ciglit miles. The western end, 
known as tlic Cerro Quemado, has been largely deforested by fire during 
tlie last twenty years, and has an elevation of about 8,000 feet. The remain- 
der of the crest is forested to the very top, while the eastern end attains 
an elevation of a little over 9,000 feet. All the collecting done by Mr. 
Snlith here was on the western slopes of the Ceri-o Quemado up to perhaps 
7,000 feet, which woulcl account for his failure to secui-c quite a ilumber 
of species fount1 near the top. The  vegetation of this mountain has beell 
t lescr~l~ed elsewhere. The summit is reached by trails rui~niiig up fro111 the 
lznciendns Cincinnati and Vista Nieve. 
S a n  Migz~cl .  The largest village and the headquarters today of the 
Arahuaco Indiails of the north slopes of the Sierras. I t  is situated on the 
right-hand side of the Macotanla River (ascending), at  an altitude of 5,500 
feet, on a small, bench-lilte plateau jutting out fro111 thc mountain side 
about 200 feet above the river. The nlountain rises abruptly behind it to 
the west to an elevation of not less than 9,000 feet, and is entirely bare of 
woodland. Opl~ositc the village, on the other side of the river, is a nluch 
illore extensive bench. Here the Indians have many small farms of vege- 
tables and sugar cane, while the other side of the valley is devoted to 
grazing purposes entirely. The mountain slope also rises very abruptly 
from the bench land on the east side, and is wooded up to near the crest, 
which is overgrown with shrubbery and huge hi-oinelias. Mi-. Brown nlade 
Sat1 Miguel his headcluarters for  some time, as did also the writer. 
$a?% Sebastialz. A village, largely of Indians, on the south slopes of the 
Sierra, at  an altitude of 6,700 feet (accol-ding to 11s. Allen). I t  is mention- 
ed by both lirown ant1 Sii~nons. It  is in a region composed largely ot 
savannas. 
Santa  Crz~z. A tiny Indiall hamlet oil thc east bank of the Rio Maco- 
tama, between Pueblo Viejo and San Miguel, with an altitude of 3,000 feet. 
Dr. Allen gives the altitude as 8,000 feet, an obvious error. 
.Yanta Marta. A city of about 10,ooo inhabitallts and the capital of the 
Departmento de Magdaleiia, possessing one of the finest harbors on the 
Colombian coast. The i~nnlediate vicinity is a semi-arid region, of little 
rainfall, where irrigation is the only possible means of agriculture. 'I'he 
natural vegetation coilsists of t l i o r ~ ~ y  scrub and cacti, escept along the banlis 
of the Rio Manzanai-es, where a iuore luxuria~lt  flora finds a footing. A 
flat plain extends eastward fro111 the town for about five miles, a consider- 
able poi-tion of which is poorly irrigated and mainly devoted to pasture land. 
T o  the north of this plain arc rugged hills extending down the coast to the 
east as far as the Rio Piedras, while to the south al-e the foothills of San 
140renzo. One of the oltlest towns in Coloml~ia, established early in the 
sixteenth century. 
S i e ~ ~ a  Nevada.  Evidently many o l  Simons' la11el5 bear the locality 
llaiue of "Sierra Nevada," with the altitude. Such localities n ~ u s t  o? 
necessity he on the south slopes of the Sicrras, since he did little work 011 the 
side near Santa Marta, and none on the north slopcs. On some of the 
writer's labels this desi,at~atioii is also used, together with the altitude, for 
the region immediately to the southeast of Sari Lorenzo, where worlc was 
doilc from 5,000 to 8,ow feet. 
Tngn~ tga  (misspelled "Tayanga" by Dr. Allen). A small fishing village 
in the bay of the same name, close to Santa Marta harbor and otily separated 
froill it by a low range of hills. Name used by Smith. 
T a m b o r  Ridgc (see Cerros de Caracas). This was the name used by 
the writer on his labels before [lie correct nalue of the locality hat1 been 
a scertaiiied. 
Taq~~inn. h snlall Indian hamlet nearly illidway between San Miguel 
and Macotarna, on the west batlli of the river, on a beautiful large bench 
several hundred feet above the river bed. Mr. Brown does not use the 
name, which is rather strange. Just below the village a small mountain 
stream enters the Macotanla from the west, called by the Indialls SE-kai-611, 
which I meant to explore, but was not able t o  do so .for lack of tiine. I t  
evidently rises ill the sl~ow, and has a lake at its source, according to the 
Tiidiai1s. 
7'icn.a -4Tueva. A point on the Rio Aracati~ca about five or six miles 
above its inouth at the Cienega G r a d e .  I t  is the first high ground met 
with in ascending the river-that is, ground that is not submerged by the 
overflow from the Cienega during the period of high water. I t  is a region 
of heavy humid forest with much tangled undergrowth. 
Tigrcm or La Tigvclra. A point on the road from Santa Marta to the 
hdcierlda Cincinnati, about seven miles above Mamatoco. The new cart 
road extending from Mamatoco up towards San Lorenzo has now reached 
a point about four miles above La Tigrera, in the valley of the Jainonaci. 
'L'igrcra is about 600 feet above sea-level and lies in the lower reaches of 
the foothills, in the narrow valley of the Jamoiiaci. 
T v o j a s  d c  Cathca. A small and very unique fishing village on the edge 
of Cienega Graiide at the mouth of the Rio Aracatjca. The houses are built 
on piles drivel1 into the mud over four to five feet of water. 'I'he inhabit- 
ants s~tbsist entirely by fishing, selling the fish in the towns of Cienega and 
Rarranquilla. I t  is reached only by boat from Cienega or Pueblo Viejo. 
T ~ l c u r i n c a .  A banana pla~itation belongiiig to the United Fruit Com- 
pany, on the Santa Marta Railway between Sevilla and Aracztjca, at  which 
the writer collected. 
Valcncia d e  Jesus.  A small, wretched-looking village, surrouilded by 
second-growth scrub, about twenty-five miles southwest of Valle de Upar 
on the maill trail which eiicirclcs the Sierras on the south side. I t  is in the 
heart of a considerable forest belt. S i~~ ions  ~~ient ions this locality, while 
the University of Michigan Expedition did considerable collecting at Man- 
zanares, about six nliles southwest of it. 
Yal~af,aiso (see Cincinnati). 
V a l l c  d e  UPar  (often spelled Valle Dupar, though the correct spelling 
is that given at the margin). The principal town of the lowl~nd district 
between the Sierra Nevada and the eastern Andes. I t  is on the Rio Guata- 
puri, a short distance above its cotlflueiice with the Rio Cesjr, and is one 
of the oldest settlen~eilts of Colon~bia, having been established by the Span- 
iards shortly niter the fo~mding of Santa Marta, early in the sixteenth cen- 
tury. I t  lias sadly deteriorated, but still shows signs of foriiier opulence. 
It cannol l ~ e  iiiore than 500 to 600 feet above sea-level. 
l'ictoria, La .  A coflec plantatioii on tlie north slopes of Sail Lorenzo, 
adjoiiiiilg tlze Izacie~zda Ciiicinnati on tlze east and north. There is also 
another plaiitatioli of the saizie iiaine near Dibulla, on the sea coast, where 
the writer worlted soiiie years ago. 
Vis ta  N ~ E T ~ c .  A new plantatioii established by the writer a few years 
ago, lying- on the south slopes of San Loreiizo, with lalids reaching froin 
.?,OOO to  8,000 feet. A regioii of heavy mountain forest. I t  is reached by 
tlze saiile road leading to tlie lzacie~zda Cincinnati, passing through that plan- 
tation aiid colltiiluing on arouiid tlie niouiitaiii about four miles. 
'1'11~ R E P ~ ~ I L E - A M P H I B ~ N  FAUNA ND ITS GEOGRAPIIICAL RELATIONS 
Szr l~z~~znry  o f  the IC~zown Fnzcna: But few zoologists have visited the 
Satita Marta range. Previous to 1913 only two collectors seeiii to have 
collected reptiles and ampliibiaiis in the mountains, W. W. Brow11 for the 
Museum of Comparative Zoology of I-Iarvard College, and 13. H. Sniitli for 
tlie Carlzegie Museulii, and these ineiz gave particular attelltioil to other 
groups. The publislicd records are those of the Museum of Zoology of the 
IJiiivei-sity of Michigan and a paper by Lawrence GriCfen+vl~icli includes 
the sl~alies obtaiiled by Smith. 
The writer has had the illaterial collected by Brow11 aiid Reliil and 
Ilebard (ill rgzo), tlirougli tlie courtesy of the Museuin of Comparative 
%oolocgy and tlie Acadeiily of Natural Scieilces of Philadelphia, besides the 
speciiz~ens obtained by tlie expeditions of the Uiliversity of Michigan, but 
he lias been able to exatnine but two of the specimens of the Smith collec- 
tion. The material studied I-epreseiits 93 species and includes all but sevcii 
of the tliirty-one snalies recorded by Grifleii, if froin his list are excluded 
ivur species: Leptoplzis ~os tra l i s ,  of doubtful locality; B p i c ~ n t e s  cefzcl?~~in 
j z w a ,  a color variety of doubtful validity ; Micrz~rus  c o l r ~ ~ ~ z b i a ~ z z ~ s ,  a SJ':l(J 
~)yi l i ,  and Atjrac/tus badizcs, whicli is evicleiztly identical with tlie spxics 
referred to in this paper as A t ~ a c t ~ ~ s  ivridesce~zs. The seven species listed 
hy  Griffeii whicli have not beell seen are IIel~ninlhoflhis  bo~zdensis, Boa 
coolzi, Leptophis  bocou?'ti, Spilotes pullatzss, Oxybclis  fzclgidus, I<hi~zostoma 
qztianense, Micrz~rus  corallinus. 
It is very clear that much iliore field work iiiust be done lwforc the 
coi~ipoiients of the fauna, tlie liabitats, and t l ~ e  exact distributioii of maiiy 
of the species are acct~i-ately known, ~ a r t i c u l a r l ~  since tlie records of Brown 
and Sinit11 cannot be used for detailed studies. (See page 15.) It is 
believed, however, that the data obtained by the Utliversity of Michigan 
expeditions is sufficielitly detailed to permit certain deductioizs to he made. 
An atteiiipt was made to work out the breeding habits of the species, when 
these were liliely to tlzrow light 011 tlze distribution, and iiiuch time was 
spent in the field to  get represeiitatives of every species in each habitat aiid 
region and to detertniiie the liiiiits of range of each speciec These data 
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.\vci-e preserved with the specimeils. I t  ixay at least be said for the data that 
they are more detailed than those ofteii used as the basis for coiiclusions 
~11011 the environmeiltal factors in distribution. 
Nature of t l ~ r  llfnto-ids: Although in a way a truism, it caiiilot too 
often be reiterated that any attempt to sumn~arize the distribt~tion of the 
tcrrc;trial cold-blooded vertebrates niust, to be conviiicing, take into account 
the secretiveness, the apparent rareness, and the inconspicuousness of inally 
sl~ecies which make collecting in these groups fortuitous in 110 small degree. 
I t  is quitc obvious that these attributes of the components of a fauna inalte 
it difficult to deteriiiiiie with acctlracy the limits of ranges, but it is too 
ofteii ignored in t l ~ c  practice of listing species of doubtful I-aiige by habitats, 
zones, etc., suggested by the distribution of a part of the fauna, with the 
result tliat the faunal areas receive support from records which sliould not 
111: considered adequate for the purpose. If the field worlt is carried on in 
detail and over a considerable length of time, it is possible even in the 
groups under consicleration to reduce the species of unlcnown range to a 
relatively sinall number, and it mould seem to be the best practice to exclude 
fro111 suiiii~iaries those forliis so rare or secretive as to be represented in tlie 
coll,ections only by a few specimeils from one place. Tlie exclusion of rare 
forms can only lead to cri-oiieous results when such species constitute a 
considerable part of the fauna. 
Vertical Dlistribz~tion: To obtain data on the distributioii of tlie species 
with altitude a detailed study of tile fauna of the nortliwestei-11 slope of 
San Loi-eiizo was made. Tlie conditions on this slope arc very favorable 
for the study of the vertical distribution of amphibians and reptiles. Located 
in a region which supports a large fauna in these groups, risiilg rapidly 
from sea-level to a height of 9,300 feet, and possessing great differences in 
climate and vegetation witl~in the space of a few miles, it is to  be expected 
that oil this mountain the upper and lower limits of ranges will be ratlier 
sliarply defined and zonal distrib~~tion, if present, conspicuous. Moreover, 
tlie region is accessible atid as easily studied as such a region can be, since 
trails have beell cut to  8,300 feet and it is possible to obtain living quarters 
at different elevations. 
I t  will be clear fro111 Mr. Carrilter's description of the region tliat the 
vegetation in the San Lorenzo region changes from a desert flora to a - 
xeroplzytic forest flora at about IOO feet, from a dry forest type to a wet 
forest type at about 2,200 feet, tlie latter becoming a liuniid jungle type 
above 4,500 feet. T l ~ e  greatest difference exists between tlie dry and wet 
foi-esis. The plains have, or evidently 01-igilially supported a considerable 
growth of xerophytic trees, and above 2,200 feet, while the wet forest 
becomes wetter with increased altitude, thc cliaiigc is gradual and t112 
flora is of about the sanie nature. At  about 2,200 feet tlie cliange in the 
type cf forest on the ridges takes place within a short distance. There is 
also nt this point a marlced change in the fall of the streams, so that it may 
be said that above this altitude there are no ponds or  pools, whereas 1,ower 
down these are often found in the broader valleys and on the plains. I t  is 
j~ossiblc that in larger valleys pools are to he found at solnewhat higher 
altitudes, but in general it inay be said tliat the moderately wet aild wet 
forest area above 2,200 feet is without standing water except in the broinelias. 
'The habitats of reptiles and aiuphibians may be analyzed as follows : 
'rerrestrial 
liaviiie forest : Restricted to the lower part of the ravines : trees 
large, forming lather dense shade; grountl litter \\ell developed, 
but dryer than in the forest above 3,200 feet. 
Scrub forest : On the ridges and in clumps 0 x 1  the l)lains ; trees 
small, scraggly, giving little shade, interspersed with a spare growtll 
of cacti, xerophytic herbs and shruhs; ground litter vex-y little 
(PI. I, fig. 2 ;  PI. 111, fig. I .)  
If the amphibians atid riparian forills are excluded, there are feu 
differeilces to be observed in the fauna of these two terrestrial 
l~abitats, probably because of the limited extent of tllc ravine for- 
ests. On the other hand, ground and arboreal species may be 
recognized. 
Aquatic environments : Streanls (shallow and larger lower down 
and swifter but with pools in the hills) ; ponds few in number and 
usually with much vegetation. The fauna is without aquatic spe- 
cies near thc foothills, except possibly I<ilzoster~zo+z. ivl teg~ut~%, con- 
sisting of anlphibians with aquatic larval stages and such riparian 
forms as the iguana and basilisk. 
Habitats above 2,200 feet: 
Terrestrial 
Forest: 'I'ropical rain forest, becon~illg gradually wetter from its 
lower limits; trees large, forming dense shade; a deep layer of 
forest litter. Cloud forest, in general like the rain forest, but 
cooler and more liiimitl. large b r o m e l ~ a ~  ( 1'1. r1 : PI. 1 1 r ,  fig 3 ; 
PI. I\[; PI. V, fig. 2.) Fauna divisible into three gi-oups-thc 
arboreal, hi-oi~~cliadicolo~~s, and grountl fol-111s. 
Artificial clearings 
Aquatic environtlients : Streaiils small and torrential, \vithout 
atr~iatic species of I-el)tile\ ant1 amphibians. (1'1. I-, fiq. I . )  
Tt will be seen that seven associatioils of species of I-eptiles and amphi- 
bians arc r e c o ~ n i ~ e c l ~  thc g r o i i ~ ~ d  species, arl~oreal sl)ecics, ;tntl aquatic 
species below 2,200 feet;  and the groulld species, arboreal species. brome- 
liadicolous species, and artificial clearing species above 2,200 feet I t  xvill 
also he noted that these associatioils inay be grouped illto two major hab- 
itats-the forest below 2,200 feet (in large part scrub forest and sillall 
ravine forests and open cactus areas, dry litter with higher teniperatures 
and low hui-uidity) qrading through rain foreit above 2,200 feet ~ n t o  ;L 
cloud forest (dense forest, dcep wet litter, large l~romelias, lower temper- 
atures, abuiidatlt rainfall). The aquatic habitat below 2.200 feet furnished 
170 st'-ictly aquatic forms. 
.It is clear that the broillelias must be considel-ed a minoi- habitat for r .  
the groups ullder L he Ui-omeliaciae are in general an impor- 
tant habitat in the wet forest above 4,500 feet. (1'1. V, fig 2 ;  PI. VI . )  The 
* .  
~1st of species fo1111d in these ~ ~ l a n t s  is as tlivei-sifietl as similar lists for 
other localities," and inclutles eartliwor1~~s, leaches, peripati, isopods. 
myriapods, cocl<roaches, spiders, Heteroptera, l~eetles, scui-pions, insect 
larvae (flies, dragonflies, beetles), a salamander, and frogs of several species. 
.IHo\vever, lists of sl,ecies taliell in hi-omelias may be misleading, for all of 
the forills found in these plants are not, strictly speaking, bi-omeliadicolous. 
In bromelias are to be f o ~ m d  species which are apparently'confi~led to this 
habitat :~nd those which are foluid hel-e occasionally but quite as often, and 
in seine cases 11111~11 more commonly, in other situatioils affording conceal- 
ment, such as untler I~arl<, in hollow trees, and in inasses of vegetable debris 
lodged in trees a11tl sl~rubs. I t  ~vould seem to be best t o  restrict the term 
l~roineliatlicolous to those species which for the most part 111-eed ill  the 
bromelias, ailtl to those ~ ~ h i c h ,  if not breeding there, occur ~xincipally in 
these plants. Under this definition one salanzander, Oedipris ndspcrsrls 
(viviparous), and two frogs, Elc~rtlici*odactyll~s cr~~etz t i t s  and C. drlicatrrs, 
are bromeliadicolous fot-111s ill the Saizta Marta Mountains, ant1 I ~ l c ~ ~ f J ~ c r o -  
dart11lzc.r sn?zrta,c-vrla~tnr, and E. irrsiqrlitlis 111:ly prove to he. 
The distribution of the inore coni~i1o11 amphibians and reptiles found 
on the northwest slope of San Lorenzo is suininarized in the following 
table. The cross-secfion nlade niay be located by the towns and plantations 
given a.t the head of the cliarl-. (Facing p. 40.) 
I t  is to be understood that the data on the distributioil of the snakes 
is fr:xgineiztary. This is to be expected, since collecting in this group is 
~ve1.l inowi~ to Ile Fortuitous in any region. The data is not without value, 
however, when it is considered that every species talceiz above 2,200 feet 
and not yet found on Sail Loreizzo below this altitude is 1alon.n to occur 
on the lo,wlands in northern Colonzhia. This fact, with the further one 
that only one lizard and six frogs, a total of seven species out of forty-two 
coinmoil species (including. the snakes), are not Itnow11 froin below 2,200 
feet, shows cleai-ly that the fauna has been in large part and 
entirely derived froin the l o ~ l a n d s . ~  
.A. study of the table will reveal A certain amount of zonal arr;~ngement 
of the species. Only five species, three amphibians, oiie lizard, and one 
snake out of nineteen desert forms have not been found above the desert, 
and of these a t  least the snake certainly occurs higher. Siiililarly. of a 
fauna of twenty-three species found in the dry forest, fourteen forms are 
known to occur on the desert, and of the nine forizzs not talten on the 
desert three are snakes and six are lizards, all of which will psol~ahly be 
fo~~i lc l  to, occur there, as all but one have beell found elsewhere on the low- 
lands. I t  is evident that the fauna of the dry forest and desert are prac- 
:' Compare Ohaus, Ent. Z c i f f r ~ t g ,  Stctf., 1900, pp. 211-212, 237-240: Calve,-t, 1j11t. 
Ncz..~, SXI I ,  pp. 302-411 ; Scoit, A I I ~ I .  nlld Mng. Nnt. Hist., X ,  pp. 424.438. 
4A sitnilar condition \ \as  foulltl i ~ y  the writer in  tl:e S a n  Flanci.cc\ \ I n ~ ~ t ~ t a i n s .  
New \'lesico. B111. Aiirrr. f1411.7. Not. Hist., XXIII, 603. 
tically the same, the ranges of but few of the species being affected at tlie 
conimon boundary of the more ope11 plains and scrub forest. 
There is a decided diflei-ence ill the fauna roughly below and above 
2,200 fcet. O f  a total fauna of twenty-three species in the dry forest, 
thirteen species do not occur above 2,200 fcet, five others occur higher only 
in clcaiings, and still another is not known to breed above that altitude. 
so that iiiileteeil out of the twenty-three species arc ilaturally limited in 
ul~ward range between 2,000 and 2,500 fcet. The four species which range 
higher are snaltes. It will be noted that seven of the lizards out of sistecil 
dry forest foi-11~s have not been found above 600 to So0 feet. These seven 
undoubtedly range l~igher and were not fouild between 800 and 2,200 feet 
because cai-eful collecting could not be doile in that region. The upper 
limit may be placed teiltatively a t  2,000 feet, because they have not been 
found a t  2,200 fcet, although some doubtless drop out well below tliis 
altitude. I n  brief, thei~,  none of the amphibians of the desert and dry 
forest (six spccics) apparently breed above 2,200 feet; the only lizai-ds of 
these l~abitats (16 species) 1-angiilg above this altitude are  five whicll are 
found in artificial clearings, and it is the distribution of the snakes wliicli 
seems to be little affected, four species out of six rangiilg higllei-. 
None of the eight forms foui~d in the nioderately wet forest, betweell 
2,200 and 4,500 feet, are peculiar to this area. A number of forllls have 
not been fotlnd below it in this 1-egioii, but these all range above it into the 
cloud forest. The cloud forest fauna consists of eighteen species, of whicll 
twelve have not been found below 4,000 to 4,500 feet. These are iiiile 
amphibians, one lizard, and two snaltes. Moreover, of the eight forius 
which enter the moderately wet forest t l~ ree  forms (one amphibian and two 
~ i l a l i e ~ )  do  not range elltirely through the area, one (ail an1l)hibiail) reaches 
2,200 feet. and four (snakes) are found in the dry forest. In  otller words, 
out of eleve11 forills of lizards and amphibians found it1 the cloud forest 
not one occurs below 2,200 feet, and the cloud forest and tlry forest faunas 
are thus entirely different in respect to tlie lizards and amphibians and 
ovci-lap only when the snalzes are added 
As has been said, the moderately dry forest has no peculiar fori~ls, 
but is coillposed of species which range below o r  above it, 01- ill both direc- 
tioils I t  is thus to be consideretl as an intei-~netliatc zone 111 tlie distri- 
bution of the reptiles and aiuphibians, and the fauna of the slopes falls into 
three groups, distinct as to species-a desert and dry forest group, twenty- 
four species ; a cloud forest group, fourteen species ; and a group of forms 
of geileral distribution, four species (of snaltes) . This vertical distribution 
corresponds to the vertical distributioil of doilliilailt terrestrial habitats. 
E ~ l v i ~ ~ o ~ z ~ r ~ c ~ ~ t n l  flaktors i l z  thc Vei*tical Distribz~tion: I t  should be 
clcarly understood by geogml~hers that geographic data yield only indirect 
evidence of the environmental factors in distribution. I t  would be easy 
to attribute the apparent zonal distribution above described to temperature, 
to  moisture, to the nature of the gi-ound cover, or other factors, but this 
would be pure assumptioil. The writer has expressed the opiniotlg that no 
- ,, 
* I lrr C c n g i ~ o / ~ l ~ i c a l  Rcr~iex:  X ,  pp. 241-248. 
one factor will account for the distribution of a fauna, and that zonal dis- 
tribution of faunas based on temperature differences probably does not 
occur on mountains. I t  should be understood that this is not equivalent to 
saying that there call be no such thing as zonal distribution on mountains. 
Indeed, it may be accepted as a corollary of the propositioi~ that the environ- 
inent as a whole controls the distribution of each, species, that when a large 
nulnber of conditions are changed a t  about the same place a coilsiderable 
part of the fatma may be affected. I t  has been shown that the doininant 
habitats change at 2,200 feet, and this nleans a change in many conditions 
of life. I t  is clear that zonal distribution occurs on San Lorenzo, and the 
data indicate that temperature is probably not the principal factor. 
As stated, nine dry forest forins have not been found oil the desert 
at  Santa Marta. Of these, eight have been found in dry forests elsewhere 
011 the plain. If there is a difference between the fauna of the desert and 
dry forest, the factors are not evident. 
Of the lowland forins whiclz do not get above 2,200 feet, five (lizards) 
go a little higher and three range from roo to 2,300 feet higher in artificial 
clearings. This suggests that some other factors than temperature are, 
under natural conditions, effective at this point in limiting the upward 
range on Sail Lorenzo of the species of this group. 
Of the cloud forest species in all groups (IS), twelve are ktlown to  
occur here or elsewhere in northern Colombia on the lowlands, which again 
suggests that on San Loreilzo the teinperature of this area is not the oi~ly 
condition which limits the lower range of the species. I t  is to  be noted 
that of the fourteen species known froin the cloud forest and not lower 
than 2,200 feet, ten arc amphibians which quite certainly do not lay the 
eggs in water, one being viviparous and nine more or less certainly lcnown 
to lay eggs which produce young in the adult form, while three, possibly 
four, are associated with bromelias which do  not descend lower. Further- 
more, at  least one lowland amphibian seems to be limited in its upward 
distribution by the absellce of standing water above 2,200 feet, since it  
occurs well above that altitude apparently without breeding. In the cloud 
Forest, the nature of the forest, tlic absence of standing watcr and the 
humidity are evidently factors with which to reckon. 
The wet forest conles down to the coast on the north side of the 
mountains. Carrilcer (sec p. 20) concludes froin a study of thc birds thar 
thc forest fauna on that side also coines down to sea-level, a conclusion 
that is substailtiated by the occurrence at Doll Diego of Phlylzogza.~ poecilo- 
~ ~ o t ~ t s  ant1 Ph3illobutcs sltbpz~~zctatzcs, pecies not found below 2,200 feet on 
San L,orenzo. This lowcring of the wet forest habitat is piobably due in 
large part to a greater rainfall, and while the teinperatures are also lower 
it is not possible that they are as low a.; in the clolid forest. The greater 
humidity and the forest arc quite as lilcely to be critical collditons as is the 
temperature. 
There is no reason to believe that the distribution o i  snaltcs is less 
effected by tliflei-ences in teinperature than that of lizards, and yet the data, 
\vliilc fragmeiltary, sho\v less responsc on the part of the snakes to the 
d~ffei-ences that cus t  bet\\,eell tile d ~ j  forest and the cloud forest. l'he 
1)ruic111aI d~Hcreilce in habits betwcen the two species in the groups in th15 
I egloll is in food l~abits, the li~ai-ds being largely insectivorous, the snakes 
inostly carni\rorous. Certainly the food supply for lizards is 1nt1ch illore 
cl~ffcrcnt ill the cloud forest and in the dry forest than it is for the snaltes. 
'l'nliing into consideration the Itnow11 altitudinal distribution and the 
Ilablits of the species, the conclusioil seems warranted that an absence of 
sta~ldlng water and greater humidity and inore shade above 2,200 feet" 
may bc important factors in limiting the downward and upward migration, 
respectively, of the cloud forest and lowland ainphibians, and that the 
Inore open coiiditions below 2,200 feet are more favorable than those in 
the wet forest for at least five of the lizards found below 2,200 feet, as 
they occur above this altitude when clearings are made. 
I t  should not be inferred that the writer denies the influeizcc of tein- 
11ei-ature in Iin~iti~lg the vertical distribution of particular speoies in this 
region. I t  is only ineailt that temperatures are not clenrly respon- 
sible for the zonal distribution. I t  is quite possible that when several spe- 
cies are stopped at approxinlrately the same place, it1 some cases a temper- 
ature difference may be the cause, v~hile with others other factors inay be 
operative. This view is quite in harmony ~vi th physiological data, and 0x1 
Sail Lorenzo other factors are probably operative, since the abrupt change 
froin desert to cloud forest is attended by changes in inally environn~ental 
conditions for animals. 
licltrtiotzs of ilzc Clorttf Fol-c.tt I?nurin.\: The fact that, \vh~le the l i~ard ,  
and amphibians of the cloud forest are limited in their dowilward range 
in the moderately wet forest on the northwest slope of Sail Lorenzo, five 
out of the eleven species not found below 2,200 feet are known to occur 
clse\vhere on the lowland, is more than evidence that temperature is not the 
only controlling factor in the vertical distribution, but \.vould seein to indi- 
cate clcarl) that t h ~ s  fatma is or has been continuous with a lom~land fauna 
containing inany of the species found on San Lei-enzo only above 2,300 feet. 
'I'o obtailz inforn~ation on the origin of the cloud forest fauna, worlc \vas 
done at Don Diego and a trip was made eni~irely around the range from 
liio1i:~cha to Fuildaci6n. In the work on the east and south sides of the 
I-ange the lizards received principal attention, in the belief that being more 
easily collected they would be most likely to yield dcpeildable results ill the 
short time which could be devoted to the ~vorlt. The distribution of the 
species is snminarized in the accompatlying chart. 
Prom the chart it will be evident that a desert or dry forest extends 
from Santa Marta to Riohacha on the west, south, and east sides of the 
railgc, and that as far as the lizards are concerned it is the principal fauila 
of the lowlands. Of a total fauna of twenty-four forms o1lly iliile ha\re 
not been taken at Santa Marta, where there is no heavy lowlalld forest. 
Of thc nine forms not talcell a t  Santa Marta four are distinctly folYst spe- 
cies (ililab~cvrr ngilis, T~~p ina i i l h i s  ~ilgl-opllnctnt~ls, Loxopholis 7, f~giccps,  anti 
Pollichl-zts spzcrvelli), and it is believed to be significallt that these species 
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*have only been taken i t  Don Diego, Aracathca, Fundaci611, Valencia, Las 
Pavas, and Arroyo de Arenas. 
As has been ~ a i n t e d  out, the desert and dry forest is replaced by JOW- 
lalld forest in the valleys of the Aracathca, Fundacibn, and Ariguani, and 
by a dryer but still heavy forest in the valleys at Valle de Upar, San Juan 
de Ceshr, and Fonseca, while at Loma Larga, Arroyo de Arenas, and Don 
Diego the forest is heavy. The occurrence of the four species named above 
at least indicates a wet forest elelllent in the general fauna at the places 
mentioned, and since two of the cloud forest forms (Phyllobates subpugzc- 
tatus and Plzrygzoxax poecilogzotzrsj have been taken at Don Diego, and 
since others (Lepidoblepharis interwtedius and Cryptobatf8aclzz~s fulzrnza?zjzi) 
have been talten in the Choco, it may be confidently expected that at  least 
a part of the cloud forest fauna reaches the lowlallds in the large vallcys 
at the west end of the range and has been derived along this route froin 
the lowland forest fauna of the Magdalena basin. 
The large number of forms apparently peculiar to the cloud forest 
suggests that this almost completely isolated habitat possesses an endemic 
fauna. This can be determined only whei~ much more is known about the 
reptile and amphibian fauna of Colombia. 
T h e  Dhtr ibut io l~  o f  tlze Desert agzd Dry  Forest Fazinn: I t  is well 
known to herpetologists that the faunas of Venezuela and western Colombia 
are different in many respects. The differences suggest a brealc in the distri- 
bution of a number of forills in eastern Colombia or western Venezuela. 
Too little is lcnown of the distribution of most of the species to  permit of 
the locating of the place or places where the change takes place for many 
species, but the distribution of the lowland forms in the Santa Marta Moun- 
tains region apparently throws some light on the problem. 
The chart (p.  47) shows that on the south side of the range many of 
the lizards do not range beyond certain localities in a particular direction. I t  
is evident that since the principal range of the species is not indicated and 
there are many chances that the distributions are not accurately ltnown, 
this summary cannot be relied up011 to reveal the eastern and western limits 
of all of the forms included. There are, however, several forins which 
here approach the range of near relatives or whose range is definitely enough 
lniown to indicate the nature of the relationships of the faunas of the two 
regions. Many fornls are comillon to Venezuela and Colombia. Soille 
eastern forms, e.g. Hyla vegzz~losa (not included in the chart), occur as far 
west as Fundacibn, while one, Tropidodactylzis onca, stops at Riohacha. 
Ameiua bifrontata, a Venezuelall form, is replaced between Fonseca and 
Valle de Upar by Aw~e ivn  bifrojztatu divislrs, a Coloillbian fonn. One 
Colombian species, Plzyllobates szlbpzinctatzls (not shonrn in the chart), does 
not get farther east than the Don Diego region, and is replaced by a nearly 
related forill in Venezuela, while Anzeiva q~zaczllata and C~ze~~iidofilzprris 
le~~z~aiscatzrs gaigei enter western Venezuela at least before being replaced 
by other forms. These facts indicate that there is no sharp brealc between 
the faunas of Venezuela and Colombia, and that the eastern and western 
forms which enter the region are limited in range at different places. 
Oediplls adspevsus (Peters).--San Lorenzo, 4,500 to 7,000 feet; Rio 
Frio, 1,000 m. (U. S. National Museum) ; heights east of San Miguel, 
6,000 to 7,000 feet (&/I. A. Carriker). Found principally in bromelias in 
the trees and on the ground; occasionally found in decaying logs and stumps 
or under decaying leaves. 
This is a viviparous species, and both young and adults were taken in 
the bron~elias. 
S ~ I E N T I A  
Pl'zyllobates sz~bpunctatus (Cope).-San Lorenzo, 2,200 to 7,000 feet; 
heights west of San Miguel, 7,000 feet, and Don Diego (M. A. Carriker). 
A ground form generally found near water, and usually occurring in nurn- 
bers where there are small clearings grown up to grass and herbaceous 
plants. 
:Uthough comn~on, this species is a difficult one to collect and study 
in the Santa Marta Mountains. The breeding habits and tadpole have been 
described (Ruthven and Gaige, Occ. Papers, Mz~seuw4 of Zoology, Uniu. 
of  iLJiclziga~z, No. 10). The eggs have not been found, but they are evi- 
dently laid on the land. Adult males carrying tadpoles have been found 
from June 4 to July 14. 
Venezuelan specimens examined (La Gaira and San Esteban) are P. 
trinitatus, as stated by Barbour and Noble (Bull. M u .  of Covtzp. Zool., 
L X I I I ,  pp. 401-402). This species can be distinguished from P. subpunc- 
tutus by the fact that it either has a dark bar across the chest, or the throat, 
chest and belly are dark, but there are other distinctions between the forms. 
The only structural difference which' the writer has found is in the rough- 
ness of the skin of the dorsal surface. Over most of the body the skin is 
sn~ooth or slightly granular, but in the lumbar region it tends to be more 
granular, and in P. trinitaitus is raised into more or less numerous and 
prominent warts. Of 20 specimens from Trinidad, 14 have distinct warts 
in the lumbar region, and in 6 Trinidad specimens and 3 Venezuelan speci- 
mens the warts are small, and few in number. Of 18 Santa Marta speci- 
mens of P. subpunctatus, one has a few faint indications of warts, in others 
the skin is granular or smooth. 
Notwithstanding a general similarity, the specimens from Trinidad and 
Venezuela (P .  trinitatus) can be distinguished from those from Santa 
Marta (P .  subpwctatw) by differences in the coloration. I n  the latter 
the black or blackish brown lateral stripe is very dlistinct and is usually 
bordered above by a light stripe which ma) extend around the snout, but 
at any rate is usually well defined forward to the eye. In  Trinidad and 
Venezuelan specimens the dark line is less distinct and the light band is 
also much less distinct and often absent. In every specimen of P. trinitatus, 
except the very dark ones, the lateral dark band is widened or divided pos- 
teriorly to the eye, involving from a fourth to three-fourths of the tympa- 
num and reaching the limb insertion. In P. subpunctatzts the black band 
is a little widened on the neck and includes but the upper margin of the 
tympanum. Sj~ecimcns of P. trinitatus are frequeiltly so dark that the dorsal 
coloration is obscured, but when this does not include the ventral surface 
the pular band is tlistiilct. Both in P. tri~zitatzu and P. st~bpztrnctatiis the 
J 
coloratioil of the sides consists of a variegated l~attei-n of black or brown 
and light 141-own, dull yellow or white. 111 the former the darlc colors pre- 
doillinate and the light colors have the form of light spots or dots and 
nearly always a short streak extellding forward froin the groin. 111 one 
specimen there is ail angular light line below the black band in front of 
the arm. 111 I-'. sl~bpz~ncta,tcts the light color is more exteiisive and usually 
forms a reticulated pattern or coilspicuous round spots, and the pale streak 
froill the groin is seldom as definite as ill Trillidad specimcils and is usually 
absent. 
Geobntraclzz~s zualkcri Ruthven.'-Sail Lorenzo, 5,000 to  9,300 feet. 
Taken u i~dcr  l'eaves on the prouild in the forest and under stones and the 
u 
stems of bromelias in the clearing a t  8,300 feet. Vely commoil in the latter 
habitat. (PI. XI, fig. 2.) 
'I'lie coloratioil is more variable than indicated ill the original descrip- 
tion. Alost of the specimens are darlc olive gray to olivaceous black above; 
tlle belly is gray in appearance due to the combination of a blacliish wash 
and minute white dots. Soille specimeils have russct dots oil the dorsal 
surface, ant1 a few are bricli red above, viilaceous rufus in the iiiguiilal 
region, and I-lay's russet on the belly. A narrow white or ochraceous tawny 
vertebral line illay be present. 
Altelopus ig~zesccns (Cori~alia) .-Sail Lorenzo, froin 5,000 to 7,000 feet. 
R forest form, the adults of which have not been fou i~d  a t  a lower cleva- 
tioil t l ~ a n  about 6,500 feet; young, receiltly hatched, were cornillon in the 
cluebrada Viernes Santo, from July 15 to July 24, at  an altitude of about 
5,000 feet. 
r l l h e  sl~ecimells agree closely with the tlesciiptiotls, and if thev are cor- 
rectly referret1 to this forill it is probal-rle that thc species will be fou~ld  at  
lower levels in some of the large wooded valleys, si~clz as that of the Ari- 
guani. Tllc adults were talcen oil the ground in the forest, two of theill in 
copulatioil on June 5 'i'hc smallest i!~~maturc sl~ecimcns were found a t  the 
illargiil O F  a 5tream, hut  there was evideiltly a later migration, for after the 
illiddle of Jnly larger young were fouild several rods from the water. No 
eggs were fo~mcl. The adults are very variable in color. The belly may 
be light oraiige yellow, apricot orange, pale ochraceous salmon, o r  di-agons- 
l~locucl red ; the grouild color of the bacli varies from olive to black. 
Atelopus carf8ikeri Ruthven.'-Paran10 de Macotanla, 8,000 to r6,ooo 
feet (snow-line). Talten along small streams, some of them rivulets from 
meltinq snow, by M. A. Carriker. Not l~iio\vii from other localities. - 
According to Mr. Carriker this a i ~ ~ p l ~ i b i a n  h s a very offeiisive odor. 
Hypopaclzz~s peavsei Ruthen.'-Fundaci611. Found only under logs 
about an opeli marsh where they were rather common. (1'1. XT, fig.3.) 
7 0 r c .  Pnhel-s. !l/lt~s. of Zool., Ug~iversity of Miclzigag~, No. 20. 
W c c u s i o ~ ~ t r l  I'ap'zrs, Mzisczi~i~ of Zool., Ujziv. of Afick., No.  28. 
" 1  of-. Biol. .S'oc. l.l/trslz.. 1914, 77. 
Gas t~ophvyne  ouale (Schneider) .-Fundaci6n. Only two specimens 
observed, both under logs in low woods. 
Elcz~therodactylzls M L S ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ L I S  Ziutlive11.~"-I-Ieights east of San Miguel, 
6,000 to 7,000 feet (M. A. Carrilter). Talten in bromelias on the ground 
and in trees. 
~ l e ~ ~ t l z e ~ o d a c t y l ~ l s  c~,llc~ztris (Peters) .-San Lorenzo, 5,000 to 8,300 
feet; heights east of Sail Miguel, 6,000 t o  7,000 feet (M. A. Carriker). 
Mostly folund in bromelias, either on the grouild or in trees. (Pl. XII ,  
figs. 4, 5.) 
The habitat of this form is evideiltly the bronlelias. I11 the forest a t  
5,000 feet on Sat1 L,orenzo it is to be fouild in nunlbei-s in the trees, the 
bron~elias at this altitude being inostly above ten feet on the trees. From 
about 6,000 to 8,300 feet the bromelias groiv lower down on the trees and 
on the grountl in open places, but the frog is still confined t o  them. I t  is 
very abundant in the large bromelias which dotnillate the flora of the clear- 
ing at 8,300 feet. 
The breeding habits have been described by R u t l ~ v e n . ~ ~  The eggs have 
not been found elsewhere than in bromelias. The breeding season is evi- 
dently long. Carrilcer collected eggs a t  Sail Miguel on April 24; and on 
Sat1 Loi-enzo, in 1913 ancl 1920, many sets were found as early as June g 
and as late as July 25, the entire period during which the species was under 
observation. The observed dates of hatching are June 15, 19, 28, 30, July 
r ,  22-25. This indicates that the eggs are laid at different times during the 
rainy season. The number of eggs in a set is uncertain, for it has not been 
deterinined whether 01- not the fenlales lay all of the eggs in one group. 
Often two or IIIOI-e sets inay be deposited closely together, but whether by 
the same or by different females has not been determined. Usually from 
four to eight eggs are laid in one cluster, for when larger numbers are found 
in one grotlp it is possible t o  distinguish inore than one set. The adults are 
silent and retiring during the day, concealing themselves in the axils of 
the leaves; but at night they are active, the "song" being a rather harsh 
"check, check." 
Eleutherodactylus carmelitae, ilelv species1" 
(1'1 XI. iiq I ,  PI XTT. fig T ) 
L>iag?zosis: 'I'o be distinguished froin E. saqzctae-iizartae Ruthveil b y  
the following characters: eye larger, tongue entire, tympanun~ less than 
one-half the orbital diameter, nostril equidistant fro111 eye and end of snout; 
and fro111 E. ~~zega lops  Kuthven by greater size and larger eye, obovate 
tongue, larger dislcs (those of third finger larger than ear),  smooth or  finely 
granular texture of dorsal epidermis, narrower interorbital space (much 
narrower than upper eyelid), smaller palmar atld sole tubercles, and in the 
position of the nostril. 
Descrijtiorz: Tongue obovate, entire behind. Voineriile teeth in two 
short, transverse gi-OLI~S close together behind the choanae. Head as broad 
10 Occ. Papci,s, Adl~s. of  Zool., Unio. of hfich, No. 34. 
11 Occ. Pnpers, M w .  of Zool., Ufzzv. of Michignlz, No. 11. 
1 W a m e d  for h'lrs M. A. Carnlter, to whom the members of the several expe- 
ditio~:s are  indebted for valt~;tl)le asslstatlce it1 the field work. 
as long ; snout rounded, with rounded canthus rostralis, longer than diail~e- 
ter of orbit; nostril equally distant from e le  and entl of snout. I~lter- 
orbital space much narrower than upper eyelid; tympailunl about one-fourtll 
the diameter of orbit. Fingers free, first shorter than second; tcjes free; 
disks moderately developed, that of the third finger larger than the ear; 
metatarsal tubercles small. The hind limb being carried forward, Ilie tibio- 
tarsal articulation reaches between tlie eye and nostril. Slciil snlooth above 
and below, except that the region of the tylnpanuni is granular; a glandular 
fold above the ear. 
Green above, with blaclc markings coi1sisting of tnro spots on the snout, 
a cross band between the eyes, two strealcs on the occiput, x W-shaped 
mark on the shoulders, followed by some short, irregular l~ands. Sides of 
head paler, wiih blaclc bands radiating from the eye, one along the canthus 
rostmlis, two downward and one along the auricular fold, tlie first three 
narrowly bordered with greenish white. Sides of body pale green with 
irregular markings. Chin and throat pale drab with sn~all, white spots ; 
lower surfaces elsewhere white, in some specimens bright yellomisl~-green 
in life. 
r 7 lype specimen, total length 33 mm., hind-leg 59 m m ,  head 12 min. 
Type  S p s c i ~ ~ t c n :  Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, Catalog 
No. 54,528; Quebrada Viernes Santo (5,000 feet), Sail Lorenzo, Santa 
Marta Mountains, Colombia; J ~ d y  16, 1920; Alexander G. Ruthven, 
collector. 
Habitat: Most often found under rocks in shallow streams, occasion- 
ally under leaves on the bank of streams, 5,000 to 8,200 feet, San Lorenzo. 
Notes on Paratypes: The paratypes sl~ow little variation. I n  nine 
specimens the ear is from one-fourth to one-third the diameter of the eye 
and the heel reaches the anterior nlargin of the eye or  the end of the snout 
when the hind limb is extended along the side. The ground color of all 
specimens is green, and the dorsal markings show a tendency to fort11 longi- 
tudinal bands it1 some individuals. 
Remark$: This species is apparently near I:'le~~tlzerodnct~lzds s ~ ~ r d u s  
Boulenger, from western Ecuador. As far  as shown by the descriptioil of 
the latter, it differs in having an exposed, althotlgh soinewl~at indistinct, 
tyivlpailum and a iuluch narrower interorbital space. 
Blez~thewodactylz~s megarlops Rutl~ven.l~--San Lorenzo, 5,000 to 8,000 
feet; heights east of San Miguel, 6,0m to 7,000 feet (!AT. A. Carrilter). 
Only observed among leaves on the forest floor. On San Lorel~zo very 
colllmoll from 5,000 to 7,500 feet;  above 7,500 feet found in small num- 
bers; not observed in the cleared area between 8,000 to 8,300 feet. I t  is 
possible that the species is debarred from the latter habitat by the more 
open conditions and that it reaches higher elevations in the heart of the 
range. (PI. XII, fig. 3.)  
During the day what was apparently the song of this species Xvas heard 
constantly throughout June and July, but the eggs could not be discovered. 
1 3  OCC. Papers, M z ~ s c f ~ ~ n  o f  Zool., U I I ~ V .  of Micltiga~r, No. 39. 
With little doubt, the latter are laid under the forest litter and probably in 
the ground, the young hatching in the adult form. During the last few days 
in June tiny, evidently recently hatched, young were found in numbers in 
the forest. The material is very coiifusing, for  the variations in coloration 
and in the glanclular ridges are great, but the writer is now convinced that 
it repsesents but one species. 
Glez~thrrodnc ty l r~s  snm- inc-~r~cr~ inc  Kut11ven.l'-Sail Lorenzo, 4,500 to 
9,300 feet; heights east of Sali Miguel, 6,000 to 7,000 feet, and heights east 
of Taquiiia, 8.000 to 9,om feet (M. A. Carrilter). Evidently a ground form, 
since 10 of the 25 specimens fouild were aiiioiig leaves on the forest floor. 
One specimen talcen at 5,000 feet was in a broiilelia that had fallen to the 
ground, and foul wete iii 1)iomelias growlng 011 the gi-otmcl. Sothing has 
been learned of tlie breeding habits of the species. 
B l r l ~ t l ~ c ~ o d a c t y l t ~ s  delicatus Rt~tliven.l"San L,orctizo, 4,500 to 5,000 
feet. In  1 9 ~ 3  three of these tiny frogs wcre found aillong leaves on the 
forest floor, and in 1920 two iiiore adults were tal<en in bromelias. I t  is 
difficult to dctcimlne if the species 1s strictly a broiueliadicolol~s form, for it 
is so small as to 1)c easily overlooltetl 111 tearing apart the plants. Eggs were 
discovei-ed in tlie decaying leaves and litter at the base of the outside leaves 
of the broiilelias growing 011 the grou~id at 8,000 feet, where they are easily 
overloohed. 'l'liey are small, the menibrane is tough atid stained by the 
decayin2 vegetation, and the eggs are not united illto inasses or  glued to 
, 7  the leavcs. I he young are born in the adult stage, and before hatching 
have a large, thin and transpal-eilt tail like that of E. cruenttls. No recently 
laid eggs wei-e found: six talteii on Julie 21, 1920, hatched the same day. 
In oile adult the hind legs are not cross-barred. Another adult indi- 
vidual taliell in 1920 differs froiii the original descriptioli in having a dis- 
tinct tyinpanwm, a longer hind leg (the heel reaching the nostril), ill having 
a dark stripe fro111 tlie end of the sliout to  the anus, and in possessiiig large, 
flat warts at the angle of the jaw. This specimen represents an extreme 
variation, for the recently hatched youiig are like this specimen, like tlie 
type, or  intermediate in respect to tlie characters mentioned. 
C e m t o p l ~ r y s  cnlco~*nta I3ouleiiger.-Fundacibn. Taken in the low forest 
and in the open country. 
Several heads were fouild in forest pools, but living specimens were 
only seen at night. The species is niucl~ feared by the natives, evidently 
because they believe that the pugnacious habits indicate noxiousness. When 
disturbed the eiloi-mous mouth is opened widely and tlie frog snaps viciously 
at tlie disturber Tiidivicluals experinleiited upon would seize a finger and 
allow themselves to lse carried about for several minutes. The specimens 
agiee closely with the original description, except that the tympanum may 
be distinct or indistinct. 
Pletwodenza braclzyops (Cope) .-Santa Marta ; Aracatjca (Rehn and 
14ebar-d) . Talteii at iiigl~t along- irrigation ditches. 
Ocr.  Popel-s, 3lrrsezl11~ o f  Zoology,  U~ziuer-s,ity of Aficlziga~r, No. 39. 
1- 0 c c .  l 'c~pers. Ilz~s. ot' Znol . .  l i~ri- ,~.  of ilfich.. No. 4.3. 
Plcu~odcn la  pusilla (Ruthven) lG.--Santa i\larta to Bol~var ; Gaira ; 
Fundaci~hn; Foilseca; Arroyo de Arenas. Fouild about poilds and marshes 
at the west end of the range and about pools in the low forest at Fuildacibn, 
on the baillc of the Rio Rancheria at Fonseca, and under roclcs near pools 
it1 the bed of the Rio Barbacoa at Arroyo de Arenas. 
Dr. Bsule~lger has f i n  litt .) referred the specimeils described as Palli- 
dicola pusilla to Paludicola. It certainly does not belong to this genus as 
restricted by M6hely,l7 but is nearer to Pleurodema as defined by that author. 
The steriluln has a long style termitlated by a small, sligl~tly cleft 
xiphistel-iluin. 
Lep todnc t yk s  typhonizls ( Daudin) .-Fundacibn. Generally distribu!ed, 
occurriilg ill the clearings, about the open marshes, and in the low forest. 
During the day found under logs and fallen leaves, but active at night and 
easily taken ill ilumbers by the aid of a headlight. ?. [he specimeils show two types of coloration, some having regularly 
arranged transverse spots, others a I~road, pale vertebral stripe 
Leptodactylils pe~ztadactylzu (Laui-cnti) .-Funtlacihn ; \7alencia ; 
Arroyo de Arenas; Don Diego (M. A. Carrilcer). Generally distributed 
at Fundacibn, being found under logs during the day and by headlighting 
at niglit. At  Valencia observed both in the forest and on the savanna, in 
the latter habitat under logs, Taken at Arroyo de Arenas under stones at 
pools in the bed of the Rio Barbacoa, and at Don Diego in the forest. 
Tlle speciilleils have been identified by Dr T?olllenger. 
Leptodactyl~is  bolivia~~zts Boulenger. -Sailta Marta to Bolivar; Fun- 
daci6n; Valle de Upar;  Don Diego. On the banks of streaills and ditches. 
Speciilleils were fouiid under logs and in dense grass duriilg the day and 
hy headlightiilg at night, the species being active at night. , 
The material has been compared wit11 the type by Miss Joan Procter. 
I t  inay be noted here that tlie writer caililot separate the Santa, Marta speci- 
mens from paratypes of Leptodact~l l z~s  insztlni~lr~~z Ba~boui- '~  from Saboga 
Island in the Bay of Panama. , 
E ~ ~ p e ~ ~ z p I z i . ~ .  p ~ i ~ t l t l o s ~ i s  (Cope) .-Saiita hllai-ta to 2,200 feet ; F11ndaci6n ; 
T'alencia; Doll Diego. On the desert a t  Sailta Marta found about the 
ditches and marshes, and 011 the lower slope of Sail Lorenzo near streat-us 
in the woodetl raviiles At ~unclacihii found about the forest pools and 
under logs in the clearings and about the grass marshes. '1'11~ Valencia 
specimens were talcell in the flood-plain forest and under logs on the 
savanna. The Don Diego specimeils were collected in the low forest. This 
species has the forin of sterilum described for E. ~zattc~.i by MCl~e ly .~~  
B u f o  ~d%ar i f~z~s  ( L i n n ~ u s )  .-Sailta Marta to 4,500 feet ; Gaira ; Fuilda- 
ci611; Loina Lai-ga (observed). This species doubtless occurs in all locali- 
ties about the mountains. On San Loreilzo it apparently does not breed 
above 2,200 feet, although it is not rare between 2,200 feet and 4,500 feet. 
lc Occ. Papers, Mus. of Zool., Univ. of Michiigaiz, No. 30. 
77 Ann. Irlist. Nut. Musei. Huizg., 11, 1904, p. 213. 
18 Bull. Mz~s.  Comp. Zool., 1906, 46, p. 228. 
:9A1211. Hist. Not. Musei. Hzuzg., 11, 1904, p. 217, PI. XVIII, fig. 9. 
Ull lo  grnill~loslrs Spix.-Sailta XiIarta to 2,200 feet on Sail 1,orenzo; 
Gaira; Fundaci6n; Aracat6ca (Rehn and Hebard) ; Valencia; TTalle de 
Upar. Found ill damp places (about streams, ditches, ponds, etc.), on the 
desert and savantla, and in the flood-plain forest at Valle de Upar. 
Hyla o-cpitnfzs Wied.-Ftmdaci611; AracatAca (Rehn and ITebard) ; 
l'alomina and La Concepcion (W. W. Brown) ; Arroyo de Arenas. At  
Ftu1daci611 headlighted about the ope11 ponds and marshes, both on the 
ground and ill bushes; at Arroyo de Arenas take11 in the flood-plain forest. 
On August 8, 1913, the species was breeding in iluizlbers in ail open marsh 
at Fundaci611. 
N y l n  nilso~ziana Cope.-A single specimei~ taliell in a clearing at Fun- 
claci6n is referred to  this species. , 
Hyla zatderwoodi Bou1enger.-Aracatica (Rehil and Hebard) ; Fun- 
dacim6n. Headlighted in an open marsh at Fundaci6n. Of four specime~ls 
froin Fundaci~6n two are tan with four brown stripes and two are silvery 
with one gray stripe on each side. 
I i y la  veuzzolosa (Laurenti).-A large adult take11 ill the forest at Fun- 
daci6n. The sl~ecin~en is indistinguishable from specimeils talten in British 
Guiana. 
Cvyptobatraclzz~s f z~ l z~ ,n za~~~z i  (Peracca) .-Sail Lorenzo, 4,000 to 5,500 
feet. Found along the streams in the quebradas, the adults amol~g roclts 
and under leaves, the yot~ilg clinging to rocks in the streams. (PI. XT1, 
-fig. 2.) 
In using the ilame Cryptobatmclzz~s fuhrtna~zni the writer does not wish 
to  give the impression that hc is coilvi~lced Noblezo is in error in referring 
the species to Peters' gei~us fIyloscirtus. At least to the satisfaction of the - 
~vritc~., however, Noble has clearly established neither its generic identity 
with I-/yloscirfz~s bogoteqzsis nor its family relationships. 111 1913 Couleilger 
identifed certain specimens fro111 the Sailta Marta Alountains as a new 
genus o f  the faillily Leptodactylidae, and the writer described these 
under the narne of Cryp toba t~~achz~s  bozllelzgcri. Later, in 1920, suspecting 
that the specimens thus described were immature individuals and males of 
fnlzrn~anni, an effort was made to secure a series of specimens, and with 
this illaterial at hand it is evident that only one form is to be recognized. 
The writer believes that Peracca was in error in referring the forin t o  the 
genus Hyla. The fact that the sacral diapophyses are not dilated separates 
it from most of the forms in that genus. No characters are given in the 
description that n~akes it impossible to place it in the genus Hyloscirtus, 
but until a comparative study call be made of Hyloscirtus bogotc~tsis and 
the form under discussion the writer prefers to  consider Peters' species as 
one of doubtful generic affinities. 
Noble places fuhr19zatzn.t in the family Leptodactylidae because it has 
"the cylindrical diapophyses of the leptodactylids," "the form of the sacral 
diapophyses is of more diagnostic value than the shape of the terminal 
2" Bul. A91ne~. Mz~s.  Nut. Hist., XXXVII, 803-807. 
21 Occ. Papei=r, Mus. of Zool., Univ. o f  Michigan, No. 33. 
phalanges," and "claw-shaped phalanges are to  be expected in the lepto- 
dactylids." In the opinioil of the writer, these coiiclusions are not convincing. 
Fryx 11as shown of the Leptodactylidae that "the Australian members 
of this family exhibit all stages between tliat of Heleioporus with consider- 
ably dilated diapopllyses and tlle [cylindrical] colldition shown in South 
Anlei-icail genera." I t  relnaitls to be pointed out tliat not all of the neo- 
tropical leptodactylids have cyliildrical cliapopllyses," and that among the 
forllls usually referred to the PIylidae there are considerable differences in 
tlie for111 of these processes, cyliilclrical, slightly dilatcd and espailded dia- 
pol~liyses being repi-esented. I t  would thus seem to be clear tliat tlie form 
of the sacral tlipophyses is not to be depe~ided upon as a character 
distinguishing two fan~ilies. 
If the for111 of the sacral diapophyses is not a rcliable family character, 
then the association of a particular sl~ape with T-shaped or claw-shaped 
pl~alanges does not indicate tlle diagnostic value of the form of the terniinal 
tligitak phalailx. Tile lzyl~otliesis that t l ~ e  claw-shape is derived from the 
T-shape, and tliat the former is to  be expected ainong the leptodactylids, is 
interesting and will possibly be found to be true, but it must be admitted 
that at tlie prcsent time the claw-shape prevails among the hylids with 
dilated cliapopl-ryses, and it is only found ill tlie leptodactylids if such forms 
of doubtful affinities as evansi, gocldi, and fzlhrnzan~zi are placed in this 
f;tmilv on thc basis of that uizreliable character tlie form of the sacral 
dia1101111yses. In  vicw of the variatioils in the form of the sacral processes, 
it would seeill either that the two families slzould be combined or  that they 
should be separated on the basis of the forin of the terminal digital phalanx, 
until more data is secured. 
While it is uncertain whether one or  more families are represented by 
the species iio\v referred to the I-Iylidae and the Leptodactylidae, some 
progress inay be nlade it1 the classification 11y revisiilg tlle genera and segre- 
g a t i n ~  the species illost alilte in the totality of their chal-acters. Evansi, ? 
gocldl, and fz~lzr.l~ta~~?ii are alike in having claw-shaped digits, cylindrical 
dial~opllyses with somewlzat dilated cartilagiiious head, bell-slzaped gills in 
the larval period?' a i d  in that the female carries the cgys on tlie back and 
the youi2g are born in the adult stage. I t  is proposed that these forii~s be 
~unitcd uilder tlie generic naiile of Cryptobatrachus until the identity of 
Pcters' I-Iyloscirtus is established. The genus may be referred to the Hyli- 
clae until the value of t l ~ c  forill of the terminal digital phalanx is fully under- 
stood. The writer is inclined to believe that the presence of cup-shaped 
gills in the larval stage indicates a close relationship between Gastrotlieca, 
Cryptobatrachus, and Ceratohyla, whether or  not it is believed that the 
" Proc. Roy. Soc. Queerzsln~ld, X X V I I ,  p. 73. 
2:'Nohle has recently described a form with 'I?-shaped phalanges and sli=htly 
dilated diapophyses (Bz~l .  Anleu. fif~~s.  Nut.  Hist., XLII, pp. 441-443). 
2 %  Boulenger states that "no traces of gills are to be seen in the emn1,ryo of Ii. 
goe;di," I ~ u t  in the description of Hyla  evn~ts i  he states that the larva has "allantoiq- 
like inenlbranous respiratory organs. In this respect it agrees with Hyln gdc91di 131gr., 
to which it is nearly related, and with Cel*atoltyla bubalus Esp." Proc. Zool. .Soc. 
L O I ~ ~ I J ~ I ,  S, 11. 209. 
three genera have diverged far enough to warrant their separation into 
different families. 
Plzyllomedusn tarsius (Cope) .-Aracatica ; Fundacibil (observed). 
Dense woods in flood-plain forest. A single specimen is referred to this 
species, although it is not typical. T l ~ e  hind limbs are shorter than in the 
specin~ens of P. tarsius examined, the heel extending to the middle of the 
tympanum instead of to the anterior border of the orbit; the parotoids ax-e 
indisti~lct, and thc white markings around the vent, ~ha~actcr is t ic  of P. 
tarsiris, are lacking. 
Hylella pearsei, new species'" 
Desciiptiolc: Tongue subcircular, slightly emarginate behind. Head 
broader than long; snout as long as diameter of orbit; loreal region high, 
obliquc; interorbital space broader than uppcr eyelid; tympanum indistinct, 
about one-third tlie diatiieter of eye. Fingers webbed at base, first shorter 
than second; toes two-thirtls webbed; dislis of fingers and toes well de- 
veloped, thosc of fingers larger than tynipanum. The hind liiilb being 
carried forward, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the posterior margin 
of thc eye. Sl\ili smooth above; belly and an area below the thighs coarsely 
granular; a dei-nlal fold froin axilla to groin. 
Above pale bro~vn with iiuinei-ous si~iall, round, dark-brown spots, a 
poorly-defined brown band posterior to tlie eye, limbs without well-defined 
nini-liings ; ventral surfaces pale yellow. 
L,engtli, head and body, 14 ium. ; length of head, 5.5 mm. ; width of 
hcad, 6 mm. 
T y p e  SjmCi~zen: Museulli of Zoology, University of Michigan, No. 
54,639; Fundaci6n. Santa Marta Mountains, Colombia; August 11, 1913; 
A. S. Pearse, collector. 
Habita*t: Taken in tall grass in an open marsh. 
Rewzarlzs: I\ioble (Rzzil. Autzer. M u .  Nut .  Hist.,  XJ,IT, pp. 441-445) 
has recently placed one of the species hitherto referred to I-Iylella (H. buck- 
leyi Boulenger) with tlie Leptoda~t~l idae.  H. pearsei has the claw-shaped 
terminal phalanges of' the Hylids. 
SAURIA 
Go~zc~todcs fusczes (Hallowell).-Santa Marta to about 800 feet on Sail 
Lorenzo ; Fundacibn ; Aracatjca (Rehn and Hebard) ; Las Pavas ; Valen- 
cia ; i'alle de Upai-; Fonseca; Riohacha. Very coininon in the desert scrub 
and dry forcst and on \valls in towns in the localities given above, apparently 
less coinmoti in the valley forests. Often found in logs, but generally 
on trees, particularly those which are partly decayed. Eggs laid in decaying 
~ ~ 0 0 ~ 1 .  
Gonntodes vittatus (Liclitensteiii).-Don Diego (M. A. Carriker) ; 
Paloinina (W. W. Brown) ; Arroyo de Arenas; Fonseca. A very conimon 
species oil and in logs and on trees in the forests at Arroyo.de Arenas and 
Fonseca. 
" Xxmed for  the collector of the type specimen, Dr. A. S. Pearse. 
F ' l ~ y l l o d n c t ~ ~ l ~ ~ s  z,ri t l-alis 0'Shaughnessy.-Satlta Marta to about roo 
feet, Sail Lorenzo ; Riohacha (observed). Only fivc specimens talten, of 
which two were in buildings in Santa Marta and Bolivar, one n a s  found 
under a stone on the desert at Sailta Marta (another was observed in a rocli 
slide), and two were under the bark of standing trees in the dry forest 
above Bolivar. The one observed at Riohacha was in a house. 
Thecndectylnts rapical(dzrs (Honttuyn) -Bolivar to  Goo feet, Sail 
Loi-enzo; Las Pavas; Tucurinca (Rehn and I-Iebard) ; Arroyo de Arenas; 
Valencia; Fonseca. Fotind in the dry forest on Sat1 Lorenzo and in the 
valley forests in the other localities recorded. During the day only taken 
under the bark of trees; observed at night running about over the tree 
trunks. 
Le$idoblepharis ilzternzediz~s Bou1enger.-San Lorenzo (5,000 feet). 
This species was described it t  1915 as Psez~dogo~latodes fztrvz~s" just before 
the writer received Boulenger's description. The type of P. fztl-vlu Ruthven 
has been compared with 1:oulenger's inaterial by Rliss Joan I'rocter, and it 
is hci- opiilion that they represent the same species. I t  should be noted that 
the Santa Marta Mountains specimen is much largel- than the larger of the 
two specimens from the Choco. 
Lathrogecko sanctae-~tzartas Ruth~en.~~-Bolivar to 600 feet, Sail 
Lorenzo : Tucurinca (Re1111 and Hebard) ; Fundaci6n ; Las Pavas ; Valeil- 
cia; Fonseca; Arroyo de Arenas. The very small size and secretive habits 
of this lizard malte it easily overloolred. All but two specimens were found 
on the ground uildei- leaves and logs. Two specimens were found in a 
decayed stump. During the hottest part of the day they are more active 
and can be seen darting about alllong the leaves. 
Alz0li.r isolifer Ruth~en .~~-Known only from the type specimen, Cata- 
log No. 6,549, Museuin oE Comparative Zoology, talcen at La Conception 
by W .  W.  Brown. 
A1zo1i.s girigei 1i~itl~ven."-San Loi-eilzo froin Bolivar to 4,000 feet; 
Fundacibn; Tucurinca (Rehn and Hebard) ; Pueblo Viejo (M. A. Carri- 
ker) ; Pueblo Viejo and Paloinitla (W. W. Brown) ; 'Las Pavas ; \Talencia; 
Loma Larga; Arroyo de Arenas. Usually found on the ground or  on grass 
or bushes. 
While this anole has been found 011 Sail Lorenzo practically illroughout 
t l ~ c  dry forest and up to 4,000 feet in the wet forest, it is apparently rather 
rare below Goo feet and above 2,700 feet, and above 3,000 feet is restricted 
to artificial clearings. I t  was found to be abundant from 2,000 feet to 2,700 
feet. I t  was not n com~uon forin at E'undaci6n. Las Pavas. T7alencia. Loma 
Larga, and Arroyo de Arenas, but this observation ineans little in view of 
the short time spent at these places. 
A~lolzk solitari~ts Ruthvet~.~~-San Loreilzo, 4,500 to 6,030 feet ; Pueblo 
-0 Occ. Papers, A4us. of Zool., Utziv. of Miclzignlz, No. 19. 
Occ. Papexs, Musez~rzt of Zoo logy ,  Ulziv. of Michigagt, No.  21. 
28 Occ. Popers, Alt~seatm of Zoology,  Univ. o f  Michigan, No.  32, pp. 4-5. 
20 Occ. Papers, A4z~s. of Zool., Ulziv. of Michigall, No. 32, pp. 6-8 
Occ. ropers, Mus. of Zool.,  Utziv. of A/liclziga~z, No. 32. 
Viejo (M.  A. Carriker) ; Palomilla ( W .  W. Brown). This species is dif- 
ficult to collect, as it frequents the heavy forest and is apparently not abutl- 
dant. Only one specimen was talceii as low as 4.500 feet on Sail Loreilzo ; 
the others observed in this region were between 5,000 and 6,000 feet. 111 
the forest 011 Sail Lorenzo about six \vei-e observed in two moilths' work, 
two on the ground, the others on ferns and vines to a height of 20 feet on 
trees. Most of the specin~eils talcell were secured it1 the large quebrada of 
Viernes Sai~to, in 1920, where, owing to the width of the stream, the forest 
canopy is broken and there is a riparian association of low shrubs and trees. 
In  this habitat the lizard was found 011 the small trees and shrubs. 
A'orops aztratzls (Daudiil).-Santa Marta to 2,200 feet, San Lorellzo; 
Aracatsca (Rehn and 13ebai-d) ; Ft1ndaci611; Las Pavas ; Valencia; Valle 
de U11ar; Arroyo de Arenas; Paloillilia and Pueblo Viejo, 8,000 feet (W. 
W. Rrown). Common in open woods and in clearings ; generally found 011 
grass and low hushes; abundant about the open ~llarshes at  Bolivar and 
F'1mdaci611. 
Tropidodnctylus owcn (O'Shaughihnessy).-Tliis species mias 0111~ found 
at Riohacha, and in but one place-a desert flat between the town and the 
Rio Rancl~ei-ia. I t  was apparently not corninon. All of the specinlens talten 
(17) \\-ere cln the ground. I t  is very shy and at the slightest cause for 
alarm dashes into a hole. 
I t  is to  bc noted that the adpressed hind limb does not reach the border 
of the eye, as stated by Boulengei-, but the posterior border of the ear. 
Polyclzrzrs spzirvelli Boule11ger.-AracatAca (Rehn and Hebard).  Taliell 
fl-0111 ~totllach of Leptophis occidevztalis. 
The specinleil is referred to P. sp~rrrelli with soi~ic dot~bt. I t  corre- 
sponds to  the description of that for111 and differs fro111 P. nzamzoratz~s ill 
the scutellatioil of the body, but it is like the latter ill haying a gular 
deilticul a t' ion. 
Bnsiliscz~s barbowi  Ruthven.-From Sailta Marta t o  2,200 feet; Gaira; 
Fuiidacihn ; Valencia ; Valle de Upar ; Loma Larga ; Palonlina and La Con- 
cepcion (W.  W .  Brown). Apparently COIII~IIO~I ill the localities in which 
it was found, occurring oiily along the streams, where it is geilerally fo~ultl 
011 roclts, logs, etc., near the water, occasionally in bushes up to  a height 
of about twcilty feet. When alarmed, illdividuals frequently dash across 
the water on their l ~ i n d  legs, aiid occasioilally adopt this method of locoino- 
tion on land. (Pl.  IX, fig. I .)  
I+eioceplzalzts crytlzrogastcr (Hallowell) .-Bolivar to 2,000 feet; Tucu- 
I-iilca (Re1111 and Hebard) ; Valencia. Oilly observed on the ground and 
on logs and 1-oclcs in dry forests. 
The species is secretive and apparently solnewhat local in distributioil 
ill the localities in which it was observed. 
Iguana igz~ana (Linnzus).-Santa Marta to about 600 feet, San 
Loreilzo ; Aracatsca (Rehi? and Hebard) ; Fundaci6n ; Valle de Upar ; San 
Juan de Cesjr ; Foriseca and Arroyo de Arenas (observed) ; Riohacha. 
Where there are deep ponds o r  streams (e. g., Fundacihil and Valle de 
lipai-) this lizard is gellei-ally abucdant OII the shores, fi-equeiitin~ the 
branches overhanging tlie water, froin which they throw themselves when 
-alarmed. In  the regions where the streanis are shallow the species is appar- 
.ently less abundant, does iiot have this habit, and, while occurring aloiig 
the streams, seeills to be more gei~erally distributed. A t  Rioliaclia old and 
youiig individuals were fouiid in the desert scrub at  a distance of a iiiile 
fl-0111 water, in this habitat running about oil tlie grouild like the large 
Ameivas. 
Tz~pilzanlbis ~ ~ ~ i g ~ o p n ~ z c t n t z c s  Spix.-One specii~leil from Doll Diego (M. 
A. Carriker). Ilieported by Mr. Cai-1-ilter to be not ~iicoiiiiiioii ll tlie cacao 
pla~ltatioil at  1)oil Diego. It does not seem to bc 1-ecoi-dcd that this lizai-(1 
is a scavenger. 'I'lie natives 011 the Demerara River, British Guiana, cap- 
ture them oil fish-hoolts baited ~ v i t h  flesh. 
A m r l v a  a~ilei,z~a ~naczclata (Fischer) .-Santa Marta to  Agua Dulce ; 
Las l'avas (observed) ; Valencia ; Vallc de Upar ; Foiiseca; Loma Larga ; 
Arroyo de Arenas; liiol~aclia. On Sail Loreilzo fouiid on the desert aiid 
in dry woods to 2,200 feet, above 2,200 feet oi~ly in the clearings. In  the 
othei- localities taken in the flood-plain forests. 
7 7 1 his forln is close to ilr~lci.i!a crnzeifra,, as stated by Harbour and ru'oble,:'l 
and the large series obtained sho~vs that iliost of the scale characters given 
l ~ y  tllese ~vritci-s are not sufiicieilt to distinguish the subspecies. Tlie prx-  
aiials are ~ ~ s u a l l y  as much eiilai-ged as in the typical foriii, and, while the 
shields on the under side of the tibia are usually a little smaller and mol-c 
lluilierous in n~n.czrlatcr, the range of variation in these scales is slight aiid 
overlappiiig in the two forins. Tlie b.est scale character is the width of the 
occipital plate, which is quite coiistantly much less in a ~ w i v n ,  being usually 
less than one-half the greatest width of the adjacent scale in a~i te iva  and 
with few exceptioiis fi-0111 two-thirds to the entire width of the adjoiiiing 
scalc in ~rztrczrlain. Barbour aiitl Noble state that awzeiva has two pairs of 
f rontopai-ietals, but this i1111st be an el-1-or, since in a large series two pairs 
.occur oillp as an abnormality, aild this abiloi-i~ialitp is also found in nznculata. 
Anzeiva bif?-oltta$a diviszss (Fischei-) .-Salainanca Coast and Santa 
Marta to 2,200 feet;  111-acatAca aiid '1'11curiiica (Kehii and 1-lebard) ; Valle 
d e  U1)ai-; Fuiidaci6n. A conimoii grouiid lizard in the localities n~eiitioned. 
'I'he subspecies A. b. d'rvisz~s" exists ill tlie typical for111 froin the coast 
a t  S a i ~ t a  Marta to Fundaci6n. In  a large series of specimeils not one has 
the row of grailules between the supraoculars and froiltals continued ante- 
rior to the anterior border of the third supraocular. Of a series of eight 
specimeiis takeii a t  Valle de Upai- six are like tlie Sailta Marta specimens 
a i d  two have oiie granule anterior to the suture of the second and third 
supraocular. (See 11. 62.) KO 1-cl~rescntatives of the species \irere found 
between Ft~iitlacibn and Valle dc Upar. It: is possible that the Valle de 
Upar forill will be fount1 to be closer to typical bifi*o~zta,ta than to the sub- 
species dizdsl~s or iiitermediatc, but tliis is 110: appai-etlt froin the iiiaterial 
at  hand. Also the wi-iter is not certain of the identity of the Doll Tliego 
Bzil. M ~ L s .  CowzP. Zool., LIV, p. 467. 
:'%ee Kuthven, Occ. Pafie?-s, il/lus. of Zoo!.,  U~t iv .  o f  ~Miclzigar~, No. 2,  1913. 
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specimens. Of  the two speciinens ill the collectiotl fro111 that locality, one 
is like divisr~s and the otl~er is bifrontata. Since both types of scalation 
are fouild at Riohacha, the specimeils are provisionally identified as 
b i f~on fa ta .  For reinarks on the relationsl~ip of the two fornis see i~z fva .  
Aw4eiva bifrontata Cope.-Badillo; F'onseca, Arroyo de Arenas; Rio- 
hacha; Don Diego. Very common about Riohacha and the other localities 
given. A grouild forill found both in the woods and on the desert. One 
individual was seen to  run on its hind legs. 
At Riohacha about one-half t l ~ e  specimens taken (21 out of 50) have 
the first and second supraoculars entirely separated by gral~ules. In  2 j the 
granules between the frontal and supraoculars extend farther forward than 
the suture between the second and third supraoculars, and it1 four the 
granules end at that suture as in d i v l ~ l ~ s .  (See p. 62.) 'l'hcse diffelencrs 
are not scs~ial. Whether these specimens sllould be referred to bzfrorllntn. 
as i5 doilc here. or are to be coi~sidered iiitermcdiate, call be detciill~iled 
oi~ly by the csail~inatioii of a large aillouilt of T7enezuelan inaterial lo tlis- 
cover just how variable is bif;*o~ztata. From a very small series of the 
typical form from Venezuela the writer believes that it does i;ot constantly 
have the first and second supi-aoculars separated. The status of the illaterial 
froill Don Diego, Arroyo de Arenas, Ponseca, and Radillo is not clear, but 
since one of two specimetls from Don Diego and one of three spccinlens 
froill Fonseca are typical bifl-ontafa, while thc two taken at Arroyo de 
Arenas, one from Fotlseca and one from Cadillo, have the inner row of 
grailules continued farther than the suture of the second and third supra- 
oculars, the logical conclusion is that the lizards in these localities are closer 
to bifrontata than divisus. 
There can be little doubt that the two forms intergrade in the Santa 
Marta Mountains region, whether the lizards at the east end of the range 
are typical bifrontata 01- intermediate. The distribution of characters is 
shown in the following table 
Dis t r ib~~ t ion  of tlze clzrrl-acters of A ~ ~ l e i v a  bifrontata and ./l~~lcii.n bifrolztntn 
dizriszis i n  the Santa Marta Moz6ntains ~ ~ c q i o n .  
Beyond 
TO sz~tz~i-e o f  sutu@e o f  Eittircly 
,Yzlperior gvanulcs, st~praoczllars sz~praoculars arou?zd last 3 
colzti~zzccd a+zteriorly : 2 a~zd 3 z alzd 3 supraoculars Subspecies 
Santa Marta . . . . .  I7  . . . . 
Fundacion . . . . . . .  9 . . . . Alr~eiva b. diviszfs 
Valle de Upar . . . .  6 2 . . 
13adillo . . . . . . . .  I I . . 
Fonseca . . . . . . . .  I I I 
Arroyo cle Arenas . . .  . . 2 . . Alrzciva bifroiztatu 
Riohacha . . . . . . .  4 25 21 
Don Diego . . . . . .  . . I I 
Cnemidopkorz~s 1e.tlzniscatus gaigei R~thven.~~-Salamanca coas t , -~a i r a  
(observed), and Santa Marta to 2,200 feet; Tucurinca and Aracat6ca 
(Rehn and Hebard) ; Fundaci6n; Las Pavas (observed) ; Valencia; Valle 
3.1 OCC. Popcrs, J ~ Z I S .  of Zool., Uiziv. of Mich., NO.  16. 
Santa Marta 
Rioliacha 
llcntl sc.nlnf.ioll o f  Anlri i 'n  bif rontata, A. bifl o!ltcrtz 
dinrisz4s allti i ~ l t c r ~ i i e d i n t c  s p e c i n ~ e ~ z s  i~z tlzc .Sailtn 
i l f n ~ t o  ~ c g i o ~ z .  
.de Upar ; Badillo; Fonseca; Lorna Larga; Arroyo de Arenas Riohacha; 
l'alomiiia and La Coiicepcion (W. W.  Brown) ; Don Diego (M. ,4. Carri- 
ker).  Common on the lowlands all about the range, preferring open liabi- 
tats, but not uilcommoil in the inore open parts of the flood-plain forests at 
Valeiicia aild Valle de Upai-. Although a grouild form, it readily climbs 
about in low bushes in search of food. 
Leposoma disfar Peters.-Bolivar to 600 feet ; Las Pavas ; Tucuriilca 
(Rehn and Hebard). Found among leaves in the dry forest, except that 
two specimens were in damp leaves in a marshy pla,ce on the banlc of the 
'Tamocal River. 
Loxoph01i.s rugiccps Cope.-Fundacibn ; Las Pavas ; Valencia. At Fun- 
dacihn foui~d ir, some numbers under logs and in the grass about an open 
marsh and along the river ; at Valencia two specimens found atnoilg leaves 
and under detached bark in the valley forest. 
The inales alone have pores, five on each thigh, and usually four, some- 
times 5, in the przanal region. The chin shields are consta~ltly one anterior 
and four pairs, the members of the first two pairs beiig ill contact. The 
color of the males is richer (the dorsal parts blacltish, the under surfaces 
t11o1-e or less red), the females being browilish above and whitish below. 
7',-rtiosci1zczis bifasciatl~s (Dumeril) .-Colivar to 2,000 feet ; Tucurinca 
(lie1111 and E-Iebard) ; Fuiidacihn; Las Pavas; Valencia; Valle de Upar; 
170nseca ; Arroyo' de Arenas; Don Diego. A com~l~on form both ill the dry 
:1nd valley forests. Found amoilg fallen leaves, oil and ill logs, and on 
the trees. 
In many specimeils the color of the tail is a brilliant blue. 
Bnclzla bicolor (Cope) .-Bolivar to 600 feet ; Tucurinca (Rehn and 
I-lcbard) ; Loina 1,arga; Palonlina (W.  W. Brown). Under logs and roclts 
in  the dry forest. 
'fhere are two species of P,achia in the Santa Marta Monntains region, 
one of which is the same as I - I e t e ~ o d o t z i z ~ ~ ~ ~  bicolor. The specimens talcen 
in the localities given above have the scales in 28 (29) annuli, and have 
froin 44 to 46 scales between the occiput and the tail. The hind limbs are 
~uldividcd aiid are decidedly larger than in the specimens ivhich have beell 
1-eferred to the followii~g form. There are four digital tubercles on the 
fore limbs in all specimens. I t  is possible that this species is syizonyillous 
with B. flavesccns, but if so the definitioil of the latter must be cliat~ged, for 
the Santa Marta Mountains specimens have fewer scales than give11 by 
Boulenger for Ravescetzs, and the dorsal scales are distinctly imbricate. 
Baclzia dorbig~zyi (Dumeril and Bibron) .-Valencia ; Valle de Upar ; 
I~onseca. Found under logs in the dry forest at  Foiiseca arid in dry parts 
of the flood-plain forests at Valle de Upar and Valencia. The species is a 
very active one. 
The specimens referred to this species resemble those identified as B. 
bicolor, but differ in having the scales in 26 annuli, in having 46 to 48 scales 
fro111 the occiput to the base of the tail, in having the hind limb more 
reduced, and in having but three digital tubercles on the fore limbs. I t  will 
be noted that the scale counts are those of B. tridactylus, but it is clearly 
not that form, since the dorsal scales are overlapping and there is no inter- 
parietal plate. 
Cy~~~nophtlzal.culzts s e~~zichrasti (Cope) .-Bolivar to 600 feet : Tucuriilca 
(Rehn and I-lebard) ; Valeilcia; Badillo. The specimens, five in number, 
were taken on the grouild under leaves, except that one of two speciinens 
captured at Bolivar was found in the grass in a pasture. They are secretive 
and very dificult t o  capture, for they are n~ostly active only ~vhen the suil 
is sl~ining, 01- at least are best see11 then, and are usually observed slipping 
about aillong the leaves. 
The scutellation does not conform to the description give11 l)y I~o~i lcn-  
gel-" as showil by the following table: 
Lo~lgi t~ ld i~zal  Seal'? betwecrt Scales at . C ~ c z l c ~  or1 poste- 
14nc ~llit~~-.Sr,t- scale ro7ta head and tail base of tail ~ i o r  fozli tlz of tall 
ljoli\ ar, 111~1le . . . . 13 34 srnootll l,eeled 
l io l iva~,  ieil~ale . . . 15 38 lcceled 
Valenc~a, iuale . . . . 13, I5 34 smooth 
Valencia, male . . . . I5 34 smooth 1,eclcd 
L::~d~llo, felllalc . . . 13, I5 38 smooth 
I t  will be seen that the numbers of scales on the ~nedian dorsal line are 
those of G. qzeadrilineatus, and that the number of longitudinal scale rows 
may be either 13 or 15 or intermediate. In  the specimens with both 13 and 
~5 rows an extra row is added on the sides about half-way between the fore 
and hind limbs. In four specimens the scales on the base of the tail are 
smooth as given for G. quadriline4tzt.s, but in one specimen they are dis- 
tinctly lteeled. I n  the two specimens in which the tail is intact the scales 
of the distal fourth of this appendage are keeled. The coloration is as 
described by Boulenger, except that the ventral scales may bear rouuld, black 
spots. 
Af~%flhisbaena fz~liginosa Linnzus.-A single specimen talten on San 
Loreilzo a t  an altitude of 4,000 feet, crawling along the ground in the forest 
at daybreak. A second individual was seen in the same locality. 
Mabz~ya agilis (Raddi) .-Don Diego ; Arroyo de Arenas ; Valencia ; 
Las Pavas. Only found in regions of dense forest, but there talten in open 
as well as shaded places. 
SCRPENTES 
Nclmintlzophis petersii Bou1enger.-Fundaci6 ; Valencia. TaIcen utldet- 
logs in dry forest at  Fundaci6n and in the flood-plain forest at Valencia. 
The two specimens secured have 22 rows of scales. Dr. Boulenger 
has advised me that he was in error in ascribing 20 rows of scaIes to  the 
species, the type specimen having 22 rows. , 
Leptotyphlops wtacrolepis (Peters) .-A single, slightly mutiIated speci- 
men found dead in the dry woods a t  Bolivar is referred to  this species. I t  
differs from the description given by B ~ u l e n g e r ~ ~  in that the second labial 
reaches the eye, but it differs from L. myopica in the proportions and in 
:l<atalog of Lizards. British AIz~sez/ur, TI, p. 428. 
" Cofologz~e of Sizakes, British Museunz, I ,  p. 69. 
having six lower labials. The diameter of the body is contained 41% times 
in the length, the length of the tail 13 2/3 times. 
Epicrates cenchrfia (Linnaus) .-Fundacihn. A single specimen taken 
near Fundacihn was secured from a native. 
Consitrictor const~i~tor (Linnaus).-San Lorenzo, 2,200 feet. Taken 
in the forest. Reported as frequently seen a t  an elevation of about 2,200 
feet and lower. 
The characters given below are those of C. constrictor, not C. impera- 
toy. Dorsal scale rows 81, supraoculars 24, ventrals 247, subcaudals 55, 
rows of scales across forehead IS, dark cross-bands 20. 
D~~ymobi~ts  bodduertii (Sentzen).--Two hundred feet above Bolivar 
(observed) to  5,500 feet, San Lorenzo; Valencia; Palomina and La Con- 
cepcion (W. W. Brown). A cornillon ground snake in the wet forest on 
San Lorenzo ; generally distributed above 2,200 feet, below this altitude only 
seen in ravines in the dry forest. At  Valetlcia found in the flood-plain 
forest. The only food found in the ston~achs examined was frogs. (Pl. 
VIII, fig. 2.) 
Dry~~zobizu rhombifer (Giinther).-San Lorenzo from 3,000 feet to 
5,500 feet; Don Diego (M, A. Carriker) ; Palomina and La Concepcion 
(W. Mr.  Brown). R comnlon ground snake in the wet forest. One speci- 
men was talien from an egg in the stomach of a Lachesis lanceolatus. The 
stoi~~aclzs examiired contained frogs, Prostherapis sztbpz~.nctatzts, and Eleu- 
therodactylus sp. (Pl. X, fig, 2.) 
The differences in the nuinber of subcaudals is great, the extremes being 
Sq and 103. 
Plz~yponax poecilonotzls (Giinther) .-Sail Lorenzo, 4,500 feet ; Don 
Diego (h4. W. Carrilier). The specinlen talien on Sail Lorenzo was in a 
coffee tree; the one from Don Diego was found on the ground in a dense 
cacao grove. The San Lorenzo specimen had eaten a partly fledged bird. 
P e r a c ~ a ~ ~  has shown that the characters used to distinguish P ,  poecilo- 
I ~ O ~ Z L S ,  lunz~latzts, fasciatus, and gzte~ttlzei~i are not sufficient. The Santa 
Marta Mountains specimens are like those hitherto referred to P. fasciatzts 
in that the dorsal scales are weakly keeled, the preocular is in contact or 
narroxvly separated from the frontal, and the upper labials are eight. The 
dorsal scale fortllula is 21-19-17-15-13 and 21-23-21-19-17-15-13-(I I ) .  
(Pl.  IX, fig. 2.) 
D~yf4zarchon corius wzelatzurus (Dumeril and Bibson).-San Lorenzo, 
600 feet to 4.000 feet; La Concepcion, Palomina, and "Macotama or  San 
Miguel, 6,000-8,000 feet" (W.  W.  Brown). On Sail Lorenzo found in the 
wet forest, and although but few specimens were seen, the number of cast 
sliins would indicate that the species occurs in some nunlbers. 
C'hirowius carinatzts (Linnreus) .37-Santa Marta ; Palomina and La 
na ~ 0 1 .  Mzu. Tori?~o,  KO. 2j3, pp. 6-8. 
87 Fitzinger Syst. Rept., pp. 29 and 31, specifically designates Linne's Coluber 
c n ~ i ~ a t l r s  a the type of his gends Chironius. Dr. Leonhard Stejneger (in lift.) has 
callell my attention to the fact that C. carinatzhs has Colz~ber chiroius Donndorf, 
Zoo!. Beytr.., ~ o l .  3, p. 209, as a synonyill and is consequently type by taut'onymy. 
Conception (W. W. Brown) ; Valle de Upar (observed). Of the two 
specimens seen one was in a river, the other on the bank of a stream. 
Leptoplzis occidentalis (Giinther).-One speciinen froin ilracatica 
(Rehn and Hebard). In  the stomach of this specimen was found the lizard 
referred to Polyclzrzw spurrelli. 
Lsi~vxzdopl~is  nzclanotzw (Sha\v) .-Bolivar to 5,500 feet, Sail Lorenzo : 
Fundaci6n ; Ariga~ini ; Valencia ; Arroyo de Arenas ; San Miguel, 5,000 feet 
(M. A. Carril<ei-). Talcen on the edge of marshes and ditches at Bolivar, 
in the wet and drv forests in other localities on the lowland. in the forest 
at  5,500 feet, under the barli of a stutnp at Futldacibn (one), and on the 
savanna at San Miguel. One specimen had eaten a frog. 
Leiwandophis albiveiztvis Jan.-Pueblo Viejo, 8,000 feet (W. W. Brown). 
A single specilnen is referred to this species. 
La?apr-opcltk microp1zolis Cope.-The writer has examined the speci- 
inen fro111 Cacagualito, Colombia, recorded by G r i f l e i ~ ~ ~  and examitled and 
referred to this species by Dr. I?. N. Blanchard. 
L e p t o c n ~ l a ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ s  torquatz~s Giinther.-A single specimeil taken in a log in 
the dry forest at Valencia. 
The specimei~ conforins to  the description of the type in having a 
broad nuchal collar which was  ello ow in life. The head and the regiotl 
just behind the collar are dark-brown, the rest of the dorsal surface a 
brownis11 olivc, the ventral surface pearly white. The portion of t l ~ e  rostra1 
visible froin above is about one-third of its distance iron1 the frontal. 
Atr-actl~s ir-ridcsccizs Peracca.-San Lorenzo. 4,000 to 6.500 feet ; San 
Sebaskiai~ (W. 12'. 1:rown). Apparently not uncommon but a seci-ctivc 
forin between 4,000 and 6,500 feet; usually fotmd undcr logs and stones. 
One specimen has 15 dorsal scale rows, and 9 have 17 rows. Thc 
upper labials arc 7 in every specimen; the l o ~ l e r  labials are 7 in 4 speci- 
mens, 7 and S in four, 8 it1 one, and 6-7 in one. 'l'lle ventrals vary fro111 
152 to 169, the sn1)caudals from 22 to 34. The coloration is very variable. 
The dorsal coIoration in sonle specimens is brownish blaclc with snlall trans- 
verse pale brown spots, in others dark brown with small, obscure black 
spots, and otlthel-s (young) are red with prominent black spots and cross 
bars. A large spccimeiz froin Sail Sebastian is olive bro\vn with hlacli 
spots and cross bars. The velltral surface may be ilnn~aculate white or 
dull white irregularly spotted with black or with two broad black bands. 
The irridescence is strongly marked in the young and medium-sized 
specimens. 
The writer is not sure of the identity of the specimens referred to, 
particularly of those from San Sebastian, but has given thein this ilaine as 
they conform to the descriptions of Peracca3\nd Bou le~ lge r .~~  The varia- 
tions of the species in this genus have not been determined, and the char- 
acters used to distingr~ish the forms have evidently not been properly 
evaluated. 
"SMrm. Carllegic Illus., VII, p. 176. 
3"01. lbflts. I 'ori~ro,  No. 252, 1896. 
40 Proc.  2001. Soc. Loztdoiz, 1913, 1035. 

Another had eaten two frogs, Eleutherodactylus cruentus and Geoba.trachfds 
walkmi. 
All of the specimens have black annuli in pairs, the number on the 
body varying from 11 to  14. The subcaudals are 44 to 64, the ventrals 186 
to zoo. 
Tantillar longifrontale (Boulenger) .-San Lorenzo, 4,000 feet ; Palo- 
mina (W. W. Brown). The San Lorenzo specimen was talcen on a rock 
in a stream. 
Tdntilla segwicinctztwz (Dumeril and Bibron) .-Valle de Upar ; Bonda 
(a  specimen ill the Museunl of Comparative Zoology, from the H. I-I. Smith 
collection). The Valle de Upar specimen was in dry woods. 
Tantilla .~uela~zoccphala (Linnxt~s).-Fundacicin; \'alencia. Two 
' specimens talcen under logs, one in a swamp, and one in low forest. 
Stenorhina degenhardtii (Berthold) .-Valencia ; Arroyo dc Arenas. 
Only two specimens taken, both on the ground in dense woods. 
The specimens have the color described as variety A by B o ~ l e n g e r , ~ ~  
and there is a broad, irregular black< band on the median ventral line. 
Micrurzcs w6ipartitzls (Duineril and Bibron).-San Lorenzo, 5,000 feet ; 
Sail Sebastian (W. W. Bro-vvn). The single :pecimen found on Sail 
Lorenzo was among leaves in heavy forest. 
The specimens (6) all have more than the inaxitnuin number of white 
rings given by B0ulenger,4~ the number being from 69 to 75. 
Micl-z~rus dzl-141erilii (Jan) .-Macotama and La Concepcion (five speci- 
mens collected by W. W .  Brown) ; Fundaci6n ( I ) .  The Funclacihn speci- 
men was fomzd uilder a log on the margin of an open swamp. 
The material is puzzling. The specimens correspond in many ways 
with the descriptioiis of Jan and Boulenger, and, as these writers had but 
one specimcn each, it is to be expected that a series, such as is at hand 
from the Santa Marta region, will reveal variations. The only constant 
difLerences observed are in the size of the eye, which is thrce-fourths, not 
two-thirds, of its distance froin the mouth, and in the relative lcilgth of 
the frontal and parietal scales, the forinel- being shorter than the latter. 
The Fundaci6n speciinen is in coloration similar to those of Jan and Bou- 
lenger, and the larger one of Weri~er.~"n the others the blaclc bands are 
about half as wide as in those mentioned, the laterals are poorly defined 
and are often, and the middle ones occasionally, interrupted ventrally. 
This coloration is apparently represented by Werner's smaller specimen. 
In  some specimens from La Concepcion the postnasal is broadly in contact 
with the preocular, in others the suture is short, and in still others these 
scales are completely separated. The triads on the body vary from g to 14, 
the ventrals are 180-ZOO, and the subcaudals are 31 to  50. 
It is the opinion of the writer that all of these specimens I I I U S ~  for  the 
4 2  Catalogue o f  Snakes, British Museunz, 111, p. 230. 
43 Catalogzde o f  Snakes, British Museum, 111, p. 431. 
4 4  Ablz. Konig. Bnyeriscllen Aknd., Bd. X X I I ,  pp. 382-383. 
present be referred to ilf. dz~mevilii (Jan), of which M. colombianus Grif- 
fen46 is a synonym. 
Mkrzirzw lzollmzdi (Griffen).-There is a single specimen in the col- 
lection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, labelled "Santa Marta, 
Colombia, lowlands, Dr. Sellards," which corresponds closely with the 
description of M. hollandi Griffen (loc. cit., pp. 218-219). The head is 
entirely black except for two yellow spots on the parietals. 
Sibynonzorphzls mikani (Schlegel) .-La Concepcion (W. W. Brown). 
Bothrops ln~zceolatus (LacCp2de) .-La Tigrera (600 feet) to  5,000 feet, 
San Lorenzo; Fundaci6n; Palomilla (W. W.  Brown). A nocturnal form 
said to be not uncominoil up to 4,500 feet. Only one specimen observed 
as high as 5,mo feet on San Lorenzo. In the stomach of one specimen 
was found an egg of Dvynzobilrs rhouzbife~.  
In all of the specimens the keels of the dorsal scales are nearly or  
quite as long as the scales. 
Bothrops lansbergi (Schlegel) .-Bolivar ; Fonseca. Among leaves in 
dry forest at Bolivar, and under log in low woods a t  Fonseca. 
The dorsal scale forillula is 25-23-21-19, and in one specimen, a male, 
there are 25 rows only on the neck. 
Crotalz~s tevvifczis (Laurenti) .-San Sebastian (W. W. Brown) ; Boli- 
var (reported by M. A. Carrilter). 
The dorsal scale formula is 27-29-27-25-23-21-19, 
CROCODILINI 
Cvocodilzis aciitils Cuvier.--One specimen on the ocean beach at Don 
Diego (M. A. Carriker) ; one seen on the bank of the Fundaci6n River at 
Fundaci6n. 
Caivvtn?z sclerops (Schneider) .-A single specimen taken in a stagnant 
lagoon in the low forest at  Do11 Diego (M. A. Carriker). 
TE~TUDINATA 
Testudo de~zticc~lata (Linnzeus) .-Santa Marta (reported) to 600 feet, 
San Lorenzo; Fundaci6n; Copei. The species is much more wideljr dis- 
tributed than indicated by the above list of localities. It apparently prefers 
dry forests and probably occurs in this habitat everywhere on the west, 
south, and east sides of the range. Shells were observed between Arroyo 
de Arenas, Fonseca, San Juan de Cesh ,  Valle de Upar, Valencia, and 
Las Pavas. 
The species is assiduously hunted for food, and the shells are utilized 
as  basins. 
IGnosternon integruvvt (Le  Conte).-A single specimen taken in an 
open marsh at Fundaci6n. 
45 Mem. Carnegie Museum, VII, 216-217. 
PLATE I 
Figure I. Harbor and city of Santa Maria a s  seen fro111 the entrance to the I)ay. 
Figure 2. Vegetation of the plains near Santa Marta. The vegetation of scraggly 
trees, cacti and other plants in some places tends to grow in clumps; in others it is 





Figure I. Wet forest at 4,500 feet on San Lorenzo. 
Figure 2. Moderately wet forest below 4,500 feet on San Lorenzo. The abrcpt 
transition to the dry forest a t  2,200 feet may be seen at  the low peak just  to  the 





Figure I. Dry forest, at 1,500 feet, on San Lorenzo. The trees have been largely 
removed and are replaced by an artificial dry savanna. 
Figure 2. Detail of the moderately wet forest, at 4,000 feet, on San I,orenzo, 




P L A T E  IV 
T h e  n~oderately wct forcst, at  4,000 feet, on San Lorenzo, illustrating the size 





Figure. I. A stream above 2 . 2 ~  feet on San Lorenzo. Tlie valleys are V-shaped, 
and the stream beds are \-ery steep, so that the streanls are torrential and character- 
ized by many falls. 
Figurc 2. View in the lower part of the cloud forest on San Lorenzo, showing 





A burned area near the s~uumit of San Lorenzo, the "Cerro Quemado." The 





Vegetation o f  the region about Riohaclia. Over large areas the giant cacti and 
scraggly trees are  n~ostly confined to ~nounds  higher than tlic surrou~iding flats, hut 
011 the ridges and terraces with gravelly or stony soil, the dry forest is Inore evenly 





Figure I. Savanna at Valencia de Jesus. Between the clutlips of trees and 
cacti the vegetation consists principally of grasses. 
Figure 2. Drymobius boddaertii (Sentzen). 




Figure I. Basilisczts bar.bollri Ruthven; photographed ~ I I  a streat11 on  San 
Lorenzo. 
Figure 2. Plzryisorsox fioecilortot~~s (Giinther), taken on San Lorenzo. This 





Figure I. Oxybelis acunzinata (Wied), taken near Santa Marta. An arboreal 
species which has such a slender body that it can move directly through the branches 
of the trees at an astonishing speed. 




PLATE XI  
Figure.  I. Ele~itlzerodactylus car~izelitae, new species, XI%. 
Figure 2. Geobatraclzz~s nt~alkrri Ruthven. About 2 1-5 times natural size. 





Figure I. Elezttlzerodactylz~s carntelitae, new species. 
Figure 2. C~-~~ptobotrnchz ls  f rlrr~r~ar~lti (Peracca). Feiuale with eggs in position. 
'San Lorenzo. 
Figure 3. Elczlthcrodnctylz~s ~lcegalops Ruthven. Sail Lorenzo. The large eyes 
.are well shown in this picture. 
Figures 4, 5. Elez~tlzerodact~ilzcs cruentus (Peters). Adult and eggs. The eggs 
a r e  in position on the leaf of a bromelia. 
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